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RUTH NOLAN 

Teaching My Daughter to Put Out Fire 
 

It isn’t your typical scenario, 

a young mother, who worked 

seven years ago as a wildland firefighter 

driving a jeep in four-wheel drive 

up 3N14, the back road to Big Bear 
with her daughter five years old 

 to reach the Rattlesnake Fire burn zone, 

the last fire she ever fought.  

This is another July day. 
 

The mother wants to see for herself  

how the mangled landscape looks today, 

what remains of the Joshua and Pinyon trees 

what bird sounds filter now through barren air, 
what reference points to negotiate by 

without the Jeffrey Pines or live oak, 

without the juniper, and  

she worked on this fire, 

she watched it burn away 
huge boulder-scatter revealed,  

ominous ghost-whales 

rising from the heavy smoke. 
 

She wants to re-assess, look for signs of life 

now that so much has been taken away, 

one careless toss of a cigarette  

one careless finger on a trigger, 

a father locked away, his best friend dead. 
Most of us have forgotten the ceremonies. 

Many of us know only how to rape the land, 

kill and torch and defile with a reckless hand. 

Because they can. 
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Some things have been destroyed forever. 

Some things might have been saved. 

Some things new and strange will grow in this space. 
 

Will there be birds? Ravens, or a few western Jay? 

Will there be mountain wildflowers, suckling  

the darkened dirt? Perhaps a few deer, 

negotiating their way across a moonscape 
on their way to a small spring. Jackrabbits 

hopping in and out of the slowly dying Joshua trees. 
 

Before they reach the lonely place, 
they stop at an empty campground 

so the daughter can run and play. 

Her daughter spots it first: a wisp of smoke 

tickled by the light wind and rising 

a careless camper, a campfire not put out. 
 

The mother reaches for her Army shovel 

and hands her daughter a bottle of water. 
 

We have work to do. 
This is how you put out a fire  

before it has a chance to erupt— 

look for the small things 

a wisp of sensual smoke, 
a gleam of orange eyes, 

a seduction of tiny flame. 

This is where it starts. 

This is where it will stop. 

Nothing more will burn here today. 
This 

is not 

good fire. 

This 

is not a place 
to play.  
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CURRAN JEFFERY  

Mississippi, 1966 
 

She was walking beside me. 

She was very dark, looking straight ahead. 

I recognized the fabric of her dress. My Grandmother used 
to use the same fabric to make blouses and window 

curtains—throughout rural America—this was Mississippi.  

Me, a white boy from the University  

in Fayetteville, marching on Jackson in response to the 
shooting of James Meredith.  She probably from a farm 

North of Tugaloo. 
 

I spoke to her. 

She ignored me. 
I could tell I was to remain a stranger. 

She could not be seen talking to a strange white boy. 

In the old days, Pillsbury would bag 50 pounds of flour  

in floral print cotton sacks which could be washed, ironed, 

and sewed into something useful. 
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JAN BEATTY 

snaking  
 

running downhill, bushes alongside 

 in your pf flyers, no shirt— 

you’re 12, beating all the boys, sting 
 of the pine tree as it scrapes 

your arm. no language to hurt you, any  

 sting a gift next to the talk  

of the stupid boys with their big hands. 
  you always win. you don’t know 

your body yet, but you use it. run.  

follow the line of roadway to the next 

blacktop. follow the curves to the snaking 

 river inside you. fly to the starless  
night inside you. fast as you can with 

 scratched arms and bruises from 

falling. you are a small god. inimitable. 

 beat them every time.  
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SUZANNE O'CONNELL 

Poor Life Choices 
 

‚Are you pregnant?‛ 

‚No, I’m just fat,‛ I said. 
 

My boss Jay was always asking inappropriate questions. 

He would have gotten fired nowadays. 

Jay was the kind of guy who thought he looked thinner 

if he tucked in his pink Izod shirt. 

He was wrong. 

He was short and round, like Tweedle Dum. 

He wore mirrored sunglasses indoors all day 

so he could ogle our breasts without restraint. 
 

Jay was bad enough, but my job was next level. 

I sat in a warehouse surrounded  

by medical specimens swimming in jars: 

Internal organs, brains, 72-hour urine collections, 

feces and vials of blood headed to toxicology. 

My job was to label each specimen for billing. 

I loved to look for celebrities. 

Once we got a sample of swimming pool water 

from Lenny Bruce.   

He was being harassed by the law  

and as a precaution was having his pool water tested, 

or so the story went. 
 

‚How did you skin your knees?‛ Jay asked, chortling. 

I was reflected in his glasses. 

I was trying to look like Joan Baez, 

long wavy hair, 

no makeup. 

I wore my grandmother’s hand-me-down dress, 

she called them shirtwaists, 

buttoned from hem to neck, 

full skirt, belt, muted plaid, pointy collar, 

a bitch to iron. 

I longed for embroidered hippie clothes. 
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In my family, we were all head no body. 

Sickness, sex, weight, were never discussed.  

So being surrounded by body parts all day 

was shocking. 

My coworkers were an education too. 

There was the Indian lab tech, Mehandra, 

who, when placing a phone call,  

inflected his name so it sounded like a question:  

‚Hello, Mehandra?‛ 

‚No,‛ the recipient would say,  

‚there’s no Mehandra here.‛  
‚No, I’m Mehandra.‛  

‚Then why are you asking for yourself?‛  

There was Kevin, who was fired in front of us 

for being drunk and asked if it would affect his raise. 

There was Symphony who was in a religious cult 

but dressed in low cut blouses,  

push-up bra and tight skirts. 
 

‚I’ll bet you’re a wonderful wife,‛ Jay said, smirking. 
 

I wish I could have a do-over with Jay. 

The words I needed then 

at last found a home in my mouth. 

I wouldn’t just chuckle like I used to. 

Now I’d know what to say.  
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KAREN KENYON 

La Lina 
 

I search Tijuana’s gray-brown streets 
trying to find the frontera— 
 

Abandoned by you in a dark cell, 

I groped free, 

roamed the city 

past vendors with wooden puppets, 
green and gold paper mache fruit— 

While tropical birds 

called from their own prison stalls. 
 

You’re over there 
somewhere 

I know, 

only streets away, 
 

yet past that line, 
waiting. 
 

But it is becoming dark, 

and no one understands my words, 

no one knows my sign  
for the border. 
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MARGE PIERCY  

Respect 
 

I live within a mile of the sea 

but haven’t entered it since 

a white shark ripped apart 
a young surfer.  I stand above 
 

on the edge of the dune 

but even when I see a fin 
way out, I back away as if 

the great white could fly. 
 

The sea belongs to its own. 

We’re always trespassers,  
visitors who leave mounds 

of trash to pollute its waters. 
 

The ocean owes us nothing.  

It knows it will outlast us. 
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AL ZOLYNAS 

Re-Call of the Wild 
 

  2020-21: The Pandemic 
 

The Virus, that miniscule sentience  

lurking in submicroscopic caves,  
ventured out to find welcome  

in human inspiration. 
 

Then the larger visible ones 
began encroaching across 

suburban borders— 

fences, walls—seemingly  

abandoned by us, no longer 

holding their trespass threats. 
 

Small country roads and paths 

became permitted ways for deer, 

coyote, even cougars  

to reclaim their losses. 
Why tread down long grass, bend 

back brush and thicket 

when smooth black pavement, 

gentle to hooves and paw pads, 
showed the way? 
 

From trees and rooftops new songs 

(they felt louder) greeted us 

in the morning. We saw more 
hawks and vultures spiral slowly 

up the invisible air columns 

above our houses. 
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In the night owls drew closer 

and hooted to us in our sleep. 

We still didn’t know what they said 

but we liked that they felt  
comfortable saying it closer. 
 

It was a fraught time  

for some of our pets 
who smelled the air through screen doors 

for whatever lingered 

after the coyote left the yard. 
 

Oh, over wine at dinner 
we celebrated the Return of Nature. 

We rejoiced in what we hoped 

would be a turn favorable to Gaia, 

to a cleansing of the seas, 

a scrubbing of the air. 
 

We put a positive spin on the Virus 

and the lockdown— 

until the next surge 
and the crowding of the ICUs, 

until it became clearer still that  

the re-call of the wild 

included not only the furry and feathered ones, 

the scaled and shelled, 
but the tiny Virus itself 

with its mysteriously built-in genius  

for adaptation, transformation, and 

survival.  
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AMY WANG 

Dying Celestial Bodies 
 

Do the Stars look like me? 

No.  

Why do I even ask You? 
You don’t understand. 

You won’t understand. 

Nope.  
 

Can I be a Star? 

No.  

Not without changing, 

my melanin, 

my mane,  
my very essence.  
 

I’m not doing that.  
 

To shine a fake light, 
that You like, 

that They like, 

that’s not my light, 

not in light years, 

no.  
 

Even dead Stars like You, 

followed the Machine,  

swallowing blocks of cement—one after the other— 
because of a signed note, 

to have a frown turned upside down  

    and less around the waist, 

my dear blonde sister and red shoes icon; 
 

I’m not doing that. 
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Billie too! 
She put a long fight, 

to have a natural light, 

singing her tune, 

but still fell prey, 
to a needle; 
 

So even Stars fall, 

like a tragic hero, 

stupid tragic flaw! 
Cruel and emotionless, 

but You play a role too, 

you and Your Army; 
 

I’m not doing that.  
 

I rather be a red dwarf star, 

because I’m furious, 

the universe is made for You, 

and Stars that look like Me, 
follow Your rules, 

to fit Your production or song; 
 

But inside,  
they’re about to explode, 

years before Their time, 

to survive Your Universe, 

that You’re still in, 

when You should fall; 
 

I’m not doing that.  

I rather sing how I want to, 

or not sing at all.  
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CHRIS VANNOY 

When the puzzle piece doesn’t fit 
 

turn it around  

and try again 
 

I feel for the edges of my soul 

a life force that changes with each sleep 
 

as I open my eyes the day comes into focus 
and the pattern of the previous days  

and I knit their memories 

into the voids where I find a standard peace 

reconciled with a cover of remembered feeling  
 

as the day drags me forward 

I walk through the triggered reactions that assault me  

the joy always surrounded in a fog of fight or flight 

access or change 

want and need 
 

my stumbles are unexpected and are dealt with  

my victories are semi-planned  

calculated by news of the world  

   passing outside of my door 
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BRANDON RUIZ 

Timeless Story 
  

The coyotes eat pollos for breakfast. 

The sun will be rising soon. 
¡Viva Perú, Carajo! 

But my place is in America. 
  

She was there, waiting for me. 

She just didn’t know. 
My English is poor, 

but she will understand. 
  

The bar was gay, gleaming with light 

just like her smile, 
on that beautiful summer night 

in Bloomington, Indiana. 

 

 
BISSHIE 

 

the tartness of raspberries. . . 
she hears her mother’s  

disapproval 
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EMILIE ANDERSON  

A Sunday Morning in Hofstetten 
 

Church bells toll over a still graveyard  

Summoning swirling spirits  

To gather and join us for breakfast.  
 

Enterprising bees flit in and out  

Of the red rose-wreathed window  

To sip nectar from sticky fingers.  
 

A forest stretches green to the sun  

Castle ruins forgotten—  

Crumbling beneath drunk dancing branches.  
 

Homemade shoes on a cobblestone path  

Skipping with laces undone  

Stopping—sudden—upon the strange sight. 
 

A scar in the street–pitted pavement. 
Is it here that it happened?  

In this sleepy town, a place called home? 
 

Here— 

The farmhouse where mother screamed to hide. 
Here— 

The sweet shop where children ducked and cried. 

There—  

The warfront where father fell and died. 
 

Us against them and them against us 

Foes opposed, each toes the line 

But no one wins, the beast devours all.  
 

Some days I can taste ash in the air 

Smell cinders of stories burnt 

Before they could be written or shared. 
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Wails of widows past whistle on winds 

I hear their desperate pleas 
Memories surface in silver streams. 
 

Yet on this morning the sun shines through 

A child laughs and ties their shoe 
The world spins on, and so must we too. 

 

 

 
TED WASHINGTON 

 

never solitude 
mother earth embraces me 

my mind an ocean 
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LAURA LORBER 

Lockstep 
 

As a child it was all too easy to focus on the little hurts. 

The hurt of being picked up by your secretary  

     when I was sick. 
Or never having my parents volunteer in the classroom. 
 

But I discount all those hard years. 

Years of figuring out learning disabilities, 
Years of mono and knee surgeries, 

When it was You and Me against the world. 

No one else was so in tune. 

Even Dad would forget why I moved so slowly. 
  

Now when I look at my own child. 

And she complains of phantom pains, 

I wonder that you always took me so seriously. 

You listened. You cared.   
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CRYSTOPHVER R 

Aria in B Sharp 
 

Her aria begins 
from distant canyons. 

My heart feels her strains, 

the sweet tug of my trill diva 

drifts through the mist, wound 

alluringly unbroken, a beckoning 
invocation to our secret rendezvous. 

Silence shades my next breath with a gasp, 

a chilled floating moment of touching reception. 

I shiver connection as her love-song caresses new 

heights. 
In and out of perception, my soul pulsates with each  

passionate cry. 

Her voice comes clear and bright pledging her heart, in 

dedication of love. 
 

I am lifted airborne in euphoric ascension, levitated, 

drifting out of body, 

consumed by airy lightness, mesmerized by her power of 

serenade. 
Quick slammed to the ground, I’m erupted from dream 

state 

by desperate handling, tools, and frenzied verbal 

exchange. 

Two first responders shock me to a new conscience 
from the ripped open heart of my crumpled car. 

Then plated like cooked goose on a gurney, 

dispatched to flashing red-light rescue. 

The love song resumes once again. 

Her voice shrills and peaks, 
as she heralds salvation, 

midwifing transition. 

my angel of mercy.  
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MARIA MAZZIOTTI GILLAN 

When My Son  

 Still Kissed Me Good Night 
 

When my son still kissed me good night, 

I did not know enough to be grateful, 

thought he would always be close to me. 

In the evenings I sat on the edge of his bed  
and he would talk to me and tell me about his day.  

I was sure that I would never lose 

this closeness, these moments before he drifted  

off into sleep in the half dark of his room. 
 

This boy who was so close to me has long vanished  

and in his place, a man draped in silence. 

He cannot seem to find the words 

to express what he feels, 

or at least not with me. He calls me  
every Sunday night at exactly 5:45 PM  

and we have a 10-minute conversation. 
When I ask him the same questions,  

  he answers with the same words. 

I admire the man he has become—  

  brave, dependable, honest, 

admire how he cares about other people, 

how he remembers his friendships  

even with the children he knew  

when he was in grammar school, and high school,  

      and college. 
Now he has his own family. 

His grown-up children go to him for help and advice. 
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I wish I could lift the heavy coat of sorrow 
that seems to have settled on his shoulders, 

could believe that something in his life gives him joy, 

but I do not know the magic words to make that happen.  
Before he hangs up he always says I love you  
        and I say I love you too. 

For now, I know that will have to be enough 

no matter how much I wish  

there were more that I could do. 

 

 

 

 

EMMA GREY ROSE 

The Smoke Between Us 
 

and the 

summer 

crawls webs into 

spiders 
that lie with us 

on a 

moonlit 

bank 
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PENNY PERRY  

Each Morning I Sip Green Tea 
 

luxuriate in honey scented steam. 

Some mornings I chant names 

of absent friends, count backwards  
from the most recent death: Laura,  

Susie, Joyce, John, Elbia, Joanne, 

Carol, Susan.  
 

They remind me this day is mine. 

How lucky I am to know granddaughters, 

friends still here, the unfolding  

of the day. How lucky I am. Tea from  

China, tea grown in the valley of snow- 
covered Mt. Lu, flowers from Africa. 

Shiny orange yellow and pale, pink 

blooms. Flowers we call Freeway Daisies. 
 

How rich this world is. How rich I am.  
Today a yellow throated warbler lands 

on my white plastic chair, 

and sings to the palms, to the rabbits 

in the grass, to the rich and the poor, 
to the living and the dead. 
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LIZZIE WANN 

Wandering 
 

my watch band broke in my sleep 

when I woke up, time mattered less 

my newly unfettered wrist 

felt feathery and free 
 

I stopped tracking certain  

number of steps every hour 

didn’t plan my day the same 

didn’t plan it at all 
 

it was disconcerting how I 

experienced this detachment 

as if my body was unburdened 

from gravity itself 
 

I’ve felt this same sensation 

when I drove across America 

Los Angeles to El Paso 

through deserts of California, 
Arizona, New Mexico  
 

I looked out into scrub brush 

erased roads in my mind and imagined 
land’s native people here 

before settlers, before so-called borders 
 

how at home I’ve become here 

even when I know it’s not mine 
how unencumbered I move 

through gas stations & drive-thrus 

even when I know it’s not equal 
 

my wanderlust is not manifest destiny 
I don’t claim anything as mine 

recognize my impermanence 

that my escape from time is a privilege 
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JUAN FELIPE HERRERA 

guard man gun 
 

  at the borderl ine of el Río Grande (9/22/21) 
 

guard man     gun  

on your hip & green suit 

galloping horse 
   mouth of el Río Grande   

   crossing into Texas—16,000 we run 

   guard man you lissenin’  

wash by rocks 

in between thorns 
water dirt standing hoping     

     a rag  

   dry body dry 

   you go  

      the horse  
the gun it’s the law  

it’s what the law says 

the world crumbles  

guard man with gun 

   guard man horse 
   rubble at the edge 

   ruffled torn bent chewed huaraches  

where to run   

don’t whip me like a cow  
   don’t whip me  

   a pig    thrashing  
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no papers  

 only escape exile only 

plastic roof    plastic bag  

   between stones broken &  
horse guard man whip  

notice the river 

my sisters wash  men wash  

boys girls wash 

            tiny children  
we wait for paradise  

at the edge of branches & nothingness 
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JULIE CORRALES 

the strings 
 

is it sin       to count my blessings  

                            when i have so little     you have less  

that i'm proud         to stand on your shoulders  
that i'm drowning      in guilt because  you      carried my 

weight  

that i had my babies much too early      put them through 

too much 
 that when the sunshine lands on their freckled  

noses       just right       i feel nothing but gratitude  

      though they feel the ache of neglect    that comes from 

having known         

                 a dope fiend  
                                          mama  

that maybe i wasn't a burden at all                but A Reason     

To Survive          

that maybe we don’t stand on shoulders at all 

     but that maybe we are                lifted                 pushed 
HEAVED  

over      the    last    mound   our ancestors couldn’t climb  

  in their lifetime  

that maybe they just couldn’t let go   of the string    
dangling  

   from hem of our pants 

that maybe the sun  

that hits freckles just right is hope  

floating thru time to remind me 
  to heave 

that i try to let go but still see strings dangling up ahead? 
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ROBT O’SULLIVAN 

Day of the Green Man 
 

See the women hang the stalks upside down 

wort, laurel & heliotrope, tied off with dyed cord  

& placed alongside crystal rocks & mirrors  
so to capture long light of the waxing sun   

spread their herbs to dry & stir the pots of summer stew.  
 

On midsummer night the men bring shells & stones,  
not fish or meats; the beasts are protected at this time  

in favor of earth magic. Light & dark will intertwine  

as stars begin to punctuate the deepening blue.     
 

Now watch the women raise their skirts to jump  
the bale fires, their eyes wild, the air around them  

filled with wings & feathers, spirits they can’t see  

but whose presence they can feel, how their enflamed  

skin longs for growth, expansion they become obsessed  
with open places this long night, before the oak king comes  

back to reclaim his tortured piece of swollen sky made new.   
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CAROL BUCKLEY 

The Chest of Drawers 
 

I am trying to sketch 

a chest of drawers right now. 
 

Its ocher blandness, 

common oak or pine,  

not cherry, 

soaks into walls 
till lines appear. 
 

A filigree base, 

saw-cut like an emblem, 

Dutch compactness for shape, 
distinct lines fall into shadow. 
 

Another look sees complexity. 

Deep recesses and shadow 

beguile me— 
knobs as eyes and mouth, 

central plaque, a nose. 
 

However made, by hand or machine 

someone cared enough to form you. 
You are unbroken and full of capacity: 

wherever you go you have ‚face.‛ 
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NAIA 

Reflections   
   a haibun 
 

The freeway on a Friday afternoon as I commute home to 

help my grandchildren with their Halloween costumes: she 

as ballerina and he as Captain Hook. I stay the night, attend 

their soccer games. We dine in, watch movies, play cards... 
and I struggle to ignore under-the-breath conversations 

between their parents, who have separated finances and 

spend half of each week apart. 
 

gathering storm 

the moon half in 

half out 

 

 

 

 

 

KJMUNRO 
 

a bell chimes 

to end the meditation 

winter darkness 
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MARY O’CONNOR  

Fruit Trees in February 
 

In this California garden, crabapple blooms redden  

the spiky bee-filled bush, kumquat branches bend, heavy  

with tart orange fruit your mouth remembers for hours, 
lemon trees lit up with yellow oriels laugh at the sun.  
 

And here a fig tree comes into leaf and fruit,  

its bare white branches blessed with a fig or two  
and some leaves at the tip, curving out to this little party  

in a graceful, deliberate dance. Figs, pea-size, hard, reddish-

green against their fresh leaf nest,  

carrying all their power within.   
 

And I wonder if this, today, is the word,  

fleshed out in practical examples— 

the promise that bare patches, nettles and stony  

hardship along the road can give way  

to nourishment and joy. The assurance  
that tough tiny nothings will grow into somethings,  

even in our rough and anxious times, will little by little 

become part of life, its movement forward. 
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CLAUDIA POQUOC  

Water Bearers 
  

With their buckets 

women crowd around  

the two village faucets. . . 
 

  No longer needing  

  to walk for hours  

  will you  
  return to school 

  find time to play 

  have hope. . . 
  

   like roots of bamboo 
   after years underground 

   suddenly push upward. 

 

 

 

 
JOAN CANBY 

 

Canada geese 

their wings sweep in greeting 
by the creek 
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PAUL A. SZYMANSKI 

Wood Vibrations 
 

     for Laura  
 

Would you join me 

in the body of my guitar? 
 

Might we lock hands, 
embrace—wordless, secure, alone, 
 

as vibrations 

fill and surround our every thought, 
 

leaving no room 

for fear, regret, mistakes, despair? 
 

Surrendering 
as two lungs, two eyes, two ears serve 
 

one true being, 

finding and loving ourselves, God, 
 

yet living by the strum,  

the pluck, the chords of healing, 
 

breathing cedar, 
resting together on rosewood? 
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ISABELLE WOLF 

A Night at the Jazz Club 
 

Bluesy, sweet roar 

of jazz—low, slow, 

and sexy- 
golden candles dancing to 

raspy saxophone, 

snapping to the taps 

and snaz 
of grand Piano’s  

refined, mellow sways. 
 

Fingers caress curved notes 

like a crimson dress with 
foxy buttons, swinging  

sensual to heavy bass. 

Rounded cigar between  

lengthy fingers, glossy,  

jet black, and polished- 
silver smoke twirling 

in hazy delight, and  

serene frenzy sings  

into night’s deep 
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KATHY KEOGH 

Willie Nelson's Guitar 
 

She wanted to be a rare guitar. 

She became a 1957 Les Paul  

gold top with original humbuckers. 
The kind of guitar 

Eric Clapton would want. 

She is beautiful 

but when you touch her 
you must wear 

white cotton museum gloves.  

She hangs on a wall 

in a climate-controlled room 

refined gold top reflecting light 
from the LED lights aimed at her. 

Footsteps echo in the empty room. 

She wanted to be rare. 

She wanted to be beautiful. 
 

I, on the other hand, 

only ever  

wanted to be  

Willie Nelson's guitar.  
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ANNA SÁNCHEZ 

The Road 
 

How many roads have you taken before? 

How many roads, how many detours?  

Roadblocks and brakes?  
Have you crashed along the way?  

How many roads have you taken before? 

Some narrow and rural roads I bet.  
 

How many hills and valleys have you passed by  

        along the way? 

Some green ones and some dead ones I would guess.  

How many times were you so tired,  

 you close your eyes and end up in a new lane?  
Glad you woke up, rolling down windows  

  to catch some fresh air to stay awake.  
 

And yet, you drove. 
 

Where does the road end?  

The road ends once you stop driving,  

the road ends when the gas goes low,  

when your spirit departs this life,  

this road which we call life is in your hands,  
along the way you drive.  
 

Drive far, never let your spirit die  

for there will be green fields and undeveloped lanes,  
but as you keep going you’ll learn the way,  

the way to the place where you must belong,  

the place where you were sent to guide.  
 

The road never ends until you stop.  
Keep going, stay up, life will guide your way, 

for the road ends once you give up,  

so drive on. . .  
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J.B. CHOCHELES 

Meant to Be 
 

watching the pixels change on  

the Times Square Jumbotron 

a random rant jabbed my ears 
 

risk is ubiquitous 

life is filled with uncertainty 

get used to it 
SUCKER! 
 

can’t you see?  

it’s all random  

chaotic and uncertain  
dog eat dog 

got to be fit 

Darwin was right! 
 

Planning is futile 
identifying possibilities 

calculating probabilities 

solving for every equation 

running through ‚What If‛ scenarios 

wastes all your energy 
don’t you just want to be 

HAPPY?  
 

it’s not MY job  
to be responsible 

to be accountable 

have all the answers 

save everyone, (including me) 

don’t you know?  
It’s meant to be.  

It’s just all MEANT TO BE!  
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as I watched the sky turn to velvet 

I followed the words down to Bleeker Street 

saw a woman grab her squirming child’s hand 

as a squealing cab turned the corner 

watched a kaleidoscope of couples 
exchange mundane intimacies 

in the safety of the present   
 

and I kept on walking  
until all the words merged  

with the sirens and jackhammers  

until the soliloquy stopped  

until all I saw was an impotent shadow  

evaporating off the sidewalk  

 

 

 

 

DEBORAH KOLODJI 
 

navy ship 
the unexpected dolphin 

in my photo 
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DORIS RUBIO 

sixteen in three parts 
 

I. i am sixteen. me and titi share a room 

in a gated suburb of orange county.  

tustin; not quite santa ana, not quite irvine.  
most nights we spend chismeando into the next day. 

other nights pillows are flying and titi is screaming: 
 

D, put that phone away and go to sleep! 
 

i am sixteen. titi’s kids are all grown.  

i more or less grew up with them; 

spending summers watching older 

cousins mix house tracks on turntables  
through cracked doors, caught laughing 

at the chappelle show and simple life 

from behind couches after bedtime,  

flung from arms into the deep ends  

of pools, tickled mercilessly by contorted  
hands nicknamed ‚the claw.‛  
 

i am sixteen, just barely at this point.  

birthday in july makes me a leo,  

makes me old enough to emancipate, 
to testify, to be arrested as a runaway.  

young enough to be sent to a foster care  

center, where they point, snap, record,  

every naked bruise. take weight, 
take phone, take hope. and i spent  

seventy-two hours watching audrey 
hepburn lose and find that stupid gato 

in the rain, crying as if a boy loving her 

was the worst thing that had ever happened. 
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titi is my aunt, but more like my mom. 

we drink coffee early in the morning, gouda  

and wheat thins at midnight. we make delirious  
jokes, like ‚is güd-ah?‛ we tan and read by the pool. 

remind each other to flip, recommend next books.  

she sneaks me wine coolers, she loves bloody mary’s. 

she takes on a responsibility she did not expect— 

housing me. loving me. feeding me.  
grounding me and re-grounding me. 
she teaches me to make empanadas.  

to love myself enough to chew, swallow 

and feel okay about it.  
 

II. i am sixteen. i drink my coffee black. 
abuela says our women are strong 

no necesitamos crema o anything, 

azucar de nadien. she came to this  

country more than thirty years ago. 
 

no husband. black coffee. she raised  
seven children. she speak good english. 

she grows aguacates and chiles in her backyard. 

she has a banana tree; she has a life here.  

her children and grandchildren eat her magic.  
we stuff our faces with bloody beet salads 

howl for her salsa, her hand-picked hot peppers 

causing a welcomed disruption in our mouths  

and we suck in air through our teeth  
attempt to cool our poor tongues.  
the earth is abuela’s best friend.   

she picked seeds from her womb,  

mothered a forest.  
 

no husband. black coffee. seven children. 

abuela had to leave them in colombia with the promise 
of a better future. titi is the second darkest. 
abuela says they were from the mountains. 

titi remembers the beaches of barranquilla.  
      continued 
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they grew up in brooklyn. titi misses new york city 

like she was born on those streets.  

the taste of dog food stains her tongue,   
so that jefferson avenue feels more like home  

than the third world backyard where her brother 

was attacked by gnarling and barking family members.  
 

her brother was the darkest. he never made empanadas.  
i do not know how he drinks his coffee. 

he wore gold chains; he feathered his hair.  

people say he looked like al pacino— 
 

he is still the darkest, he lives in the shadows of memory, 

out of focus pictures in the dusty albums abuela shows me 
 

this is your father. my pepe rubio. my son. 
 

III. i am sixteen. always sad, always angry.  

i drink black coffee, listen to punk music,  

write away my loneliness. i ride my bike to school, 

stand on the pedals and coast, volume up  

in my headphones, hope the wind blurs the anxiety  
away. titi drives me to therapy every other tuesday.  

therapist smiles and nods. social worker drives me 

to chino. i take the empanadas titi taught me to make.  

the ones abuela taught titi to make. the way  
that maybe abuelas mom taught her to make,  

but we don’t talk about her. i am sixteen,  

a woman. i am ordered to wear loose fitting clothes,  

no cleavage, as if i had any, no belts, no phones. 
 

metal detectors, sniffing police dogs, guns guarding  

gates, no longer intimidate me, but i still wince  

at the memory of vending machine coffee. black  

like abuela taught us, but abuela didn’t prepare us  

for the cruelties of the private prison system.  
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there is a face, sun worn and leathery. he waits behind  

the fence. nicotine teeth and words as blurry  

as his reality. he calls himself my father. but the face  
is never familiar, memories only include body parts,  

like dislocated arms, shoulders, backs of necks.   
 

we pay the two fifty to torture our stomachs 

because we can only sit and stare at each other 
for so long. the coffee tastes like black 

chalk in hot water. he asks the same question 

over and over again.  
 

so what’s goin’ on princess?  
 

i think this heroin haunted boogeyman  

cannot possibly be the feather-headed  

scarface in the photo’s grandma shows me.  
where is pepe rubio? the brother. the son. 
my father. he grabs an empanada from 

the tupperware titi packed and repacked 

all the night before, trying to fit as many as she  

could. he reaches for the dehydrated  
creamer abuela did not teach us to use.  

gestures it over to me and says 
 

how do you take your coffee?   
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LIAM WEBER 
 

I must have been worried mom would be mad if I got home 
late. I had hopped on my scooter and was riding through 

the hot summer air along a downhill. Riding down, I dared 

myself to not brake until the last moment to turn the corner 

ahead. I crouched low and leaned as far to the right as I 

could. The wheels skid, the world slows, fear and 
adrenaline grip me as I wonder if I’ll fall. Yet with tight fists 

and a large grin I curved along with the street, riding the 

speed gained along the now flat road. I pant from the 

excitement, before chuckling in amazement at myself, when 
the world erupts. The sound seemed to come from 

everywhere, an ear-splitting wail of danger echoing 

through the neighborhood. To my horror a car comes 

riding down from my home street. The pounding of blood, 

and the sound of the screeching tires adds to the noise. I 
jump from the scooter, fly through the air, and land on the 

protective sidewalk. As my feet hit the ground, the noise 

ceased, and with the world fallen silent, I noticed the 

driver. They give me no more than a stern look, before 

simply driving away. I looked down, and see my scooter 
lying on the side of the street. I collected it, and my 

emotions, before walking home. 
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JACQUELINE SALAZAR 
 

that strength isn’t the strongest, 
strength comes in various forms.   

the ability to deflect pain, or 

preservation in failure. 

even if it feels like icy rain beating down.  

the refusal to bend and break, 
under the controlling reign of someone else. 
 

strength a lot of things, 

but size, is irrelevant. 
 

 

 

 

 
 

BONA SANTOS 
 

Sunset Boulevard 

under faded neon lights 
a long casting call line 
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TED BURKE 

Minor Gravity 
 

Oh! the world is a vulgar place 

where the words for beauty 

are matched with calamities  
of tongue, coarse and unloved. 
 

So we sigh and 

watch the flowers die 
a day at a time, 

petals curled and brown, 

pistil and stamen 

bowing to the table, 

hanging from the vase 
like dry tongues 

swollen in thirsty gasps. 
 

We raise our glass  

to the newborn babe 
damp and mewling 

the same experimental complaints, 

we remain in awe 

and transported wonder 
and give ourselves to regrets 

that the tears go by too fast, 
 

Too soon our own  

words will indict 
us for each pipe dream  

and in seam  

come undone. 
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Ahhh. . .we will 

lurk longer 

at the lake and 

stare into the water 

after we’ve skipped a stone 
and toss off a cigarette, 

relieved the lines 

in the face looking back 

aren’t ours just yet. 
 

There is only enough time 

to invent all these phrases 

that sustain themselves 

and contain mystery 
that arises the harder we 

squint for a clearer view 

of the lines of our face, 

our faces are terrains 

of over-explored expectations, 
the lines are the ravines 

where the certain futures fell, 

hands, arms, legs 

tremble, ache, drag along the walkway, 
each step gets a caress 

from a shoe heel that could not be lifted 

high enough against the minor gravity. 
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SUSAN ROGERS 

Aiwakan 
 

    a haiku sequence 
 

above Aiwakan 

the sky fills with dragonflies 

I hold out my hand 
 

New Zealand flask 

she tells me never forget 

the little things 
 

cluster of ripe grapes 
hanging from the trellis 

the taste of sunlight 
 

he doesn't know 

I’m still here 
autumn rain 
 

afternoon benediction 

the light from stained glass windows 

in my cupped hands 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Aiwakan:  love and harmony, the Second Shrine of light  

inaugurated in 2020 in Takayama, Japan 
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PATRICIA J. MACHMILLER 

Bounded 
 

Editing a travel piece, I’m about to take out the comma I’ve 

just put in when my iPhone dings; it announces that ISS 

will be flying over in five minutes. I abandon the essay and 
stand in the cold to search the sky for the first sight of the 

satellite’s overflight. While the light fades on the western 

horizon, I remember the deer trail I saw on my walk earlier 

today—so narrow that it was almost invisible as it 
disappeared into the sagewort and buckwheat. . . 
 

with night 

how silent the land—not so 

the winter shore 

 

 

 

 

 

D’ELLEN 
 

the sea gives 

then takes back again— 
the hollow echo of your love 
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JAMES VENTRESS 

Gurl (noun)  
 

Singular (Only): Gurl  

[Pronounced without using i, replacing it with a guttural u, 

and is often accentuated with the jovial and upbeat 
infliction of the mouth between the corner of r. For REAL? 

And l. For oh LAWD!]  

1. It is a greeting within a community that does not 

differentiate between sex. Its interchangeable use as 
a singular pronoun between individuals that respect 

the will and life of others is used as an endearing 

term. It is for family, friends, and remembrance for 

those lost to bloodshed and intolerance.  

2. It is celebratory in the joy that honors not only the 
feminine but divine nature within 

he/she/they/them/queen/majesty/badass 

motherfuckers that are too ameliorating even to 

orbit any petty need for approval.  

3. It is precious, used to identify the kindness of 
strangers and the buffoonery of friends. Recorded 

and locked within the ear, elevating spirits in 

jubilation and sanctification. Gurl—I see you.  

4. It will never be derivative, noted in culture, pride, 
and a prerogative for peace that has overcome 

violence—all for the sake of you knowing 

happiness.  

Used in a sentence:  

 1. Oh, Gurl! Get your life.  
 2. Gurl don’t do it. (2x) 

 3. Gurl bye,  

and you are enough. (3x slow-then slower for the following 

line.)  
 

 

Format inspired by The Etymology of CHUUCH! by E’mon Lauren.  
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JANE MUSCHENETZ 

Physical Therapy 
 

The word ‚Physical‛ before ‚Therapy‛ 
grants musculature 

Suddenly, it is the yoga mat I am pressing against the floor  

and not my prone body 
Listen, I am ‚taking‛ a mental break 

sounds much better than 
I am ‚having‛ a mental break 

Isn’t it comforting to know words matter? 

Turn each phrase slowly to prevent further injury: 
I am ‚building strength by resisting my own mass,‛ 

Not ‚struggling against collapse under the weight of it all‛  
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JOE MILOSCH 

I Give Back 
 

The eeriest silence I’ve heard was the night I stood guard 

over five, flag-covered caskets in a hanger. That was the 

year I was so young, and the rain raced off the metal roof. 
Tonight, I sit at my desk. As the streetlight, streams through 
the window, it illuminates the novel, All Quiet on the 

Western Front. 
 

In this story, the private asks, ‚What are we dying for?‛ His 

sergeant answers, ‚We die so the emperor can believe he’s 

powerful.‛ As the private dies his uniform caked with dirt 

and sweat, does he think about the emperor’s power? The 

novel tells us only that silence rained everywhere during 
his death. 
 

This night my room is lit by the outside light, and my 

breathing is hushed. I first read this novel in the army at 

Fort Lewis. It seemed to rain there every day, and the pines 
continually dripped. The barrack’s windows were streak-

stained and wet. When I stood guard, my poncho offered 

little resistance to the rain. 
 

Thinking I was going to Nam, I identified with the private’s 
situation, and on the night, I stood guard duty over the 

dead, I asked myself, what can a story do for five men 

covered by their country’s flag? As the hours passed, I 

looked frequently at the rain spilling off the roof and 
turning into steam as it battered the outside light. 
 

That was during the hour that I was the most confused and 

mixed the real deaths of the soldiers with that of an 

imaginary private. He died in a story about WWI. 36 years 
have passed since I stood in that darkness, which was 

mitigated by the outside light. Tonight, I remember the 

silence I shared with the dead. 
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I rise and face my life for no other reason than I was young 

once like those I stood guard over, and for them who died 

for God knows what, I wish to give back the year 1971 

along with the clouds, the rain, and the dampness, soaking 
my boots. I give them the one, outside light that kept me 

from total darkness. 
 

And to history, I give back that awful silence, draping the 
dead. It was like the silence in the novel written by a 

German soldier. He ended the story in the deafening silence 

after the war’s final battle. While the stillness settled like 

dust, a butterfly perched on a clump of dirt along the rim of 

a bomb’s crater, cluttered with corpses. 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

CASEY DERENGOWSKI 
 

Poetry is words 

which are spoken from the heart 

rather than the lips 
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MONICA ADAMS 

Hostess 
 

   to the wind 
 

I wish to knock 

and be asked up 
into your floorless attic, 

sit on a cushion 

of gray vapor 

with my piece of paper 

and a cup 
of distillation. 
 

Weird sister, 

I forgot 

my pencil, both my shoes— 
well, quite a lot— 

but catch a whisper 

of your chalky talk 

in vague, vatic 
whoos. . . 
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JOSÉ JORGE MARTINEZ  

Jealously Watching a Squirrel 

During My Pandemic Isolation 
 

Jobless and indisposed,  

I look out the window  

and stare jealously  

at the squirrel  
that every morning  

walks across the power lines,  

fearless of electrocution,  

free,  

with no cognition of what a  
virus is. . . 

She catches me looking  

now and then,  

and stops in the  

middle of the line  
to lick her tiny hands,  

and then wiggles her nose  

mockingly at me. . . 

The little shit.  

When all this forced isolation ends,  
I will follow her to the tree  

where she lives,  

and seal the hole she uses  

as a door,  
while she is still inside,  

with a double layer of  

commercially reinforced  

concrete. 
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NATHAN HOROWITZ 

Where are you from? 
 

I’m from beside the mammal apple underneath the cyclone 

submarine atop the scaly reptile mountain far above the 

piled-high sea. I sprang up from inside my shoes and grew 
down from the top of my head. I was conceived in Florence 

and Marseilles in a two-star hotel at the top of a conifer 

swaying in the Etruscan wind. Dude, where are you from? 

I’ll be from Marco if you’ll be from Polo. Welcome to my 
invisible city. I’m the only liberal here on Greeley, the only 

Ami here on Herklotzgasse, the only gringo here in San 

Pablo de Cantesiaya, not quite the only white man here on 

Beaumont, but who’s counting? I’m from Domicilio 

Conocido, Ruiz, Nayarit, and from Interlochen Arts 
Academy. They called it Interlochen because there you 

could see how everything fit together. I’ve never had that 

vision since, of everything fitting together. Things feel 

much more dispersed now, as if each thing had its own 

private life. I’m from Ann Arbor, that’s as true a statement 
as any, though cities are fictional, except on paper. Six days 

before Neal Cassady walked into the void from Mexico, I 

was born in a hospital named for a saint cuckolded by God, 

during a thaw in January, in the Chinese Year of the Ram, 
and taken home to a house that was built in 1917 but would 

fall into ruin early in the 21st century during its time as a 

Thai restaurant. Joni Mitchell and Music for Zen Meditation 

were played to me, and my father hung Christmas lights 

above my cradle. Soon, I was turning over bowls of cottage 
cheese on my head when I had eaten enough. And then I 

was born again in a tidy corner of a synagogue in an Amish 

barn atop an indescribable piece of multimillion-dollar 

military hardware. I was born many times, more or less 

simultaneously. Many times, I was hatched. Once, I flung 
myself from the nest while still in the egg. Somewhere in 

America, there’s a Tarot deck missing the boy in the Sun 
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card, because that’s how I came into the world that time, by 

walking up out of that card and beginning to kick knee, 

because I wasn’t tall enough to kick ass. I’m from 
Community High School, the second floor, where the 

punks hang out, and the third floor, where the nerds play 

cards at lunchtime. Many years later, I was from Guapulo, 

in Quito, next to Anibal’s general store, where his sister 

takes out her false teeth with her tongue while she’s 
listening to you. I’m from not getting into Harvard twice, 

though the world expert on psychedelic plants, Harvard 

Professor Emeritus Dr. Richard Evans Schultes, mistook me 

for a Ph.D. student and recommended that I conduct my 
research in the little-studied Vaupes region of southern 

Colombia. And God damn it, if I’m good enough for 

Schultes, I’m good enough for Harvard, even if he was 

suffering the early effects of dementia, and even if I got 

there 20 years too late. Dude, where are you from? I’m from 
a venerable tribe of crepuscular, insectivorous vespertilians. 

Or, to put it another way, from a venerable tribe of 

crepuscular, vespertilian insectivores. The point is that 

we’re venerable. And we’re only dangerous if you’re 

crunchy. We’ve been indigenous to this dimension since the 
Cenozoic. Welcome to our realm. We know it’s rather dim. 

We like it that way. No flash photography. Please pick up 

after yourself. I’m from a migrating pod of pelicans. On my 

mother’s side. We’ve been trying to land since 1977 but 
we’ve always been too high. It’s the updrafts. Allow us to 

show you our collection of fridge magnets. I’m from visual 

art and writing. I’m from Fred and Tish. Yes, I’m definitely 

from Fred and Tish. From them and from Ann and Pat and 

Joe and Bea. I’m not from David or Suzi or Joanne or 
Marianne or Denny, though I’m not far from them. The 

mammal apple beside the cyclone submarine does not fall 

far from the scaly reptile mountain far above the piled-high 

sea. 
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NESHAT REZAL 

Humanity 
 

Does it matter where you’re from? 

Does it really matter if you are from The Horn of Africa, 

Valleys of the Middle East or High mountains of Peru? 
Where all in all the sky is pale blue. 
 

Does it matter? 
 

Does it matter if my name sounds foreign  

           with too many vowels and syllabi?  

AND every single time I have to spell it out  

    I ask my parents WHY? 

and then enunciate N like Nancy, A like Apple, M like 
Mary and E like Edward with a  sigh. . . 
 

Does it matter if you celebrate Christmas, Hanukkah, 

Diwali, Kwanza, Eid or Yalda!  
 

When Light and Candles illuminate. . . And abolish all the 

HATE 
 

Does it matter what WE celebrate? 
 

Does it matter what YOU speak? 

Mandarin, Arabic, Amharic, Farsi and Spanish to name a 

few 

Yet, really if you just nod and smile, everyone will 
understand you! 
 

Does it matter where YOU are from? 
 

Our tears flow in the same vast sea covered by the air we 
all breathe  

And they search for the same bright lights 

And see the same injustice 
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Two hands to hold tight 
Two feet to march with, 

Two ears to listen to unheard stories  

Two lungs to breathe and breathe. . . 

And One Heart to give. . . 
 

HUMANITY 
 

Does it matter where WE’RE from? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RICHARD L. MATTA 
 

in a twilight breeze 
whispers from beyond 

the outdoor symphony 
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SUZANNE SCHOENFELT 

Poem of the Country 
 

Missing the year’s autumn— 

leaves crisp, the woods’ slow falling off—  

I read your talk of geese, the loon, 
forgetting southern California 

where it doesn’t even rain 

where sun beats every day back in time. 
 

Nights are mine. 

Sipping evening coffee on the porch, 

the balmy breezes teasing 

through the windows of the workroom, 

gliding the bike under paths of eucalyptus, 
through ocean fog, which, for a Midwesterner like me, 

as unreal as Hollywood stage smoke. 
 

Late nights are ours. 

You come to me, open. 
Stopping, we look over edges, 

spanless places inside  

that might have gone on shrieking.   
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JILL G. HALL 

Quarantine Visitor 
 

A plump lizard basks on my San Diego patio in the quiet 

summer sun. ‚Hello,‛ I whisper. Her smile sly, eyes button-

beads, skin resembling grandma’s purse. Prolific in our 
childhood garden. My brother Sandy saved them in 

shoeboxes, fed them flies. Sometimes he’d pick one up, 

snigger as its tail fell off, wiggled about. He’d chase me 

with the terrible Tyrannosaurus Rexes in his outstretched 
hands. Terrified I’d cry, run away until the day I grit my 

teeth, stood my ground, patted its crusty head. After that 

Sandy stopped pestering me. At least not with reptiles. He 

often kissed them until one bit him on the lower lip and like 

mom would say he screamed bloody murder. I think he 
still has a scar. I feared those dears had become extinct long 

ago. It’s interesting what a coronavirus can do to shift the 

balance back.   
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ASISH BAURON 

Smithereens 
 

A child lies awake in her night 
Unable to feel 
Anything other than what 

She has been rigged for. 
 

A saw cuts through the middle 
of her mind 
creating a crevasse 
that cannot fathom 
why the choices made 

so obviously right 
ceaselessly generate edges 
that shred her vital organs. 
 

She puts on a façade, 
behind a thin, invisible film 
carefully created over herself 

for 
it had once stopped 
and may yet again 
the indetectable knives 
that gash so deep 

never breaking the skin. 
She pours her all into this shield 
Lest she fragments as a being. 
When she understood a few words 
And said fewer 

A pound of flesh was taken 
for outshining 
—she is constantly reminded— 
that which brought her into this world. 
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Her pleas for respite elicit 
a multitude of threats: 
First of abandonment 
Additionally, for life. 
Unfortunately, for her, 

these never materialize. 
 

Tears warrant 
snide tones, 
explosions in her tiny heart 
seen clearly in her eyes 
She knows 

what 
that sarcastic ridicule means. 
 

In the passing months 
the knives are re-sharpened 
boarding schools explained 
life’s other esoteric horrors detailed 

to arrest her breath. 
 

All the four-year-old can say 
As she might still today 
‚Please mama‛ 
And after a pause again 
‚Please mama‛ 
 

Littered amidst the desecration 
is the occasional slap 
or two 
usually less than a second after 

she does not turn on a dime. 
 

 
     continued  
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She still wears the straitjacket 
that snuggly carries her 

lacerated parts together 
unable to show 
to those who love her the most 
why 
she stutters or stalls on 

she holds back on 
she mostly cannot cross 
she sometimes races through 
a myriad of thresholds. 
It is customary to run and hide 

Under the cause 
of the hurting inside 
Swirling in the darkness 
She grasps at options 
that suddenly appear 

Only to be whiplashed forward 
by the poison injected in her veins. 
She glances nervously 
at an unfeeling world 
always out of reach 

flying swiftly by. 
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BARBARA HUNTINGTON 

We Are Waiting 
 

With cardboard boxes sanitizing in the sun 
we are waiting 
with stockpiles of flour and toilet paper 

we are waiting 
with a wave at the walkers through the window 
with thumbs tired of scrolling 
impatient with the impatient 
we are waiting 

With car batteries dying 
we are waiting 
with masks that fog glasses 
we are waiting 
with news feeding our anxiety 

with fear of not filling every moment 
time that speeds up and suspends 
zooming through days and hugging pillows at night 
we are waiting 
At the beginnings and endings of life 

we are waiting 
Becoming gardeners and cooks 
missing grandchildren’s hugs 
contributing when we can 
with gratitude for life 

we are waiting 
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JIM MORENO 

Our Flag, the Flag of Every American 
 

       We were scales sluffed from God, 

        flower, deer, and monkey. 

        We were the torch that split the lightning bolt  

        — Natalia Toledo  
 

Spoken word flames from cosmic uncertainty fluffing Ayn 

Rand, Rand Paul, fluffing dishonorable Unpresident 45: 

Hey man, we veterans are not suckers!   

  We don't sucker punch women like you do! 
 

Fluffing the dishonorable congressional smutty mouth sex 

trafficker from Florida, the spoiled peach Georgia witch, 

the Ken tuck fatty neck, male bitch who 

  dances starvation & asphyxiation for our 
seventh Generation to come. 
 

Poetry power fluffing white sport/white kids who shoot 

sweet classmates of color, fluffing white badges of law 

divorcement who shoot unarmed black human beings 
every seven days or less in Amerikkka, fluffing mounted 

white goons who horse whip Black brothers and sisters 

with reins as these 

  human beings of color stand in the Rio 
Grande washing Haiti's hunger for    justice. 
 

Poetry power demands food stations, vaccine stations, 

welcoming stations, instead of racist bigots like my father, 

for a people 
  black, poor, and oppressed. 
 

Doesn't anyone listen to Michael Moore, Joy Harjo, Dave 

Chapell, Trevor Noah, June Jordan, Steven Colbert, reg e 

gaines, Seth Myers, James Baldwin, Jimmy Santiago Baca, 
Spike Lee, Mother Earth? 

  The Eskimos have warned the ice cap is 

melting for 30 years! 
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And you who are dying because of Agent Orange, you 

won't wear a mask, won't get a vaccine, and are responsible 

for the morph monster Delta, we don't fluff you, you are 
fellow Americans who are addicted to delusions. . .that 

America's about one color of skin,  

  NO IT’S NOT! 

We fluff your addiction, your addition to delusion from lies 

of those who would let your family starve or drown in debt 
while they buy $5,000.00 lamp shades-money they stole 

from you. . .  

  Because they block a living wage. Because 

they pay no taxes. 
 

Their lies have you trailing a huge Stars and Stripes from 

your pickup truck as you pick up slander and swallow 

holes that inflate your flag and your ego with 

  lies, misinformation, and major road 
apples.   
 

Well poets don't want you to die. Poets don't want your 

children to shoot other children. Poets don't want white 

flatfoots to shoot unarmed Black citizen/human beings.  
  In my America, there's no k's, In my America 

everyone gets to sit at the table of    peace.  

Everyone—not just one color of skin. 
 

Poets don't want anyone's elders or children to die from 

Covid . . .this poem is to remind you that the flag  you fly 

believing the lie that the election was rigged is our flag too.  

The poets always remind, the poets always warn, the poets 

always show and don't tell. The flag is our flag too. And we 
poets stand right here and take her back. 

  I say "take!", you say "her back!", Take. . . 

Take . . .Take . . . 
 

 
     continued  
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She's the flag of the People, our people who are equal, who 

protect and defend the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. 

So in this poem we take back our flag. We fly that flag in 
our hearts and minds and we wish no one to be hungry, 

  No child to have an empty stomach, tossing 

and turning, hungry in their sleep. 
 

When you fly that flag you share it with all Americans who 
love this great country of love and respect; love & respect, 

the heart of America, the land whose strength comes from 

immigrants of all cultures, all religions, all countries, and 

all colors of skin. This flag, this poem, is your poem. Act 
like it. Act. . .like. . .it. 

  All my Americans are from the same tribe. . . 

the tribe that loves children. 

Spoken word flames from cosmic certainty. . .fluffing. . . 

walking in love. . .fluffing. . .walking in love. . .fluffing 
 . . .walking in love. 
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CARRIE DANIELSON 

Out of Ash 
 

Smoke twirls, lazy, satisfied, smug, content. 
Remains strewn, shredded, charred, 
part of a nested Russian doll, forever separated 

from its rose, yellow and blue outer shell, its center. 
An old black and white photo, mostly ash— 
only an arm, a child’s arm, visible in the corner. 
It’s gone, this thing we grew in, ate in, slept in, 
It’s gone, he’s gone, they’re gone, we are gone 

I am lost. 
Lost in a tangle of dancing smoke, blue and gray 
Yet a rustle of wings, somewhere near— 
near enough to feel the disturbed air 
move and flutter. 

I right a battered chair, find an old box, 
A Haviland teacup with yellow petals around the rim 
unearthed. 
And the smoke churns; teacup to my lips 
A pantomime of habitual action; emergent smile 

And around me, walls arise, and cupboards, the smoke 
churns, 
a vortex, 
The sound of wings grows louder, 
a tornado of restoration, reconstruction 

of a straightened spine. 
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LINDA CHISTENSEN 

'Tis of Thee 
 

The lilt, tilt, lift, fall rhythm of traveling music 

unwinds through my head, white-line led up the long, 

languid rise from the panhandle to Flagstaff, 
down heart-in-your-mouth switchbacks  

         to red-rock Sedona. 

I'm an American, hooked on highways,  

         horsepower, frontiers. 
 

I journey alone over this thrill-around-every-bend country, 

listen to oldies, polka, cowboy stations— 

whatever my car radio tunes into. 

Windows open descending some mountain,  
          I believe in the land 

that unfolds in my headlights: a promise of discovery. 
 

The always-over-the-horizon keeps me engaged  

                    in my life story, 
a travelogue, gravel-road misadventure  

     I chose to drive solo. 

I would not surrender my life now for then, 

but I have never felt as much a part of something 
as when we were young and together, before the questions 

neither could answer, the last disillusionment. 
 

Remember our aqua and cream '56 Ford suspended 

dream-like over asphalt?  
   We thought these were our roads, 

rock and roll our anthem, speed our freedom, 

straight through the night from a strange purple sunrise 

into yellow-light desert. We knew little  

    about the nature of spirit: 
tried to claim ours from a history  

      of song-and-story adventures. 
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I still believe though I speak the language of cynics. 
It's the voice of the land that beckons,  

          no longer manifest destiny 

but the flight of wild geese, persistent grasses,  

           sweep of shadows, 
light and dark, the path of the sun— 

         leading  to a bittersweet end 

at salt water, where gulls cry and the Pacific  

           pounds out its rhythm. 

Where the way grows narrow  
   and is lost among steep rocks 

the spirit lifts to a sea-of-gathering: once again,  

          a New World. 

 

 

 

 

CHRIS WAKEFIELD 

The Gut 
 

please get rid of 

this heart 

and this brain— 

but leave the gut. 

the first two 
always 

just get in the way 
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CLAIRE HSU ACCOMANDO 

Where Is My America? 
 

Not in high places anymore. 
Not on the mountaintop. 
My America is 

under a bridge where an old man 
hangs a mirror on his shopping cart 
and trims his beard with plastic 
scissors for his first day 
of work as a bag boy. 

My America is 
a studio apartment a young teacher 
shares with his high school student 
so he can graduate. The boy's job- 
less mom had to return to Alabama 

with her other children. 
My America is 
a hospital room where a woman recovers 
from surgery. One of her kidneys, ice-packed 
in a medical cooler is being flown across state lines 

to a stranger—a 12-year-old girl awaiting 
a transplant 2,000  miles away. 
My America is 
a school bus crammed with volcanic teens traveling 
from Virginia to New York City to see Carmen at the MET. 

One of her students, an angry young black man — 
trailer park, police record, time in solitary — 
today a baritone at the Metropolitan Opera. 
My America is 
a narrow staircase where a caregiver who, when the river 

rose, carried elderly patients to a rooftop. My America is 
any house, shed or corrugated box where a human says 
to another human, Mi casa es su casa . There is room 
and water, come in with or without the proper paper. 
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NATHAN WEEDMARK 

September 11, Twenty Years Later 
 

I know how it feels to lose a light in your life 

I know the need to remember 

the desperate need for memory to shine 
and as I look at images of the park 

where the towers stood 

I know the need for something tangible to hold to 

I understand how families of those lost in the towers 
gather each anniversary to grieve 

but the pools where the towers stood  

 have become the United States of America’s navel 

where we stare at the holes and forget what happens  

       when grief turns to anger 
over our loss, forgetting the cruel numbers 

half a million civilian lives in Iraqi and Afghanistan,  

        the consequence of striking out 

without boundaries, 

the ‚collateral,‛ too, have grieving loved ones 
There is something in the empty 

sockets of these quivering twin pupils 

self-indulgent to me 

watching the water cascading down these holes, 
   carrying with it our young soldiers 

the dead and the forever injured,  

  carrying with it trillions in our treasure 

carrying with it freedoms sacrificed to the security state 

carrying with it our traditions of a right to be tried, 
           prisoners still in Gitmo 

In our need to exorcise the images of those burning towers 

we have naturalized drones killing innocents from afar 

 
 

     continued  
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We say we deposed a dictator, 

   but the ghosts of the heroes of flight 93 

hover over the capital insurrection,  
        the radicalized Christian Taliban of the security state 

breeching the doors jets failed to,  
   urged on by a would-be dictator 

Senators mourn the return of the Muslim Taliban and how 
that effects Afghan women while failing  
       these many years later to mandate equal pay 
and watch the crazed red states abort rights  
       of women over their own breeched bodies 

Something twisted in the way  
    the fanatically religious claim to care so much about life, 
the moment a small bundle of cells register a heartbeat 
while 16,000 human beings 
are murdered each year 

murdered by bullets flying like tiny jet liners  
      crashing into bodies in every town and city 
one hundred thousand in the last six years . . . 
at a pace to lap the towers 33 times 
their lives un-honored,  

   not even by a single standing handgun law 
the right to shoot so sacred,  
     not even a background check required now in Texas 
Names of murdered children are not engraved 
      in the Congressional conscience 

Looking at these pictures and thinking of soldiers  
     and innocent citizens 
blown into tangled parts, more still living  
    than the countless dead 
Towers and towers and brimming towers filled  

     and more filling 
in unneeded wars of savage overreaction 
Knowing the resources these tragedies have squandered. . . 
could have been saving those caught in grotesque 
Diasporas 
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In Northern Africa, and so many other places in the world 
and refuges in numbers, unimaginable numbers 
dying not at once, in a shattering fall, watched by all 

but ever so cruelly, slowly, tortured 
by a lack of a few handfuls of water, of food,  
     dying on the roads 
They fled on, graves marked only by vultures 
A part of me, a part of you dies, 

yet the nation stares, mesmerized 
supporting and arming useless wars 
while the starved and parched fall  
  into twin holes of indifference 
floating unseen, like Karma, in the cooling pools 

where their names . . . are not spoken of 
are not engraved, and will not glow 
And a part of me understands this crazy need 
to build pyramids and vast sepultures 
though I know I would stand in them and feel empty 

I know the only place those we lost can live 
is in the hearts they inspired to love as they loved 
to love without boundaries 
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DANIEL CAMPOS 

How to live in two worlds 
 

Be more American than Americans 
Be more Mexican than Mexicans. 
Learn to love fries with ketchup. 

Learn to love beans. 
Be athletic in both languages. 
Meaning 
Be fair on paper and 
outsmart the streets. 

Be sick in both languages. 
Meaning 
Use medical drugs and 
Vicks with manzanilla tea. 
True Americans understand the need for a wall 

True Mexicans know a wall already exists  
  and nothing new will stop them 
True Americans know 4th of July 
True Mexicans know Cinco de Mayo is another party  
             (Not as big as Sept. 16) 

Mexican Americans know they are not the only ethnic mix. 
They know there are others who know house remedies and 
different ways to eat animal organs with spices that make 
your mouth swell to sensations of different heats. 
We know that we will never be enough to the singularity. 

Never enough American 
In my case also never enough mexican. 
Always in denial of an identity. 
But we also know. 
Living in both means we can learn to be the best of both. 

We are not limited to one World.  
  We are not limited to one language. 
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DEBORAH RAMOS 

Where Californias Meet   
 

Feeding our loved ones is a sacred act,  

even when hands and food pass through chain link  

under the scrutinous stare of La Migra.  
  

Communal gathering at a border garden  

    remains shut down  

while Wal Mart sells Halloween costumes and candy corn.  
 

Garbage flows freely across two sides of the Pacific Ocean, 

while families can’t share a simple meal   

in a space between two cultures, two countries.  
  

Sidewalk cafes are open, napkins crisp, glasses full, 

but this schism, this third nation, has no place at the table.  
 

Let’s transcend the straddling fence,   

to offer bread, water, hope. 
 

Together we’ll say grace and bless the hands 

that prepare the sacred ground  

on the sandy soil of Friendship Park.  
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LLOYD HILL  

Crash Landing  
 

I didn’t know             a Piper PA-32         had crash landed     

on I-5       as I was losing my mind     I’d come home with 

groceries   and found my iPhone gone      from my pants 
pocket          I drop everything         dash back out the door      

my neighbor tells me      about a plane     crashing cars     
Seen my phone?    I ask             What? no        she says         as I 

hurry on                     retrace           my route             viewing 
everything          through a microscope                   down the 

alley behind my     apartment building       across    Niagara 

Avenue      down        Surf- Check Way    to Newport 

Avenue           to Appletree Market              where the 

manager          calls my phone and we listen        for a ring           
Nothing              He tells me this happens              all the 

time and to come back later        my mantra becomes             
It’s not what happens to you     It’s how you handle it           could 

be worse                 bleeding dead on the freeway            

thousands  
of people lose phones            every day     it’s not the end of 

the world           but for me  

right now    it is             I’d taken the scenic route           home 

from the store                  so I trot down Newport         to 
Veteran’s Plaza             look around          fear         turning     

to     panic          want to             collar         strollers             

demand my phone                   I’m promising God      all 

sorts                 of shit              Lifeguard station                  

nothing            Go home     can’t sit             think straight                  
go through       milliseconds                last hour             my 

phone       the plane      mechanical          problems     mental 

errors         maybe?                    twelve minutes          back to 

Veteran’s Plaza       where I forgot               I’d sat on a 

concrete bench            
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retied shoe         There          in    its Ziploc bag           
scrunched                    in a corner       of the seat and armrest            

looking   like             an  abandoned candy bar            my 

phone           I melt and cry       and kiss it                   a 

lovesick fool            I slump on the bench                   drained                 
happy              but              out-of-control stress         took toll              

Later           learn             people involved       in plane-cars 

crash                   survived               wonder                         

what they promised God                and                 if                  

our      foxhole                    religion                    will                 
survive.   

 

 

 

 

 
MIMI DURAN 

My Cultural Dancing 
 

My culture of dancing has a long way to go 

Dancing is indigenous and a part of my culture 

It is beautiful when I see my people dance to our songs 
Sometimes I join in a dance along 

Bird dancing    Jingle dress    Fancy shawl and more. 
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ELLEN BLEECKER 

KNP Complex Fire 
 

General Sherman and companions,  

  trunks wrapped in tin foil, wait, 

reach up to the sky, as if in supplication. 
Resembling elephant feet, 

   they loom over those who try to save them. 

Fragrant and green, redolent of life, death, and decay. 

Will they turn into a stark parade of black, sterile needles? 
 

Last season, ten thousand were turned to cinder. 

The malevolent Castle Fire charred them  

  with swirling orange imprecision. 

Their tinseled edges crumbled  
  and melted into nothingness. 
 

Splendors of the centuries, proud trees, immolated 

after the crackle and hiss, a silent and luminous emptiness. 

a stark absence, a hush, a lack almost beyond bearing. 
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J.K. WALLEN 

Desperate to Migrate  

   Only to be Expelled 
 

Crossing the Rio Grande to freedom on the other side 

Run to the land that promises relief, a free ride 

Only to be charged by brutal ranger on horseback 

His face full of anger during the attack 
He grabs my shirt and his reins hit me with a smack 

His makeshift whip our painful violent legacy 

My run for freedom ends with this humiliating history 

I have nothing but a few possessions in bags  

     and can only run 
I am a human desperate to live in this free land  

     under the sun 

I try to press on toward freedom toward democracy 

Away from a homeland where there is no prosperity 
A homeland wracked by earthquakes and poverty 

Only to be forced back to Haiti and Mexico 

No better life, no hunger fed, no way to go 

Back to Haiti no longer my home 

Back to despair, away from freedom and alone 
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JULIO CÉSAR AGUILAR 

I Can’t Breathe 
 

I can’t 

breathe either 

when hate kills 
so many George 

Floyds with impunity. Where 

did justice flee, cowardly, becoming invisible 

under the stones 
of those trails of blood? 

Or is it that it never 

existed? I can't breathe either 

and I die here, oh delirium 

of shadows, storm 
of furious anger 

lightning and fire. 

But now let the flower of harmony 

burn in peace, and let its radiance reach 

where darkness is most dense. 
Let the flower of harmony 

light up. Let's light it up 

now. 
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JUDY REEVES 

Remember That Song     
 

Songs, like echoes,  

three decades gone  

and still I hear you whisper 
lines from that old song. 

 

You’d come so close 

I could feel  
your breath against my skin 

the smell of you 

like the grove 

pine and citrus  

and fresh country air. 
 

Radio Tom they called you 

late-night DJ on a country station 

playing that song for all the lonesome listeners 

and later, in our bed, that song 
your voice 

my ear 
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SUSAN LEMBO BALIK  

The Wildness 
 

It’s not light 

but not completely dark either. 

I’m in the woods 
just before night fall, 

darkness softened by moonbeams 

so I can see somewhat 

but not the path I’m on. 
I stumble over rocks and limbs, 

try to find a way home 

but I’m spooked. 

Alert to every sound, the movement  

of a branch in the wind 
the crunch of leaves underfoot, 

I imagine some wild thing— 

a bear or coyote or boar  

waiting 

to pounce. 
 

I feel, but can’t think properly, 

no way to calm myself down. 

I scream but realize  
the sound is in my head: 

constant screaming in my head. 

I sit down and wail—a sound  

emanating from a deep, wounded place  

inside me, where sorrow  
is lodged in my core. 
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My mom’s voice breaks through  
the chaos in my head, 

tells me to get up, function.  

But that’s hard to do   

when my mind and body ache, 
when even breathing hurts. 

I’m exhausted 

but I keep up the pretense of living  

so I can have another day, 

even though I make no progress— 
every day is the same, 

just doing what I need to do to survive  

in this semi-dark world,  

me trapped inside 

with the wildness. 
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MARJORIE SATO-BUKOWSKI 

Desert Bonsai 
 

Uproot us from our homes 

transplant us 

In the Utah desert 
against barbed wire 

like bonsai trees 

shallow roots 

In confined pots  
unable to grow 

miniature versions 

of our full potential 
 

Shikataganai 
 

We learn to adapt 

In silence we persevere 

as the sun beats down on our weathered faces 

gusts of sand spray like tiny bullets  
 

Ganbare 
 

We begin to grow 

molded by the  
wire wrapped around our limbs 

bending to the east, no no 

bending to the west, yes yes 

and neither direction is right 
yet no choices are left 
 

Remove the wire and order us to leave 

but where can we go with  

our obedient beauty 
withered bodies 

hunched and twisted 

unable to remember what it’s like to be free 
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AMANDA LEIGH MATTIMOE 

Cliff-Jump 
 

I sit on the cliff’s edge once again, 

reminisce about those young boys  

eager to test their metal against peers 
who swung out on ropes, let go, 

parted the muddy river’s swift eddies  

with slender bodies that proved  
 

no match for the water’s rush  

to some distant destination, no match 

for hidden whirlpools, concealed boulders, 

the swift expulsion of air from lungs  

shocked by the drop and sudden cold 
and yet, they laid their bets 
 

stacked nickels and dimes,  

shiny towers in testament  

to courage and wild spirit, 
shoulder to shoulder each boy 

urged the others downward  

into a dark unseeable future 
 

but oh, what rapture rode them  
back to a sun-kissed surface & sweethearts  

who waited at cliff’s edge, breaths held  

until lanky-limbed daredevils exploded 

through choppy waves, come to reclaim  
 their lovestruck hearts. 
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ROBERT THOMAS LUNDY 

Answering Machine 
 

Hello, you have reached the number for ‚Robert.‛ 
If you are calling about my car’s extended warranty, and 
this is the last call, press 1. 
If you wish to inform me that there has been possible 

fraudulent activity involving my Amazon account, press 2. 
If I have an 800 dollar travel credit, and you want to know 
if there is some reason I haven’t used it yet and it is about to 
expire, press 3. 
If my loyalty to your hotel chain that I’ve never ever stayed 

in has gotten me a free vacation for two in the Bahamas, 
press 4. 
If my social security number has been used in suspicious 
transactions, press 5. 
If this is the Internal Revenue Service, and you are about to 

freeze my accounts until This Issue Is Resolved, press 6. 
If this is Microsoft Technical Department calling about 
problems on my home network, press 7. 
If you are a contractor who will be in the neighborhood 
Saturday and would like to stop by to give me an estimate 

on new windows, press 8. 
If you are a contractor who will be in the neighborhood this 
week and would like to show me how much I can save by 
going Solar, press 9. 
If this is the Democratic Party, and you want to save the 

Senate, press 10. 
If this is the Democratic Party, and you want to save the 
House, press 11. 
If this is the Republican Party, and you want me to 
contribute money to Reverse the Election Fraud, press 666. 
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If this is Kevin from McAfee in New York who wants to 
help me reconfigure my Anti-Virus software because it is 
not compatible with my current version of Windows, I 
traced the URL you sent me the last time and I know you 
are really Rahul Sharma in Lucknow, India. 

If you want to help me find Jesus, I found Him last week. 
He was hiding behind the Wisteria in my garden. 
For all other calls, please wait while we put you on hold.  
At the conclusion of Symphony Number Eight by Gustav 
Mahler, leave a message at the tone. If you are someone we 

know, we will call you back. Have a nice day. 

 

 

 

 

 

SARAH WELLE CAUSEY 

growth 
 

the hardest part about  
growth 

is having to  

rip out the rotten roots  

that you  

planted so deep  
into my soul  

one by one 
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ANDY PALASCIANO 

Physics 
 

In Physics class 

I learned that 

    Love doesn’t yield 
             to Time, 

    Time yields 

             to Love. 

And at the front of 
the class, as 

      a substitute teacher, 

      trying and trying 

              to maintain 

      control of the class, 
              I learned 

Humiliation is Humility 

               that you 

                  just can’t buy.                   
 

Dear Sirs, 

Andy is an OK chap 

but he does eat all the French fries 

when you go through the drive thru. 
I have to put our food 

in the back seat and tell 

Andy, who is sitting in the 

passenger seat, not to touch it.  Other 

than that, I would have no problem 
with him being named 

as Chairman of 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff 

for our military. 
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He has never been in 

the military, but he did 

beat me in the game Battleship 

a few times.   He has my vote 

as I can’t think of anyone else to run 
for the position.  If you can think of anyone 

let me know, 

Thanks, 

Dan 
 

Oscars 2021: Awarding movies from 2020 
 

There were only three movies made: 
 

Tenet—Best Picture, Best Action Movie, Best Effects, 

 Best Actors and Actresses : Supporting and Lead 
 

Unhinged—Best Drama, Best Comedy, Best Foreign Film 
 

Honest Thief—Best Romantic Comedy and Sound 

and Visual and Best Documentary 
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MARK ARDAGNA 

Hang It All 
 

Hang it all! 

I know you don’t like me smoking 

those big cigars, but we only have one life 
 

And sweet as it is I just need to stink it up 

now and then. It’s my nature. 
 

One cigar a week is not too much to ask. 
I know they give you a headache and upset 
 

your stomach so I smoke them outdoors 

or at my brother’s house, though his dog 
 

sniffs the air and glares at us like a fishwife. 

What can I say? He is a eunuch 
 

and never has understood the things 

that make men men: a fine cigar, 
 

a glass of wine and a woman 

as startling as Springtime. 
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KATHY LUNDY DERENGOWSKI 

What Am I Missing? 
 

I miss running boards  

wing windows 

and curb feelers 
rumble seats and 

full service gas stations. 
 

I miss nuns in habits  
and nurses in white 

and doctors who make house calls. 
 

I miss typewriters and savings bonds  

handkerchiefs and land lines. 
 

I miss hopscotch  

and jumprope  

marbles and jacks. 
 

Keep your iPhone 

Alexa and streaming TV 

Turn back the calendar,  

Turn back the clock 

And Google me not. 
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KAT THOMAS 

Pandemic 
 

I never thought I'd need to keep 

From burning in the sun. 

But I am told I've lost my color— 
Pale replaces caramel. 
  

My head tilts 

At the observation. 
Skin is skin 

As color is color. 
  

The appearance shouldn't change much— 

But I am told the missing tan 
Looks sickly. 

I shrink back towards comfort. 
  

Isolation is 

A worn sweater, 
Warm and familiar. 

But maybe I can fix things. 
  

After all— 

There will always be days 
When it is too hot 

For long sleeves. 
  

Uncovered skin meets 
An open kind of heat. 

Soft light instead of fabric 

Where sun sleeps on skin. 
  

My mother scolds a younger me— 
Some marks won't fade away. 

Vain fretting over 

Dark spots and new moles. 
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I now lack such worry, 

A little bit won't hurt. 

I haven't seen her for a while, 

The sun's touch says she missed me. 
  

But good things come 

In moderation. 

She holds too tight— 
Leaves me flushed red. 
  

Cries in apology, 

Her tears rolling off my temples. 

Down scattered spots 
Of bright pink skin. 
  

I can't blame her— 

She hasn't had much company. 

I too, am still getting used 
To holding an easy conversation. 
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CHRISTI CHAFFEE 

Worth Fighting For  
 

     after the painting by Rachelle Farber of Carlsbad, CA 
 

In the year of 2020  
the only season was winter— 

one long hot dry snow day  

hunkered down   

it began with a rumor, a whisper,   
a cough, a fever,  

waking up to a new reality of  

shut down, masks, fear  
  

we went home,  
sheltered behind our closed doors  isolated, afraid  

3 weeks—stretching into 52 weeks  

watching life from our TVs and phones  

heralding the front-line workers  

caring for the doomed 
a year of unrest, so much loss   
 

culminating on a May afternoon in Minneapolis  

where those who were paid  ‚to protect and serve‛  

shielded by their uniforms  
blatantly abused their power  

backing each other up, 

no one protested during that long 9 minutes  

as Mr. Floyd cried for help,   
mercy, life itself  

we watched his essence extinguished   

slowly and purposefully  

for him no more hugs or laughs  

or tears no anger,  
no words in the name of love,   
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in the aftermath of another police killing 

the hairline cracks became fissures,   

between red and blue, black and white, 

poor and wealthy  
irritation, blame, misinformation  

and propaganda sparking embers   

fanned by those who capitalize on dissension  

who see a way to ‚win‛ by fomenting a civil uncivil war  
  

2020—the year of ‚I can’t breathe‛  

wearing masks, no mouths to read  

beneath the masks we cannot see a sneer, a smile,  

a cry for help. 

what does it take to wake up?   
another civil rights movement  

that should have never stopped moving 

because divisions become chasms  

we took to the streets  

believing we could make a change. 
 

silence is violence  black lives matter,  

clear your throat, find your voice while you still can. 

stand up to those who condone the madness of madmen 
who invoke the name of God to justify injustice,   

remember we are all refugees,  

we are all minorities,  

we are all fragile humans, 

just a breath away from death  
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SUSAN J. FARESE 

For Those the World Has Lost  

     to Covid-19 
 

Several thousand loved ones died 

so tragically. . .alone. 

They suffered insurmountably.    

Now families grieve and moan. . . 
 

Corona virus entered and all havoc did ensue. 

Myriad symptoms cascaded 

then ultimately, code blue. . . 
 

An ode to all who lost their lives. 

We grieve collectively. 

Fewer wakes or funerals allowed, 

just mourning virtually. . . 
 

The health care team did all they could 

(ferocious escalation), 

but Covid-19 seized their alveoli, 

  despite oxygen and ventilation. . . 
 

As numbers of deaths are climbing 

from this scourge of 2020, 

we need to do (all that we can)  

  to reduce viral load a plenty. . . 
 

Let’s thank the first responders, 

nurses, docs, and health care staff, 

plus, all essential workers pulling together,  

     carving a path. . . 
 

Please mitigate and flatten the curve. 

Pay tribute to those taken lives. 

Let’s master social distancing 

for future decades to thrive. . . 
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ALAN ARCHER 

Briefcase Fantasy 
 

Who hasn’t wandered the boulevard,  

caught in a lasso of bus fumes, & stampede  
of three-piece suits, while absentmindedly 

entertaining the briefcase fantasy?  
 

A casual glance in an innocuous direction  

and there sits a briefcase at a kiosk. 
You get it home, smash it open  

like an enemy’s head, & there, awkwardly  
 

angled on your Murphy bed, in the vault  
of your dingy 45 dollar a day room, you stare  

into rectangular stacks of one hundred  

dollar bills like a mouse  
 

mesmerized by a creamy yellow hunk of  
mousetrap cheese. Of course, just as in music, 

there are the variations, say, the armed robbery, 

four of you sweating behind rubbery Richard Nixon  
 

masks, hoping the bank president doesn’t hit  
the silent alarm, or else, marrying rich, summering  

in Martha’s Vineyard. But if all else fails,  

there’s the ‚blue blood‛ of the lottery ticket. 
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CRYS NILSON 

Fall 
 

Leaves unfurl in mandalas 

zen tangled in your hair 

combing through carelessly 
rooting you, back to the dirt 

rain washes unsteadily and you drink unmoving 

crispness fighting off breaths of summer 

and fruits clinging to branches 
only to be knocked down, 

sounding soft thumps in balding grass 

the juice trickles to your wrist as you bite into overripe 

sweetness 

and the last birds overhead sound their synchronized 
goodbyes 

everyone has taken out their warm layers 

preparing for the chill 

but you lay here at the roots of the fruit tree 

disinterested in anything but the heat curling from your 
lips like smoke 
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SIBELIA CHAIYAHAT 

Hanging Around at the  

Beginner’s Mind Temple 
 

I peel away the orange skin and watch  

orange juice geysers burst free.  

I am disrupting the surface of the orange planet  

and it is causing floods and storms,  
earthquakes and volcanoes.  

I plop the pieces of skin one by one onto an aluminum tray  

—my dinner plate.  
  

Slowly skinning orange  
I wonder what it is, being skinned  

Having your flesh peeled away and eaten  

Maybe there is a deep and beautiful joy  

Orange Boddhisatva  
Saint Orange  

"I am giving up myself so that you may enjoy life."  
 

I ask myself  

What am I doing in this Buddhist Temple anyway?   
So far from my home.  
  

My husband stares out the window  

past the courtyard and ivy,  

flowers and stone Buddhas  
Watching the sun set over San Francisco.  
  

I sit here with orange.  

Merging with orange.  
Molecularly synthesizing with orange.  

Enjoying its love.  

Appreciating its sacrifice.  

Feeling at home.  
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LISE BREAKEY 

wearing my grandmother’s face  

     he killed her 
 

for years after she died 

my grandmother danced 

up the dark stairs of 

her house on the lake 
up the sunlit ones 

above the roof 

baking scents rose 

her sewing machine whirred 

while i read 
never-written books 

in the never-there attic 

once she held me 

when a dragon 

thrashed up the lake 
in a storm 

sometimes she was a bird 

circling the house 

sometimes she was the house 
 

we all have that one 

father, brother, uncle or mom 

wearing a beloved face but 

tuned to a different channel 
once a carpenter, say 

doing good work 

now with meme-fungus 

one of thousands marching 

lines and hooks dug 
in our hearts 
while radio QPR 

shouts stolen! rigged! 

boots, they say 
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broken glass 

poisoned air 

they say barricades 
are for smashing 

in the doors 
 

one day it wasn’t me 

but my daughter went 
over the river 

through the woods 

then called me 
 

it is dark 

the way back is long 

may i stay 

at grandmother’s house? 
 

Well a child may cherish birds 

books, dragons, a house 

that is always safe 

a parent must 

swing the axe 
no, honey 

no one who loves you 

lives there anymore 
 

he says i love you 

his radio says disease 

slut, nazi, traitor, chink 

he says come closer 

his god says grab pussy 
 

and wearing my grandmother’s face 

he made me kill her. 
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MICHAEL TOMPKINS  

We were doing what we do; 

 nothing personal! 
 

You were doing what you do. . . 

welcoming teaching retreating making-beds cooking 

gardening witnessing the coming and going of guests. 
 

Me? I was doing what I do. . . 

Catching twigs and dry leaves 

Rubbing sticks and stones together as smoke 

Begins to breathe sparks burning 

Have you guessed who I am? 
I was the unwelcomed visitor, reluctantly witnessed. 
 

You have made my vocation ‚one who flames fear!‛ 

In my innocence, my desire, my defense, I say 

I was doing what I do as you were doing what you do. 
 

You were doing what you do 

While breathing sighs of relief. . . 

Welcoming teaching retreating making-beds cooking 

gardening witnessing the coming and going of guests. 
 

Me? I was doing what I do. . . 

A circle dance of rain wind earth, 

Gaining the momentum of a dervish-whirling, 
Touching heaven and earth 

Reaching toward our eternal heart’s center. 

Washing away what brother fire had left behind; 

Space created for me to rush from here to there, 

Everywhere! Have you guessed who I am? 
I was the unwelcomed visitor. 

What was washed away has traversed and adventured 

oceans, islands, continents,  

  a planet I would never have seen 

Had it not been for fire rain wind earth ether. 
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You were by no means in our way. 

Apparently, we have been in yours. 
Are you in need of apologies? 

I have none to offer, I am sorry to say. 

We ask for no apologies from you. 

Believe us when we say: We work together! 

Humans and their stuff, mostly taken from us. . .and 
Fire, wind, water, earth, ether (Spirit). 
 

We must work together as we rebuild. 

We must remember what we have known 
Since before the first spark. . . 

Everything we create passes away 

Toward something uncertain, 

Until Mystery reveals itself. . . 

Light and shadow, sound and stillness, 
Songs and silence, walking and resting, 

Making and breaking, and on and on 

We go 

Together, doing what we do. 
 

Let’s take a deep, collective breath, shall we? 

No ‚I‛ only ‚we.‛ 
 

 

 

 

Poem inspired by the celebration of Earth Day, 

 and by the living memory of the events at  

La Casa de Maria Retreat Center.  

Montecito, California 
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CHARLIE BERIGAN 

Don’t Give Up the Ship 
 

The plaque has stayed up there; 
I’ve kept it aloft 
as memento reminder 

for myths and sea tales, they do have their uses 
It’s not only shout out 
to long gone ‚Commander‛ 
but bookmark of boyhood thrills to imagine 
and benchmark example for grace under fire 

The thing’s a proud symbol; 
an eagle with the scrip—a top 40 sentiment 
‚Don’t Give Up the Ship‛—not just rah-rah apocrypha 
but wise, fabled words 
applicable to all manner 

of situ and seascape. 
 

And what about now? 
All sorts of cultural grapeshot in play 
This plaque is reminder 
that taking the colors 
finding a rowboat 

and making a mad dash 
as to continue the fight 
Is not only an option 
but DNA impulse 
in the midst of the smoke 

at the height of the struggle 
So, you take the flag 
and I’ll grab an oar 
as wherever we land 
we’ll start up once more. 
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JANELL STRUBE 

Bodies Wrapped, Stacked 

and Ready for the Freezer Truck 
                      — newspaper photo f rom December 10, 2020 
 

On Thursday, December 10, the number of U.S. 
dead from Covid surpassed the number of U.S. 

soldiers killed in battle during World War II. 
On this day, when people were wrapped in plastic 
and stacked like bricks for eventual disposal, 
a local newspaper began to round the number 
of souls who had died to the thousands. 

Where the crowds along the roadsides, 
with hands clasped, heads bowed in prayer? 
Where the night’s candlelight vigil? 
Where mounds of cellophaned chrysanths 
and lilies, sackcloth and ashes? 

Where the brass band on Bourbon Street? 
Where the ululations, the wails 
and laments of the paid mourners? 
Where the soup tureens, casseroles, 
outstretched arms, the words of comfort? 

Where the chiseled granite pillars 
beside quiet reflecting pools? 
Where the investigations? 
Where the accountability? 
Where the outrage? 
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JIM MILNER 

Ode to Lind's Barn Shoes 
 

1. 

Pre-coffee dawn.  

Sunlight sparkles through curtains. 

Arms enwrap knees. 

Mind knows the Avenue of Giants, 

imagines drifting, hands clasped across distance, 

loving from the top down, molecule by molecule, 

this corpuscular desire in subliminal blood murmur 

where we pour into one another and soon have lost 

all beginnings, memory's fog, one exhalation gone 

before the face feels this ephemeral breath. 
 

2. 

Was it the wind this morning coming East 

over the Rockies on the back of madder-dimmed clouds, 

imperfect memory of your mouth against mine, 

carmine-tinged, pebble-dropped plummet  

into this lake of sky? 

 

3. 

Late conversations.  

What is a friend? What desire? 

Out of what sea does this heart come dripping, 

saline. How far have we traveled across 

the arcs of loss, years. What is a heart 

and how has it come to this subterranean pool, 

beneath all light, suffering silence? 
 

4. 

She hears whinnies 

needs to find her barn shoes, 

muck stalls, measure out oats, alfalfa flakes, 

check the old gelding’s knee-wrap. 

Under this sky, liquid with red-infused light, 

I feel her move to her own morning rituals, 

while I knock snow off my shoes as I enter work, 

talking with cancer patients terrified  
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   of what grows within them,  

listen to their fears,  

    how the woman with stage 4 breast cancer  

lost her only son 9 years ago, her husband last week, 

and now faces endless chemo, Herceptin,  

       perhaps a clinical trial 

alone for the first time in 45 years. 
 

5. 

Here I sit, bathed in late-afternoon rose light, 

the sky finding an inner resonance  

that I can only think to name radical joy,  

a sorrow-tinged gratitude.  

I know loss,  

the loss of others,  

the wastage of time, 

how earth swallows the mud and dust 

of countless lives, again and again. 

Yet the meadow lark calls, the quail's chit-chit  

out from boulders and scrub 

and know these lives are mine 

are yours, are the variegated names of love 

that we cannot help but sur- 

render, and I want to find a word 

that will, finally, speak the one thing 

that forever remains inexpressible 

yet even your stable shoes know how  

to hold all of a world under such skies and light 

while it's mass presses down, foot-falls, 

impermanent prints, 

a gravity that understands the lift of a single step; 

this foot,  

this life,  

this single red beat 

that is always yours, mine, ours. 
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JENNIFER KARP 

Fiat Breaks Down on a Lonely Road 
 

A poem can change a flat-tire 

in the middle of a desert. 

A word can cook a five-course meal 

including honey-maple apple desert. 
A pen can climb mountains and ski 

an Olympic slalom. 

A finger bone, just one, can strike a note 

that brings 1000 frothing voices. 
One loose feather, pound for pound, 

can lift up an entire people. 

One honeybee can pollinate enough prairie 

to feed a herd of children. 

One connection, near or far, 
over the rolling fields of ocean 

and through the haybell skies 

just one connection 

can cook a breakfast buffet of discussion 

We access each other 
over landlines 

radio waves 

low frequencies 

high frequencies 
satellites in orbit watching over us 

like gods 

control and filter our every spoken crackling breath 

with robotic precision 

but they just pull the switch 
we create, we build, we destroy 

we are the red rose flower 

beneath the thorny bones 
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KATHLEEN DURNING 

Homage 
 

Painter of boats reflected in the water 

of San Diego Bay, 

of zoo flamingos, ridiculously pink, 
of the old barn in Julian. 
 

My quiet mother 

You didn't value this art 

that I treasured, 
but misplaced or lost each piece but one. 
 

That picture's also now gone, 

in a sudden fire that's claimed 

even my photos of you, 

deceased now 16 years. 
 

The artist you were 

resides shadowed in me, 

who cannot draw. 
 

But I offer this poem 

to remember the beauty you created, 
the beauty that you were. 
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EMMA GREY ROSE 

Oregon 
 

I’m from somewhere where / the waterfalls flow in the / dead 

of / winter / even though / you would think / they might / stop 

/ they never do / entirely / nothing really / stops / until it all 

really / does / that is / if you go / to the / rivers / the water is / 

cold / no matter how hot / the sun / is / but the sun / never gets 

/ too hot / if you are / warm blooded / but / if you are cold / 

blooded / like / me / then it / might / it / rains / the rain is / 

gray and the / clouds are / crying / so much so / that / you are 

the / rain / and the rain is / you / the beaches / out / there / are 

rocky and / empty and / sweeping / the wind / whips sand 

into / spirals / around your / leg / if it’s / quick / it will / burn / 

and when you / leave / your skin will be / scratched and / your 

toes / bruised / but the / fresh / scent of salt in your / hair and 

the / ocean / still fresh in your / mind / will take the / pain / 

away / there are / pine trees / everywhere / they have / needles 

/ they fall to the / ground / the homes / in the / hills / are ivy-

covered and / intricate and / have beautiful fences and / 

beautiful yards / perhaps / you might dream / you live / there / 

you could / walk up the / stone steps / cobbles / to the / front 

door / looming dark wood and you / gracefully pull and / 

when it opens / you / wake / in your / bed / in the / covers / in 

the cold of the / night / because / there / it is always / cold / if 

you / drive / far / you will find the / mountains / they are tall 

and / filled with / echoes / they are / speckled with / trails and 

/ thin roads that / loop around / lone fire sites and / 

campgrounds / that are / vacant / you can go there / if you 

want to / escape / some people like / escaping / hiding / behind 

large trees and / brush under your / shoes / crunching / and / 

cell phones that don’t / ping service / off-grid you can’t / find 

me / I heard / up there / that’s where the / angels / sing / some 

say / they sing all / day / others say / they sing all / night / I 

think / they sing / always / I think this / because I know / this / 

there / they sing / eternally / there they / live / there they / die 
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DIONNE BLAHA 

You Are Very 
 

One side says, I can’t. 

All the rest says, I love you. 

From your proton memories that doubt it 
to the DNA already recreating it, 

there is no cause in because. 
 

You might smell the clouds this afternoon, 
watch the dusk waltz in tonight, 

and find today’s ‘perfect’ 

as different from yesterday’s. 

But you know the peace of whales, Beloved.  
 

Let’s fight sleep like two kids, 

jeweled crowns perched awry on our heads, 

splashing in the waves of unknowing, 

with salt on our lips 

that we lick 
because we have tongues,  

it’s still fun, 

and we taste like the sun 
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NATHAN WEEDMARK  

Taken love  
 

Your smile so pure, shared the way you saw  
    the simple truth in each 
complex soul, the way you shared your attention 

to any friend, any seeker, 
anyone you were with, all coveting your company, 
your sincere musicians’ ears listening, 
your celebrated beauty never used as a weapon, 
never changing your humility, 

your laughter like waking birds and tinkling bells,  
     spiraling through us, 
your humor profound, revealing and reveling  
     in the absurd world, 
never at anyone’s expense, creative as you, 

reassuring as the way you entered 
every house, with a playful little hop,  
     over the mantels and into hearts 
you melted with joy, altering moods with your presence. 
Lucky us, to have experienced the way  

    you carefully, skillfully 
brought the outsider into your circles,  
       your crayon box of expanding friends. 
Lucky us to hear you sing, to see you dance, 
to hear you play your instruments. 

Lucky us to see your skillful drawings, of dancers,  
     and portraits because 
people meant so much to you and your camera, 
     always with you, 
and how you saw us, emerging 

    in darkroom printed meditations. 
Lucky us, to have seen you in plays,  
   engulfed and mesmerizing. 
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Lucky us, to see how you created  
   without drama our tension, 
expression easing from you. 
Lucky us, our lives overlapped with yours. 

Lucky us to be the ones who grieve you. 
Lucky us to be the ones to hold your ashes. 
Lucky us to hold the sweet ache of memories, 
the way your brushes still hold your platinum hair. 
Lucky us to take you inside, forever,  

   as completely as you were 
taken from us, taken, 
taken love, taken from us. 
Taken, and given. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AYE SÍ 

Ahmaud 
 

A moving target 

In the most dangerous game 
He could never win 
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BARBARA THOMSON 

The Return of the Orcas 
 

The orcas have returned to the inner harbor. 

Lithe tuxedoed bodies leap, dive in crystal water 

free once again from man’s folly. 
Bears, from protective mountainsides, 

roam the flatland, decades missed 

as subdivisions grew, freeway threatened. 

Wolves released from wired sanctuary 
once again thin overgrowth of herds, 

moose, deer and antelope. 

Now man is locked away, life fragile 

deadly virus scours cities, towns, as 

nature regenerates its natural rhythm. 
How long will Orcas freely play, 

bears roam the low grasslands and 

air remain pure, sweet, while great forest 

burn, harvest scorch and animals die. 

Who is responsible for this infected 
environment? Is greed the villain? 

Are our ways of caring lost? 

What does our future hold 

if man ignores these warnings? 
And the fate of every living thing 

rests heavily upon 

                                 our souls. 
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CAROL IRELAND ARCHIBALD 

Resilience 
 

For two days the wind raged 

severing arms of trees, sleet   

pummeling pocks in the earth.  
 

When it subsided, I was amazed  

to see a red headed hummingbird 

aflit in my bougainvillea bush.   
Such a tiny survivor, improbable 

that it could have held on 

topsy-turvy to a twig.   
 

The blossoms on my hibiscus,  
with fragile, silken petals,  

how did they cling to their core?  
 

This resilience is reassuring,  

reminding me how humans 
hang onto a thread of breath, 

how, when the wind of cancer  

blustered into my body, I dangled 

like a withering winter leaf.  
 

I do not know how this bird  

held firm with its frail claws,  

how petals clung to their orb, 
 

no more than I know how 

my life was preserved, how we   

endure worlds of tragedy 

and tenuous tomorrows,  

where somehow, we persevere,  
withstand the whorls of wind. 
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KATHY O’FALLON 

The Wong Janice Cello Coaxes  

   Each Closed Chakra 
 

Irish aromas of fresh-mown grass  

mix with lavender. And mallards,  

        as if moving to the music,  

carve peace signs back and forth  
        across the pond. Refuge  
foreign to my root, still,  

I’m planted by the sound. 
 

Now, the sacral, to the solar plexus. No— 

not the caverns—her instrument unearths.   

       I don’t want to  

mourn extravagantly, or shame  

this good fortune, but my thoughts 

are undisciplined, and now her strings  
move to the heart. Good God. 
 

Their fists reach through thick,  

quilted sorrows, rags of history.   

       This week, a serial murder— 
60 Minutes feature: ninety-plus  

victims resurrected in acrylics  

        painted behind bars. 

How do I stop  
the scene from blurring?   

Even ice plant wilts in the sun.  
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Out in the garden, where white roses  

flourish, Saint Francis looks down  

at the bird on his thumb.   
       I’m stuck now 
at the throat chakra  

inhaling sobs, because whose pain  

       is not my own?  
And won’t there always  
be tomorrow’s? No third eye. 
 

Octaves rise up to the crown.  

       A familiar great blue heron,  
its wings a faith in empty sky, 

dives down for respite,  

       claims a rocky foothold. 

         The cello quiets. 
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BOBBIE JEAN BISHOP 

Shipboard Revenge 
 

The queenly hairbrush lays  

on a cabin shelf lined with toiletries 

bristling with my mother’s message: 
It’s off limits to an only daughter, 

Mother, a stickler for hygiene, 

my tresses fail to make the grade. 
 

I am at the moment confined to the cabin 

over our clashing views—she disapproves 

of my willful roving over open decks— 

bow to stern, starboard to port side. 

Rebellious and a precocious ten, I tug 
for freedom. Mother presses for control. 
 

I glance up to meet the wicked grin 

of the porthole, glass foamy with spray 

from a restless ocean. In a rush I yank 
the lever down, swing open the window,  

hurling her hairbrush into cold Atlantic waters. 

At the instant of its plummet, I want to roll 
 

the film backwards, hairbrush returned to hand. 
My heart leaps after it, that hapless scapegoat, 

exiled from its sworn spot between Mother’s 

powder and face cream. Sudden regret spoils 

my hasty resolve, the consequence soaking in 
as I taste the sour side of sweet revenge. 
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PATRICIA ANDRUS 
 

  after Jean Valentine (April 27, 1934 - December 29, 2020) 
 

the sea is green today 

the sea is white 
 

vegetables I clean 
  

how first, cut the tomato 

a wound through its skin 
 

 we align with golden labs 
 with their kind eyes 
 

a rouge soaks through  

my ivory linen towel   
 

 and you, gone  
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DAVE SCHMIDT 

The Veil 
           

She assumes the veil with a special dignity 

and tries to see the world clearly in her sanity 
 

then sadness overcomes with spouse’s passing 

She reaches out to others, which eases her pain 
 

Frequent escapes with smoking, snacking, shopping 
and caught up in her fantasies to escape the past 
 

remembers her plan to keep moving 

realizes that soon enough all this will pass 
 

accepts what could not change, attends to her errands 

prepares to put all behind her at day’s end in sleep 
 

Many happy memories to look back upon 

Tries to remain positive in these trying times 
 

Gradually she lifts the veil from her face 

detaches from the past, sees herself clearly 

living in the present, unclouded by delusion 
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OMAR MUSISKO 

All Things of Beauty  
 

The seagulls were squawking 

    through a string section of feelings.  

We walked the empty beach together  
   with a pinky swear hand hold 

under a sky that pushed down it’s charcoal painting ceiling.  
 

It was a morning for mourning    
foreshadowing our relationship’s  

   big life support plug pull decision. 

And yet we ran playfully from the waves; 

a subtle middle finger to our critical condition. 
 

Your giant yellow floppy sun hat                   

was a hyper toddler at a business meeting. 

It was so absurdly juxtaposed 

that it forced me to write this poem. 
 

We were discussing our mood for breakfast food 

when the water hit your shoes.  

You didn’t shiver or emotionally shatter  

   and said it didn’t matter,  

but I couldn’t look up at you 
and what felt like an aggravated assault on truth. 
 

I picked up and immediately broke my first intact  

   sand dollar as a mist began to fall. 
You said that all things of beauty are equally as fragile, 

that all things of beauty were never meant to travel, 

that all things of beauty are gifts that self-destruct,  

and my smile 

was a tiny tsunami. 
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ALANA CONTRERAS-RODRIGUEZ 

A Plea for Real Connection 
 

In an asymmetric way, I think we’re meant to be connected. 

Every day, we brush shoulders with silent smiles and leave 

lonely with no goodbyes. If you looked with intention, you 
could see me waving in the rearview, shrinking into myself 

and spilling onto the floor. You dive into the barley with no 

urgency for being found and I wonder where you would be 

if you had noticed me on the ground. Any attempts to be 
your savior have fallen short for the precedents—you shake 

your head at their eagerness—a waste of time, I suppose. 

Rusting, molding, rotting insides, I fill my mind with your 

future and beg you’re never in my past. It’s a shame I 

preach the word of the contrarian; we could have gotten 
along so well. When the pews shudder in silence and the 

glass stains with red, I’ll stand firm at the podium, waiting 

for your faith and your sacrificial bloodshed. 
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MICHAEL KLAM 

bedtime 
  

anya comes over to ask me 

if I have to work much longer 

and at first I wonder if 
she’s talking about 

the hard labor in hell 

that’s coming my way 

but then I remember 
that she does not think 

in those terms 

and neither do I 

and that I can no longer 

imagine a hell worse 
than what this life 

has produced at times 

so I walk her back to bed 

and remind her that the sooner 

she falls asleep 
the sooner she’ll wake up 

to a bright new day 
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DONATO MARTINEZ 

I Come From Dirt 
 

I come from dirt 

I come from dirt 

and from the scorching sun on the back of my father and 
the sweaty brow of my mother 
 

I come from adobe homes with an array of chickens, dogs, 

and cows in the back yard 
of fences made of neatly stacked boulders and rocks  
 

I come from a place of beautiful dreams, but rarely fulfilled  

just hung up on some clothesline along some white, 

washed sheets 
 

I come from where the church bells ring every hour  

And remind us of prayers and faith  

    on early Sunday mornings 
 

I come from the long black hair of mothers kneeling 

            in a pew 

And the black veil that hides their tears of sadness 

who lose children to sickness, accidental death,  

        or revenge killing 
 

of young women who know no love, marry without love 

and birth children whom they deeply love 
 

I come from a place of sorrow and misery 

a place of broken hearts and shattered promises 

a place of wounded spirits  
 

I come from snotty nosed children going hungry.  
And leaving school to help their family 

Children whose clothes are begged, borrowed, or stolen 
 

Children who immigrate with their families 

and are left alone in homes  
waiting for mothers and fathers to return home  
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            after 12 hours of work  

children who read mail, translate at doctors’ appointments, 

and school meetings  
in their own broken language  

who have forgotten their Spanish and who have not  

    fully embraced their English 
 

I come from dirt 

But from this place rises the beautiful earthy, orange clay 
that gives birth to hopes and dreams 

a place of humility and hard work and resiliency 
of chile, nopales and maiz tortillas warming on the hot comal 

of hot chocolate brewing on the stove  

          keeping us warm on cold days  
 

I come from men who tilled the soil  
         and harvested their own crops 

And fed 100 people with seven corn, five potatoes,  

     and three squash 

These same men who fought off mountain lions  

          with huaraches while crossing the border 
 

I come from the powerful eyes of women 

of silent strength  

of women who dance on top of clouds  

and who learned the secret healing power of herbs  
these same women that learned the language of love 

and speak with the moon and stars and other galaxies 

who summon the rains to come with trembling power 
 

I come from the amazing colors of the rainbows 

Of the fiery setting sun that unleashes its last rays  

before it succumbs  

to the purple beauty of the night sky 

that breathes life  
and hope  

into those of us  

who come from dirt. 
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MARIT ANDERSON 

On the Block   
 

Is this a dream or an aftershock? 

Were my directions misunderstood? 

Street sign says I'm on Writers' Block 
and it looks like a bad neighborhood. 
 

Were my directions misunderstood? 

I asked to be taken to Writers' Walk. 
This is the wrong neighborhood. 

On Writers' Block I'm a laughingstock. 
 

If I can ever find Writers' Walk 

I'll compose a poem about my plight. 
On Writers' Block I'm a laughingstock. 

I've got to move where writers write. 
 

This is a poem about my plight. 

Trying to figure out how to begin. 
I've got to move where writers write 

and re-awaken the poet within. 
 

Trying to figure out how to begin. 

Street sign says I'm on Writers' Block. 
Can I re-awaken the poet within? 

Is this a dream or an aftershock? 
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LENNY LIANNE 

The Roadhouse 
 

He explains it’s no place for a lady. 
 

It’s sunk down into the darkest spot 

along a bend of a passed-by highway. 

Though the faded sign out front 
blew away in some bygone tornado, 

its regulars know the location and 

new clientele learn its whereabouts  

in whispered exchanges. 
 

Not a place to take a lady, he says. 
  

This roadside dive’s a large, dark, 

low-ceilinged room, pool tables 

in a corner, peanut shells thrown 

on the floor with orders for brews, 

burgers and fries, flung frequently 
toward the bar and slim kitchen. 
 

Not the right place for a nice lady,  
 

but a bastion of the boot knife, 

the hunting knife and hatchet, 
a rough-and-tumble spot where 

a rockabilly band plays in a cage  

to protect it from beer bottles 

– occasionally a chair – and 

other within-reach projectiles. 
 

No place for you, little lady. 
 

This is the realm of the good ol’ boy 

a sanctuary for secondhand smoke, 

where a man can swagger and brag, 

certain of kinship with champion 
anglers, old bandits and thieves 

and out-and-out liars and cheats. 
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PATRICIA AYA WILLIAMS 

Reflections Upon Seeing My Name 

  Week After Week in the Newspaper’s  

Obituary Section 
 

The Patricias are dying  
 

they are dying in St. Augustine FL,   
San Jose CA, on a boat in the Hebrides,  

in hospitals, homes, places not mentioned  

in obituaries  
  

they are dying on the evening of July 19th,  

mornings in November, late April afternoons  
while watching reruns of Bonanza  
  

they are dying after working as waitresses,  

horse trainers, homemakers, flight attendants,  

phlebotomists, Asia Regional Representatives, 

ghostwriters 
  

their middle names are Maxine, Maureen  

Kay, Inez, LaVonne, Leila, but mostly Ann no ‚e‛   
  

they are leaving their pets: dogs, cats, lizards,  

chickens, minipigs, and in one case, a capybara  
  

their loving legacy lives on in 7 children,   

16 grandchildren, 21 great grandchildren,   

their unborn great great granddaughter     
  

it is impossible to detail their many accomplishments   

in this space  
 

The Patricias are dying   
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with their last breaths they are blowing  

bubble gum bubbles, winking  
at the Olivias, Emmas, Avas, and Charlottes 
  

who will decades from now be joining them 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

BISSHIE 
 

peeling paint 

and the smell of hospital food: 
death rattle 
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DEBBIE HALL 

Checking for Snakes 
 

I know it’s crazy 

to turn on the light 

each time 
I use the loo 

in the black of night 

harmless porcelain bowl 

far from rattlesnake 
or python’s nest 

but it happens 

a giant serpent 

rises up through the pipes 

to have a taste 
of your tender flesh 

lightning strikes twice 

in the same spot   

and scrambles  

your neural highways 
a meteor hits you 

at the exact moment 

you are crossing the street 

drops you to ground 
just in time to see 

the most important  

and awaited  

point in your life  

disappear 
in cloud of dust 
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TAMMY GREENWOOD 

Where All the Old Dogs Go 
 

We wake to stiff hips in need of  

oil like the Tin Man, I hobble,  

you rock, but we both make it up. 
No more days of agility fields, 

sheep that won’t herd. Your mornings  

now spent patrolling fenced borders,  

pausing at bent chicken wire and  
familiar smells, now allowing  

coyotes to drink from the birdbaths. 

The remainder of your day spent  

scratching at doors to exit outside,  

then quickly requesting entrance  
again, forgetting why you wanted  

to go out at all. I let you in 

and head to the kitchen retracing 

my steps to remember my task. 

At day's end we sit on the cool  
tiled stoop, watching the sunset,  

both dappled in light through old  

olive trees. Ears perked, nose in the air, 

dense, dusk breeze carries feral scents  
across the fence where  

wildness roams unburdened. 

You release your settling sigh  

reminding me it’s ok to finally exhale.  
 

When I reach the place after here, 

If I see no dogs, then I too won’t go, 

I’ll meet you on the hill beyond the fence 

where all the old dogs go. 
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WILLIAM HARRY HARDING 

Rose bud and possum 
 

On the morning of my procedure, I spotted 

a new bud on the rose bush that bears 

your mother’s name. Before leaving 

for the hospital, I found a decomposing 

opossum in the jade plant, near 
the valve for the sapote and loquat trees. 
 

I took the new bud as a sign 

that everything would be fine. 
 

I didn’t tell you about the possum. 
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ere at The Kowit headquarters in San Diego, we 

like to think of the Steve Kowit Poetry Prize as 
earned and not won:  While The Kowit is a 

competition, and while there is a winner, one of our goals is 

to honor the selected poems as a group and therefore 

demonstrate on the page the importance of a community of 

poets, a celebratory jangle of disparate voices. 
 

     This year that imaginative clutch of selected poems from 

22 poets invite the reader to re-think their position during 
imagined end-of-days in Ted Burke’s Rapture, find solace in 

Dreams of Flying by Meghan Sterling, and discover love—

yes, love—vicariously through the vivid details in C.I. 
Marshall’s What I Love About Love’s.  The Kowit 2021 

awardees channel hikers, Superman’s roommate, and even 

a courtesan. I will never think of children and their pets the 

same again after reading Jessica Cohen’s shrewd poem, 
Animals. Debbie Hall’s meta moment in Birders pauses the 

reader as the poet deftly questions her position in the poem 
during the act of writing. Expanse by F.J. Bergmann delights 

the reader in an exploration of our ever-widening 

memories and connection to time & place: ‚You still 
believed in magic / back then–or at least in what wishing 

could do.‛  And, luckily, we are blessed with Dave Denny 

exploring life through his unique, cinematic lens: ‚On the 

day your life suddenly turns noir. . .‛  
 

     In addition, Roy Bentley’s second-place poem, 
Apocalypse Dancing, egregiously demonstrates his long-

standing efficiency of storytelling; in fact, Roy spins his 

poetic colloquial invitation so well you’ll want to join him 
in this ‚. . .shake-yer-booty act of Happiness.‛ I’ve been 
joyfully reading poems by Lee Rossi in The Sun Magazine 

and elsewhere for years. His third-place poem, Portrait of 

the Artist as a Young Fashionista , delivers all the detailed 

possibilities his title implies with Baby Docs, cuffed 
coveralls, glasses bug-eyed, fully mirrored—and 

questioning. 

H 
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     Our judge, DORIANNE LAUX—a previous student of 
Steve’s—ultimately chose Eve Grubin’s Snakes and Ladders, 

for the 2021 Steve Kowit Poetry Prize: 
 

 ‚I love the details in this poem, the slow, quiet way it 

moves through a day, a game, someone placing branches 

on an arch, someone reading. Lazy, though making 

preparations for an uncertain future, "the virus breathing" 
over this small family that could be any family but is a 

specific family living their particular lives. All that 

surrounds them is both real and mythic, the smooth dice, 

the snake's tongue, the box an ark. All of them in a 

covenant with one another, with the world. The family 
held, as we are, if we grasp and lift, in the seat of mercy.‛  
 

     So, dear reader, go forth into the depths and enjoy. 
  

 
 — JEFF WALT 

       

     Award Coordinator 

Steve Kowit Poetry Prize 
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TThhee  SStteevvee  KKoowwiitt  PPooeettrryy  PPrriizzee  22002211  
 

TT HHEE  KKOOWWIITT::    $$11000000  
 

Snakes and Ladders, by EVE GRUBIN 
 

Runner-Up: $250 
Apocalypse Dancing, by ROY BENTLEY 

 

Second Runner-Up: $100 
Portrait of the Artists as a Young Fashionista, by LEE ROSSI 

 
HHOONNOORRAABBLLEE  MMEENNTTIIOONN  

 

Worms, by KELLY ALSUP 

 Expanse, by F. J. BERGMANN 

 Courtesan, by LUCETTE BERNARD 

 Wildflower Elegy, by SUSAN BROWNE 

 Rapture, by TED BURKE 

 The One that Got Away, by STEVE CAHILL 

 The Day After the F Bomb is Included in the Dictionary  

by JUDITH CAMANN 

 Animals , by JESSICA COHN 

 Talkin’ Walpursnatch Blues, by DAVID DENNY 

Corona, by MICHAEL FLEMING 

 The Tree, by MICHAEL GALLAGHER 

  Birders, by DEBBIE HALL 

 Port Jefferson, Frank O’Hara, and Me,  by ROBERT HARLOW 

 It’s Just That I Hate Las Vegas,  by KATHRYN JORDAN 

 What I Forgot, by KATHRYN JORDAN 

 That Business at the Beach, by LENNI LIANNE 

 What I Love About Love’s,  by C.I. MARSHALL 

 Head Down, I Put One Foot in Front of the Other  

by STEVE MCDONALD 

 We Must Now Save Ourselves,  by JEREMY RA 

  Butterfly, by LEE ROSSI  

 Real Estate, by JIM SIMPSON  

 Dreams of Flying , by MEGHAN STERLING 
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TTHHEE  KKOOWWIITT  22002211  

EVE GRUBIN 

Snakes and Ladders 
 

Our five-year-old son and I lean  

over squares on the playing board  
 

A virus is breathing over Earth 

and you stand on a high stool in the garden,  
 

place leaves and branches on top of our sukkah. 

I move my piece   
 

five spaces, just missing 

the head of the snake, its thin tongue blue and forked.  
 

Cracks between the wood floorboards  

contain dust, darkness. And the shelves 
 

hold books we love. What will happen to us?  

Where will we be next year, many years from now? 
 

On the table rests the box our son built, containing 

small labeled secrets he crafted from clay.  
 

The rain has returned, pulling  

the night down like a curtain around our house. 
 

I hold the dice in my hand, its light weight shifting  

with uncertainty, the cool soft corners offer hope. 
 

You crouch, then step down carefully onto the mud, 

your hands wet with blessings. 
 

I look at the box: wood and painted gold. 

The molded clay angels  
 

sit on the lid, stretch  

their clumsy wings towards each other.  
 

Chopsticks, glued to each side,  

serve as poles for the faithful to grasp and lift. 
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RRuunnnneerr--UUpp  

ROY BENTLEY 

Apocalypse Dancing 
  

It’s the moves you throw down 
after you know The End Is Nigh 

is more than a slogan on a placard— 
  

On the Beach, Kubrick’s cautionary 

tale about the risks from nuclear war. 

So you’ve been warned. Things aren’t 
  

good. They’re a bit on the Fucked side. 

And so I say, if that’s the case: Dance. 
Watch—my apocalypse dance is a pretty- 
  

good shake-yer-booty act of Hopefulness: 

alpha and omega of my left and right hand 

above and below in the mandala shape, and 
  

shaking these hips that are of ancient origin. 

I should toss out that Apocalypse Dancing 

is done to Eddie Cochran’s ‚Pretty Girl‛ 
  

to get the feet moving. However, 

add in the knowledge Planet Earth 

is sick and about to die because of us— 
  

and if you’re still shaking your fine ass 

like you mean it, then you’re one of us. 

Maybe play us out: some John Coltrane. 
  

‚Blue Train‛—which is what it’s been: 
a bunch of spectacular runs along a route 

blue-shadowed by the leaf fall trackside. 
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SSeeccoonndd  RRuunnnneerr--UUpp  

LEE ROSSI 

Portrait of the Artist  

     as a Young Fashionista 
 

Here I am, three-years-old, already too big 

for the stroller—some iconic beach, not 

Malibu, it must be Venice, my Baby Docs 
 

in the foreground—cuffed 

coveralls (faded, stone-washed), black 

turtleneck with pink polka dots, 
 

my blonde Afro kinking  
beneath the hood, pretty pink-lipped  

smile—but that’s not what you notice— 
 

what you notice are the glasses— 

like mom’s, bright red, wing-tipped, 
fully mirrored and adorably bug-eyed— 
 

a hundred and twenty degrees 

of palm trees and back lit frenzy— 

tourists and slum dwellers 
 

rubbing shoulders on Speedway, 

a naked man, two half-naked girls, 

more Afros and a couple of big drums— 
 

mom’s off to the side, pointing me 

in the direction of the crowd, 

I remember sitting there— 
 

we did it often enough— 

that woman who could lose herself  

so easily in looking—but what about 
 
 

     c  
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the child? What lay hidden 

beneath those twin reflecting pools 

so like the pleistocene watering holes 
 

that lured giant sloth and mammoth 

sabre tooth and dire wolf to a sticky end, 

forty thousand years of megafauna 
 

stacked haphazard in a petroleum pipe? 
Who did she become, that darkness, 

engulfed by so much light? 
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Honorable Mentions 
 

KELLY ALSUP  

Worms 
 

‚I love destruction,‛ 

I clearly uttered, end of season, 

glee that crowns many autumns, 
when hulkish tomato resins begin to plot 

with different cells, not seen with the naked eye, 

but which will turn brown things from upright, 

valiant, hopeful, marvelous, and green— 
when sunny, cherry-sized mouth-bursts, 

gold and fire-like, fall uneaten, frosted, 

fractured beneath the vines, while countless 

more await their mysterious end, 

aswirl in a self-contained 
disco spin. 
 

And so, 

the gardeners and farmers reach 

for talon-strong base of stalk and rip 

whole forests of solar-soaked plenty, fierce 
from the earth, their roots, one-by-one popping 

like knuckles equal to the fight or ready 

to massage the ground with carbon. 
 

How lucky to be 
at one with endings— 

to slide hard-working knees 

into the soil as across a dance floor. 

And haul the spicy party blend from the rows, 

last of the banquet leaking in lanolin arms 
and creaky pie carts, so much so the images 

sheaf unto one another, year after year, 

metaphors filing in the mind—bright 

photos in a cardboard bin. 
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Is it any better to begin the party?— 

Enter a mostly cleared out room, 

little motes of dust, arachnid webs, 
and small carcasses. But fill instead 

the sarcophagi with life—airy elements, 

amendments and aggregates, most of which 

should be a dark color, molasses ooze or midnight 
before you arrive like the silent pebble you are, 

pushing Earth’s envelope. 
 

You come as a fishing boat 

shines its harvest light upon the land, 
from some deep place, farther back than what 

these watery eyes can know, despite their squinting, 

angling down the slope to where a sleek black crow 

plucks white feathers from predator’s belly, 

then subsumes beneath the tidalwave 
of its mantle— 
 

From way down there—some call it 

the other side—lifts 
a holy sphere composed of cool bones and leathers. 

Into the sea of reflection—into the sky—space where 

feet fail to plod and fingers feel 

the waters pass by— 
 

Now it is held there, as we are all vesseled 

until the silvery foam froths the shore— 

discernible, though it is dark— 

the salt and sand entwine 

with new roots, and new 
dense masses 

crack open— 
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F.J. BERGMANN 

Expanse 
 

You keep going back to it. The whole place 

could burn to ash like a sheet of paper curling 
into black flakes, but it would still be there, 

even though the last time you drove through 

you couldn’t believe how much it had shrunk, 

even though you haven’t seen it in years— 
except in your dreams. Where the streets  

have widened to vast plains of cracked asphalt,  

the lawns now desiccated prairies festooned 

with the yellow wounds and explosive starbursts 

of dandelions. Two immense suburban blocks 
away, a long-gone woods knitted undergrowth 

over a not-yet-developed corner lot. You went 

in there to vanish for entire summer afternoons. 

You can’t remember who was with you then. 

Or their faces. You can’t remember for sure 
if they had faces. Or what you did with them, 

or them to you. You still hear the soft sounds 

the leaves made. How they glittered and shone 

and threw off light. You still believed in magic 
back them—or at least in what wishing could do. 

Desperation was like a sacrament that you held 

to your heart, looking out the black window 

long after unreasonably early bedtimes. Once 

you found a tiny chrysalis, green as a lizard,  
edged in gleaming gold, that could only have 

held a sleeping fairy. Where did you lose it? 
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SUSAN BROWNE 

Wildflower Elegy 
 

While hiking & crushing the wildflowers  

that awed us, a friend & I talked about trust. 
 

I told her I trusted maybe five people.  

She smiled at her shoes covered in petals. 
 

Jesus, Take the Wheel  was a song  

on the top of the country chart for six weeks. 
 

Trust in God but tie your camel  is an Arab proverb 

or what Mohammed said or Rumi. 
 

We live in a generous universe but don’t take your hands  

off the wheel even though sometimes the wheel comes off. 
 

My mother’s hands tried to steer her car with its flat tire 

into the slow lane, trusting a lumber truck wouldn’t untie  
 

every camel. After the breathing machine was turned off,  

her chest rose & fell until her life slowed & stopped.  
 

But something invisible moved toward the ceiling.  
      Or if grief  

was making up stories again, I wanted the generous one  
 

about the stone rolled away from the tomb. I believe   
in this tree, gnarled & glowing, its bark stripped,  
 

standing in the garden outside my room by the sea.  

Let me be an ant in its branches, let me deserve one leaf. 
 

On Easter, Mom pinned the golden brooch  

         of a turtle to her coat.  

The turtle’s eyes were like the green jewels of her spirit. 
 

I walk barefoot through wildflowers down to the beach.  
A few petals cling to my ankles until the wind takes them. 
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LUCETTE BERNARD  

Courtesan 
 

At eight years old I left my village. 

Pretty, they told my father who kissed 

my forehead, eyes turned away, 
and sold me for enough precious coins 

to buy next year’s seeds. My brother, 

just learning to walk, clutched my legs. 

My mother, weeping, followed the cart 
all the way to Wild Goose Gate. 
 

In Shanghai, coins changed hands again. 

At Hidden Pearl Pleasure House 

I was made to learn the ways 
of a sing-song girl, how to use my beauty, 
sing and recite poetry, play the pipa . 

Suitors here still ask for my dancing. 

I twirl handkerchiefs in the teahouse, 

toss and catch flowing sleeves. My lily feet 
dance small steps in red silk slippers. 
I wear elaborately embroidered cheongsam, 

ivory combs in my hair. 

My mother would not know me. 
 

But they are rough, these suitors, 

when we are alone. Care little 

for music or pretty ways 

once my curtain has opened. 
Their gifts—a lacquered box, sandalwood 

fan, silk sash—are nothing to me. 

The happy clatter, simple customs 

of my distant home disturb my sleep. 

When the sun rises past my balcony 
I turn my back, picture my mother 

stirring the morning fire. 
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Flowers, no matter their beauty, 

will someday wilt. 

What happens after, I do not know. 

Daily I lay blossoms, a piece of fruit 

at the altar of the Buddha, 
pray that my ancestors will forgive me, 

that my father and my mother 

are well, that my brother has rice enough, 

and the future children of my brother 
will remember this gift long after 

I am nothing but buried bones. 
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TED BURKE 

Rapture 
 

The mailman drops his parcels and 

falls to his knees in the middle of the street 
 

as a light comes through the clouds and 

makes the commotions of the city radiate 
 

gold tones like the frozen poses  
of ancient photographs 
 

found under the stairs of every parent’s house 

that aging children must close. 
 

You see the mailman on his knees and wonder 

why he’s praying, hardly aware of the increase in light 
 

or the music that blares all the big band music of 

trumpets and saxophones that disguise the grind of 
 

passing cars, it’s such a shame that religious fanatics 

are hired to deliver the mail, you think, so much depends 
 

on what comes through the System, envelopes full of 
what’s owed and what’s not covered by any plan 
 

that can be written down; you run the water in the sink, 
you wonder where did the clouds go? 
 

‚There is no rain anywhere‛ 

says the radio announcer, 

and the light is tremendous all over the globe, 
 

there is not a dark stain 

in any corner or nook on the earth, 
 

and then the radio gives out to static, and the TV 

releases itself to snow, the music in the street is very loud 
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and swinging hard to the left  
  and the right and then right down the 

middle as all the notes scurry brilliantly  

        through the hedges 
 

and up the driveways, into the homes  

    with each reed instrument 

improvising disembodied melodies  

   that form their own sheet music, 
 

that is a very loud set of speakers in that passing car,  

             you think. 

and the radio announcer cuts through the music  

        and says something you 
 

hear as that millions of people all over the world  

               have just vanished in 

plain site under bright light and big bang music,  

     gone in a wisp and puff of smoke, 
 

You look at your watch and note that it’s time for lunch, 

the clouds have fallen over the city again, the sky darkens, 
 

the shapes of the neighborhood take on  
          their deep hues again, saddened 

with history, dense in dumb witness to what never ends, 
 

You stop, look out the window;  

         you turn off the water you ran, 
in the middle of the street, by itself, flat on the cement, 
 

the mailman’s bag and his clothes, 

topped by his hat, kissed by a cool breeze. 
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S.J. CAHILL 

The One That Got Away 
 

My father gave me a gun 

when I was young, 

and taught me all the rules 
of how and when to shoot. 

 

Don’t load it in the house 

keep it clean and oiled 
and never point it—ever— 

at another human being 
 

We lived on the divide, 

the watershed of the Kingdom, 
where venison was a necessity 

and a forever way of life. 
  

They start moving before the sun 

like ghosts along the tree line 
 blending in with light and shadow 

and move in ways that trick the eye 
 

We found deer yards in the softwoods 

where they go to sleep at night, 
looked for windfalls in the orchard 

where they graze at dusk. 
 

Antler racks may decorate a wall 
and trophies are impressive  

but a button buck or spike horn  

tastes better at the table 
 

We climbed the spines of hardwood ridges 
—a slow and quiet time— 

following their signs of passage 

learning the secrets of the deer. 
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The one we’re tracking knows we’re here 

this is where he stood and listened 

this is where he jumped and ran 

the ones that listen get away 
 

He taught me to squeeze the trigger,  

how not to jerk or pull. 

He taught me when to hold my breath, 

and when to let it go. 
 

See the target clearly before you shoot 

 always know what lies beyond 

don’t point and pull or trust to luck  

 and never spray and pray 
 

We moved slowly with faces to the wind 

 taking time to taste the air, 

but I wonder now if they were like me 

and had dreams of being hunted. 
 

The heart lies behind the shoulder 

but if you miss the killing shot 

let a wounded deer stop running 
before you start the blood-trail chase 

 

My father knew the lore and loved the lure 

of traditions in the Kingdom. 

And teaching me to hunt  
was a way of bringing up a son.  

 

We’re not like men who hunt from trucks 

with radios and heaters on 

or those who climb into a stand 
and hunt by sitting in a tree 

 
 

     continued   
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There were times of hunting out of season 

when camp meat was our last resort, 

but of the ones that we took down 
nothing was ever left behind. 

 

Be sure before you shoot 

take only what you need  

always share it with your neighbor 
 he’ll do the same for you 

    

My father hunted to the end 

then climbed the ridge that crosses time. 
He’s waiting now and looking back 

to ask me why I hunt no more? 
 

‚The rules are being broken now,‛ I say. 

‚The forest has become a risky place, 
a no-mans-land of hunters who will fire  

at anything and everything that moves. 

I spoke with one before my last day out, 

asking what he'd seen, was he having any luck?‛ 
 

‚Sound shots,‛ he said. ‚But only one today.‛ 
 

‚Sound shots,‛ I said, afraid to ask. 
 

‚That’s when you hear them move,‛ he said. ‚You know, 
but there’s only time to fire at the sound.‛ 

 

So now my hunting days are done, 

 but lessons from the past 
and secrets of the deer 

let me be the one that got away. 
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KATHRYN JORDAN 

What I Forgot  
 

You forgot the glowing balls of chi, said the woman  

with red eyes, hurrying to catch up as we left class.  

It’s important to smile, said another.  
I make a note to smile, watch for inflated expectations.  

Only a year ago, I thought death bearable:  

to release the layers one by one— 

   world, identity, others, self  
—filled me with peace, even ecstasy upon occasion.  

Tonight I dream of a monster on the far edge  

of the forest, red eyes glowing in the dark.  

I dream my old church renovated, rearranged,  

people unable to sing, discussing what’s wrong,  
while I'm blinded by something in my eye,  

a splinter, or even a plank.  

The Poet says Goddess Kali consumed the blood  

of her demons, embodying, not exiling them.  

What it would cost to bring fear and pride in?  
First, quit trying to nail everything down.  

Give up thinking I know how it should feel  

to make love again or to feel close to God.  

Admitting demons sounds good  
but I’d have to stop wondering why I can’t.  

I’d have to surrender the need for the right words.  
My exacting father said, The word I don’t like is awesome;  

if it really was awesome,  

 you wouldn’t be able to say anything. 
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JUDITH CAMANN 

The Day After F-Bomb  

       Is Included in the Dictionary 
 

My husband yells at me today. After he says 
fuck and I say fuck comes silence 

during which time it is stupid 
 

to say fuck again so he says 
what the fuck and stupid fuck. I say 

what the fuck nothing stupid fuck 
 

then he just sits 
on the couch watches stupid fucking  

monster trucks drive over log piles  
 

through mud puddles 

then clicks over to made-for-TV 
fishing, as if fishing  
 

isn’t stupid enough, 

unless you’re fishing far 
out of town, in a dark bar 
 

at the end of a street, 

looking for a good fuck 

where your wife can’t  
 

find you, unless she’s looking 

for a good fuck 

or maybe, more likely, just a dark  
 

bar, a fucking good dark bar: pool tables, 

cold beer, loud jukebox, cigarette machine 

full of Marlboro Reds. Mostly rednecks 
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who know a lot about fucking, a little 

about sex and nothing at all about making love 

unless you consider a long ride 
 

in a pickup with a cold six-pack some kind  

of love, shotgun in the rack, one headlight out, 

one hard dick out, one young girl who says yes 
 

because the moon is full & Willy is crooning 
little things I should have done I just never 

took the time 
 

but you were always on my mind. Rust 

blows across the hood  
and he releases into her. 
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JESSICA COHN 

Animals 
 

A bearded lizard has gone missing  

in the neighborhood. There’s a sign  

on the lamppost. Contact information.  
 

A photo, in case you recognize the fellow. 

It’s been more than two weeks. Things 

do not bode well. I never wanted  
 

goldfish for the children. They’d  

fatten up in fire colors, like animated  

coins, then go black in the belly,  
 

get beached over their castles  

of ceramic. But even children  

want control over lives. I recall  
 

my own menagerie, that small town  
the airport ate. We used to trap moths,  

grasshoppers, bees. Captures  
 

given grass, studied through clear walls  

of a mayonnaise jar. We learned to  
let them go. There was the turtle 
 

with the changing name. When the shell  

rotted, I released him near the road.  
Made believe he’d make it  
 

all the way to the brown river.  

Pretending is everything  

to a child. Maybe to us all.  
 

A stray cat, with gray patches,  

stayed around until a visit to see  

relatives. The girl entrusted forgot  
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to keep milk in the dish. Oh, she said  
she remembered, then blamed her sister,  

and I learned another way to lie.  
 

There was the pink-eyed bunny,  
that morning something dug beneath  

the chicken wire. The white fur  
 

in crusted patches, going dark.  

Things do not bode well  
for the creatures of this Earth.  
 

Some days are blood offerings  

for the wicked god of childhood,  

part animal, part ringmaster of the animals,  
 

their private parts engorged, their random  

violence. We learned from dog-  

and catfights. Didn’t we? How  
 

they lick their own wounds. How you can  

like the taste of your own ripped kneecap.  
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DAVID DENNY 

Talkin’ Walpurgisnacht Blues 
 

On the day your life suddenly turns noir, you will 

spot Robert Mitchum out of the corner of your eye. 

He will be leaning against a lamppost, cigarette dangling, 
collar open, flies buzzing, and of course heat rising 

in waves off the goddamn asphalt. As he crosses the street, 
you will think jaguar. You will suspect he is already 

circling his prey, already tasting your blood in his teeth. 
You will feel your gut instinctively tighten. 
 

On the day your life turns, it may be useful to know 

that Mitchum is not always wild, but he is never tame. 

The closer he gets, the deeper that dimple in his chin. 

When he speaks you may be surprised at the sharpness 
of his wit. You may not even know you’ve been cut 

until the blood seeps through your clothing. It may help 

to know a few simple things—they won’t save you but 
they may mitigate the misery as it rolls in like dry lightning. 
 

On that fateful day, you would be wise to avoid a fistfight. 
After all, Mitchum’s shoulders are not just for show. 

He knows how to wrestle the gun from your hand. 

And he knows how to take a punch. Once he begins 
swinging, he will not stop until all the furniture in the room 

is reduced to kindling and the lights in your attic have gone 

black. If he backs you into a corner, protect your skull. 
Which chair is best to break over his head? 
 

If on that cursed day he decides to give chase, drop 

obstacles in your wake. You have about six seconds 

to reach your car. Keep the key in the ignition 
and your getaway road map in the glove box. 

Expect to drive all night—because he will. Expect 

to cross the border with a stolen jalopy on your tail, 

Mitchum’s face lit dimly by the glow from his dash. 
And expect to break a dozen laws while on the run—he will. 
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On the long day after your life suddenly turns noir, 
there will be time to wonder, as the rain beats against 

your windshield, just what you’ve done to deserve this. 

Long ago a man called Job lost everything and never 

knew why. There’s a reason they still tell that story. 
Brother, don’t you know it. They say the devil wanders 

the earth, to and fro, looking for souls to devour. They say 

he has a chin carved from granite and a ticking clock for a 

heart. 
 

After the clouds divide on that day and after smoke begins 
to billow from beneath your hood,  

   after you pull off the highway 
at some lonely turnout, somewhere, say, south of Vera Cruz, 

on a bluff overlooking the Gulf of Mexico, your engine 

will sputter and your radiator will run dry. The sun 
will reach its peak. You will loosen your collar and lean 

against the guardrail. You will light your last cigarette. 

What is that sharp odor on the breeze—brimstone? 
 

After everything and everybody in the world, even 

the scorpion on the tuck and roll upholstery in 
the passenger seat, has joined the cast of your own 

private noir, expect the dusty stolen jalopy that’s been 

on your tail like a hell hound to roll up behind you. 

Conjure a pleasant memory if you can. Expect to find 
in its place a world of regret. Expect the last sound you hear 

to be the slow crunch of gravel  

   beneath Robert Mitchum’s tires. 
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MICHAEL FLEMING 

Corona 
 

In the beginning it was just a word— 

some kind of bug, a blip in the news, 

another ambient danger, like murder 
and bad service and diaper rash, the dues 

for being alive, one more thing to think 

about. It began to cover the sun 

and we said this isn’t happening, sinking 
into the sea isn’t happening, none  

of this is real, unpredicted eclipses 

cannot occur, we will not allow 

it. Then all at once night fell—time was stripped 

of meaning, birds stopped singing in a cloudy, 
starless sky. No hint of dawn. We must 

have failed to see this coming, most of us. 
 

We failed to see it coming, most of us, 

because we never thought about the plague 
or pestilence—antique notions we must 

have forgotten. Now the enemy flag 

flies everywhere, unseen, and we obey 

or we disobey, and we calculate: Who 
has it? Who is a vector? What have they 

touched, breathed on? Everything we thought we knew 

was wrong, delusional, a dream of climbing 

an endless staircase made of sand, light 

infected with darkness and distrust, time 
turned viscous, like glue. Unending night, 

silence. We long to tell ourselves: Spring came 

so late this year, but it came all the same. 
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Spring came so late, but it came all the same— 
we willed it to mean what it always means: 

life! And the flowers still bloomed, and the names 

we gave ourselves were names from what we’d been 
before. We want freedom! But what was our 

freedom? It’s hard to remember—forgetting 

comes so easily now, and the power 

of the sun drives common sense away. Let’s 

pretend—it never happened. And that cough? 

We never heard it. Even Jesus stumbled— 
but then he got up! So let’s ignore 

it—it’s gone, vanquished, and if time is off 

its moorings, even old quarrels are something 

to cling to. Anything from before. 
 

Cling to anything from before—what else 

do we know? The way we touched when our faces 

were unmasked, unmistakable, wellsprings 

of love, or the way we moved with grace, 

determined and unafraid. We remember 
dance floors, handshakes, running with the crowd, 

packing the house, gathering and assembling, 

forming congresses and choirs, and the loudest 

voices sang in harmony, made sense 
of suffering, made sense. Now we don’t play 

music together. All our monuments 

are broken. Our masks are the price we pay 

for breathing, venturing out. We were wrong 

about so much. We were masked all along. 
 

 
    continued
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We were masked all along, and it took wearing 

masks to know that. Now we look like what 

we always were—midwives and bandits, care 
givers and surgeons, sneak thieves, desperadoes. 

Who doesn’t love a costume—we’d all 

die of shame if our souls were bare! Today, 

let’s write a tragedy featuring pallbearers  

with masks made of smoke, strutting playboys 
with masks made of wasps, and in the last 

scene we’ll wear masks of love and loss and crimes 

of passion, spirits with a special spark 

of life, of danger. Con the lines. The past 
is hardly prologue, and now it’s show time— 

as the curtain rises, the house goes dark. 
 

The curtain rises as the house goes dark— 

suddenly everything goes wrong. We’re all 
naked, our masks hide nothing. When we call 

out ‚line!‛ we get silence. We miss our marks, 

forget our parts, plead with God. Someone coughs. 

The director flails his arms, useless, impotent 

to restore the illusion. Scrims 
descend at random, the actors go off 
script, a stagehand coughs and whispers, I smell 

smoke. The players improvise a fan dance 

to hide our humiliation. Someone yells 
and is shushed, the director starts to rant 

about the music, it’s all wrong because 

singing is forbidden—it always was. 
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So—singing is now forbidden. It was 

the thing we loved best in the beforetimes, 

but now we’re all in this alone. Who doesn’t 
want to dance again? Is it a crime 

to make a little whoopee, make some noise, 

make music in the midst of solitude? 

We never knew how much we’d miss our voices, 

the act of shaking hands, sharing food, 
touching one another. The months unfold 

without rhythm, without sequence—a fever 

dream of silence flowing like a herd 

of deer over a fence. It’s getting cold. 
We didn’t want this. We couldn’t believe 

it at first, when it still was just a word. 
 

                                                  November 2020 
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MICHAEL GALLAGHER 

The Tree  
 

I fall asleep easiest to television shows  

       about drugs and gangs 

something about a pitch-altered drug dealer  
         in a mask puts me right to sleep 

I wake up and scroll through the end of the world 

I open blinds and drink light 

outside everything is falling apart 
my reflection is in the window 

I too  

am falling apart 

I spend the rest of the morning picking up pieces 

reassembling my mind 
fitting together memories 

reciting plight like sparking pilot light 

I brew coffee with the hope  

      that I’ll gain enough momentum to clean up a mess 

but there is a deep seed beneath 
all these ambitions 

and my heart drips 

and drips 

and by mid-day 
I can feel roots 

sprouting in my stomach 

I eat lunch 

by late afternoon  

they are cracking my bones 
I smoke a bowl 

to suffocate the stem 

growing thick inside  

but flame only brings rain 

and my eyes are dark, heavy clouds 
pregnant with sorrow 

waiting to flood the page 
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by dusk there are vines climbing my throat 

I taste leaves on my lips 

my tongue swells 

into inflamed fruit 

I’m being sweet 
telling people  

what I think they want to hear 

trying to make this easier 

for anyone I can 
the tree buds a branch 

and I let a friend 

pluck tongue plum 

the cycle is complete 

my day is done 
I crawl back in bed 

sung to sleep 

by pitch-altered drug dealers 

chased  

by the tree 
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DEBBIE HALL 

Birders 
 

  . . .And they got w ings so they can go  
 

                – Joni Mitchell, Urge for Going   
 

I want to grow old with them— 

Jim, a hay farmer from North Carolina 
with a drawl thick and long as pulled taffy 

who’s followed birds for 60 years, 

spotting them before younger eyes  

even come into focus.  
 

        In the hush of birding 

he places his mitt-sized hand on my shoulder, 
whispers names like Plumbeous Vireo, 

Dusky Flycatcher, Lark Bunting, eyes tender  

and voice filled with reverence. 
 

I marvel at white-haired Doris,  

well into her ninth decade, who walks the trails  

on legs slender as a Black-necked Stilt’s. 
When her clothes billow around her tiny body 

in soft gushes of air, 
        

                                I imagine her 
still here at 100, the earth beneath  

her feet barely marked by her passage. 
 

And Mark, whose transplanted lungs  

swell with mountain air  
as he pulls up rocky paths at first light 

for the daily explosion of Swifts 

  from a tumbling waterfall, 
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rising later while the rest of us sleep 

to capture images of nebulae  

and galaxies in the dark bowl of sky. 
 

Each day, Ted, our expert guide-- 

whose hearing and mimicry skills 

rival that of the Northern Mockingbird-- 

urges us to track his rapid-fire gestures 
and pace,  
 

thrill as he does to the brief notes  

of tiny birds, bidding us to hear 
 the phenomenon of the morning chorus. 
 

But what am I trying to say here? 

There must be more  

than just falling in love 

with this small band of seekers 
 

who follow these things with feathers, 

revel in the search  

   as much as the find, 
fuel their imperfect bodies with yearning, 
 

the rhythms of their breaths 

in harmony with the wind  

streaming through the pines, 
   unbound. 
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ROBERT HARLOW 

Port Jefferson, Frank O’Hara,  

      and Me 
 

On a lightly clouded day in summer,  

   on my first visit to Port Jefferson, 

on the north shore of Long Island,  

      on a bench across from the post office, 
 

the bench near an iron stairway which leads  

             I don’t know where, 

I sit waiting for the proper moment to drive my car  

             onto the ferry 
 

that will obligingly nudge me into some port  

          in Connecticut 

that I can see from here and where I can assume  

     the guise of a sailor 
 

home from a long voyage, which, in a way,  

            is true because I am waiting 

for the ferry to take me away from the woman  

     who has decided 
 

to no longer be my wife for what, I assume,  

    will be for some time to come 

because she said, ‚Forever,‛ and this time  
    I think she really means it. 
 

She wants to remove herself from yours truly  

     and erase herself 

from photographs of us in more exotic places  
              than Port Jefferson, 
 

places that have dancing names and almost no winter 

and that remind us of where we could have lived 

      if we were willing 
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to always eat mangoes,  

  which are sexual in every way, especially 

in poetry, sweet juices drooling down my chin that I wipe 
 

with the back of my hand before diving in for more. 

But even that gets tiring and sometimes my jaw muscles 
 

need time off for good behavior. I dropped her off 
(over and out, to be exact) on the south shore  

                of this rightly named 
 

Long Island in her hometown of Bayshore  
    where you go to get the ferry 

to Fire Island, if that’s on your itinerary  

             or preference for a summer romance. 
 

Frank O’Hara got run over by a dune buggy on Fire Island 
which is supposed to be off limits to motor vehicles. 
 

Seems like Frank picked the wrong day, the wrong place, 

and the wrong time for being a swim-suited pedestrian 
 

and paid for it by believing written words—even beachside 

traffic signs— 

have to be true, for the most part, in one way or the other, 

for most of us, 
 

for most of the time,  

   and which separate fact from fiction, prose from poetry. 

I sit watching an orange tiger cat walk deliberately 

      and delicately and 
 

ever so professionally down the stairs  

        as blue jays and grackles in the tree 

I am sitting beneath heckle him.  

   Faking nonchalance as well as 
 

 
     continued  
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he is genetically allowed, he pauses to look up  

     to the branches, 

sinister thoughts surely writhing his brainpan,  
           but he’s not going to 

 

give them the one-upmanship for this current event, 

especially not with a stranger chronicling every move 
 

he makes as he thinks I am doing in a notebook  

           on the bench 

he counts as his turf and that he’s trying to make  

          into the rougher side of town. 
 

I’ve got other things as well as this prowling wharf cat  

       on my mind 

right now—a marriage with an expired warranty, for one. 
 

I’m also underling some lines and stanzas 

       in the copy of O’Hara’s 
Collected Poems I jut bought from a used bookstore  

       on the waterfront 
 

almost right across the street from this bench. Reading him 

in the sun-furrowed shade,  

      suddenly I find myself decked out with a smile. 
 

Marriage being sailed away from geographically  

         in the very near future, 

muttering cat praying that he’ll get a chance  

      to show those birds who’s who, 
 

and a big, fat, hard-covered O’Hara  

    who got a surprising exit 

off this ocean-filled planet not too far from here. 
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I mean, add it all up. I’m choosing to laugh, not cry, 

because it’s summer, it’s sun, 

           and just the right dose of shade 
 

to make it easy to occupy this bench,  

  O’Hara as good a companion as any, 

and it’s all going to be O.K. in the soon to arrive future 
 

when the good memories beat the bad ones  

         to the finish line. 

The good ones beginning right now as I get up, 
 

wish the cat—and the birds—good luck,  

             heave O’Hara under my arm, 

and get ready to sail off to a very near shore  

           to begin another part of my life, 
 

maybe finding a girl waiting in that almost touchable port 

who wants to welcome this sailor,  

   brave enough to risk crossing 
 

Long Island Sound on a becalmed,  
   heaven-scented summer day, 

home to begin another voyage of the heart,  

     this one lasting 
 

all the days, months, and years ahead,  
    all of them wide open, 

trembling with anticipation, and just needing us 
 

to fill them up, this time truly forever.    
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LENNY LIANNE 

That Business at The Beach 
 

Taco and tequila Tuesday 

a bargain at a buck off, 

at the IB Forum that swears 
it’s the most southwestern 

bar in the U.S. But the man’s 

far from hungry, and strides 

across Seacoast Drive, 
carrying the yellow bucket 

and little red shovel 

he bought at a dollar store. 
 

He also ignores the pier 
and its avid anglers, men 

as perpetually hopeful 

as the surfers nearby waiting 

for the next ridable wave. 

He remembers how his wife 
waited for him, having arrived  

a bit early or exactly on time 

and how she smiled whenever 

she first caught sight of him. 
 

Sometimes he’d hide behind 

a tree or concrete column and 

appear suddenly just so he  

could see her mouth spread 
into its smile as the little lamps  

of her eyes shone more brightly. 

Even when she’d lost her hair 

and so much weight that her 

body looked skeletal, she’d 
always beam at him. 
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He stops at an unoccupied spot 

on the beach, shakes off 

the plastic sandals he’d bought 

on their last trip to Hawaii,  
sits and starts to dig a shallow  

crater, careful to mound the excess 

sand into a U-shaped berm 

around the hole—the unclosed 
end facing the water. 
 

He opens the opaque bag 

inside the child’s yellow 

beach bucket and scoops out 
one shaky shovelful of ashes  

at a time, until the little shovel  

comes up empty. 
 

Seconds before the sun  
disappears from sight, he sits  

a while longer, hoping to catch 

the green flash, even though  

he knows it’s as much an illusion  
as a passing glimpse of her 

walking along the waterline, 

looking for worn-down 

pieces of sea glass. 
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C. I. MARSHALL 

What I Love About Love’s 
 

 Love’s Travel Stops  
 

is their vulture-high sign I spy just beyond 
grayish sot and bug wings on the windshield. 

Red neon letters, long-limbed, dance the swim 
 

sky-wide, sizzle in my brain like a brand. 
It is a calling for a stop, be it in Cochise 

or Oracle, way up north on 77, my hand 
 

grabs the plastic cup of cubed pineapple, 

a wooden stick for eating on the road, 
one hand on the wheel per Steve McQueen. 
 

This way station is a haven, where I get 

to kill my engine, slide off the driver’s seat, 

walk stiff-legged, see those big rigs sweep 
 

into private lots where they line up perfectly. 

I walk inside under blazing light, past snapping 

gators on a stick, like the broomstick pony from 
 

my childhood, notice the men’s room sign is pitted, 

worn dime-thin, the sign on the woman’s brand new. 

Closing the stall door, astride the toilet seats sparkle 
 

the loud speaker booms, ‚Number 77, your shower 

is ready.‛ I see myself walking up with a new bar 

of lavender English soap, a blooming yellow towel. 
 

Steam rises off bodies shaped by hours on the cab’s seat, 
all those cell plummeted again and again by the shake, 

the shimmy of the diesel engine. Some drivers muscular, 
 

their skin cracked and furrowed like a Georgia field. 

Just like that, I snap back to reality, stare at hot dogs 
circling on wires like a Barbie’s Ferris wheel, get back 
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on the scent to find the strongest brew of coffee; 

mesmerized as it shots steaming and ominous 

into my tumbler. In line, an ashen-haired man, 
 

grips his classic silver and green thermos, chats up 

the lovely cashier. In his mind’s eye, he is back in Paris, 
 

Texas or perhaps Calexico, at his high school dance, 

dancing with girls who looked just like her. She listens 
to him with her black-lined eyes; matte wings that sweep 
 

over us in line. Thankfully, she doesn’t brush him off 

to wait on us. I ponder Love’s slogan, ‚The Road 

Connects Us All‛ makes me wonder if Eisenhower 
 

predicted this possibility with his web of interstates 

finger-toggling across this country. Soon, I’m back 

in the car, sipping the best $1.27 cup of coffee ever, 
 

switching the car’s head lights on and then off, 

signaling to the purple rig behind me, it’s ok 

to change lanes, get his load back on schedule 
 

to the next Love’s, the one, you know, that one 

on 3 Mile Lane, bare wisp of town, Muscle Shoals, 

way up to the north, tolling on the cusp of Alabama. 
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KATHRYN JORDAN 

It’s Just That I Hate Las Vegas  
 

She’s throwing caution to the wind, a year and a half  

of masks and a cat and off to Las Vegas with her boys, 

as she calls them. Spiked water bottles, that’s the key,  
she says, and my pelvic floor spasm starts up again, 

breaking though tai chi prayer; is there a way not to care? 

It’s called Disneyland for Grownups, she adds,  

      tossing golden  
hair, fragrant round her shoulders,  

    leaning on me in the booth,  

cheek against mine, smooth.  

   Of course she deserves to have fun.  

She’s thirty, pretty in perfectly tattered jeans,  
     tiny backpack, boots. 

She shows me Britney’s fake posts: sparkly red stiletto,  

         mochi treat,  

cartwheels in the park. Tears in our eyes,  

    we imagine that girl-child,  
prisoner of the industry, at last able to communicate  

      with her fans.  

Muzzled, I can’t mention the delta variant, or lithium  

          or how dangerous  
alcohol is in her condition. The important thing is  

           she’s flying to Las Vegas  

and I’ve finally taken up the Cause.  

      Because something in a daughter  

needs a mother’s confidence even as she travels  
    to Sin City with three men 

 she believes will protect her from  

            the Leviathan of greed, lust and air 

conditioning, draining the Colorado River dry  

    in the wilderness where  
people were never meant to live. 
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STEVE MCDONALD 

Head Down, I Put One Foot  

          in Front of the Other 
 

They say the trail behind the inn will take 

me to the top of the ridge where I will find  
a spectacular view of Avila Bay so I set off 

with a paper cup of coffee from The Kraken 
 

and a light jacket into the mist and sporadic rain 
of a quiet morning three-quarters of a mile  

to the top which sounds like nothing at all  

though it is uphill the entire way and the trail  
 

is all rock and dirt and carved down the middle  
by the rains of winter into a foot-deep trench  

and soon the trail reverses itself into its first  

switchback and rises into a shadowy cathedral  
 

of California oaks hundreds of them some young  
some decades old which provide a little shelter  

from the rain though fat wet drops keep falling  

on my hair and neck and shoulders from leaves  
 

and branches overhead and I feel as if someone 
without sight were touching me to discover 

who or what I am and by now I have finished  

my coffee but there is nowhere to put the cup  
 

so I hold onto it as my thighs start to burn  

and my breathing grows heavier and each switchback  

reveals another one farther ahead higher up the hill 

so I keep my head down and plant one foot 
 

 

 
     continued  
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in front of the other much like anything else 

in life much like getting sober after all those years  

of drinking one moment at a time day after day  
step after step and I am a little surprised  
 

at how tired I am because I consider myself  

a healthy person but I am less than halfway there  

and already thinking of calling it quits  
when a woman wet with rain steps out of the mists  
 

and says she’d started for the top what seemed 

like ages ago but the switchbacks kept switching  
and the rain kept falling and besides  

she didn’t believe there’d be any view at all  
 

in this weather so she’d finally turned back  

and was now headed down stepping past me  
even as I stepped past her determined now  

to make it to the top and I wondered if my resolution  
 

was just misplaced masculine ego but I 

was too tired to follow the thought so I 
kept putting the next foot down my legs 

burning and my hair dripping and this empty 
 

coffee cup in my hand here in the middle 
of an oak forest one switchback after another 

and now I was hot from all this uphill trudging 

so I took off my jacket and folded it 
 

over my arm and kept my head down 
and put my next foot down and the trunks 

and branches of the oaks were black with rain 

and green with lichen and I was exhausted 
 

another switchback and I looked up to see 
the steepest part of the trail yet ahead of me 

so I looked down again and took another 

step and somehow stepped out from the canopy 
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of oaks and mist onto the top of the ridge  

and hundreds of feet below me rolled Avila Bay 

all undulant greens and grays and whites  
scrolling from southern point to northern 
 

the clouds high overhead the mist gone 

and far below me but above the bay a line 

of pelicans threaded the air and I hiked 
along the ridge overlooking the expanse 
 

of the Pacific and there at the edge of the cliff  

an ancient oak gnarled out over the sea  
and two thick ropes dropped from one  

of its thigh-thick limbs to a wooden swing  
 

that seemed as if it would launch anyone  

foolish enough to sit in it out and over the sea  
and on the seat of the swing scrolled a question  
What if I fall? and below that question another  
 

Oh, my darling, what if you fly? 
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JEREMY RA 

We Must Now Save Ourselves 
 

He became Clark Kent forever 

when the last telephone booth disappeared. 

The nineties existing but as smoke on TV. 
Now, being human wasn’t a pastime 

to set aside when he went rescuing— 

it became music he had to learn  

from discord, the meekness he assumed 
to enter the conference room and say hello sir 

tries him. He nests in my apartment, 

his steps visible upon themselves, fumbling 

each limited distance after another. 

It dawns on him looking back 
how it wasn’t normal for people 

to fall from such great heights without tremor 

or to break as clean as stones. 
What are heroes made of? 

He thinks I know, me  
having been with him  

when he was considered one. 

I suggest a therapist before pushing 

toward the philosophical.  
He holds the phone, studies it, 

dials the naked numbers, hoping 

someone will pick up. 
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LEE ROSSI 

Butterfly 
 

It’s the damndest thing,  

  seeing some big-name Hollywood actress 

on the screen getting ready to jump off a building or a cliff  
and knowing that’s my girl, actually doing that crazy stuff. 
 

When it comes to bodies flying through the air,  

           she’s the one 
they go to first. She’s been that way ever since  

           she was little, 

scaling her mom’s etagére like it was some climbing wall. 
 

You never heard such racket,  
         her mom screaming about all her 

precious knickknacks, and the little girl laughing  

      like it was 

Saturday morning cartoons. There was always casualties. 
 

Usually the little girl’s butt. But that didn’t stop her.  

            I’d come home 

from work and the old lady’d be in the kitchen  

        telling me to go look 

for her, she’d lost the kid.  
        How do you lose a three-year-old? 
 

I’ll tell you. I’d start in the back yard.  

        We had us a couple of apple 
trees, good size, and a magnolia,  

   but I guess that was too simple, 

like them jungle gyms at the playground.  

   She was was bored with those. 
 

 
 

     continued  
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Then I’d try the attic, but that was just for hiding,  

      not climbing 

and hiding, which was her speciality.  
      And sure enough, there she’d be, 

top of some closet, in among the hats and flashlights,  

             who knows how long. 
 

She never came out on her own,  
      always needed someone to find her. 

Already working on her legend.  

   Back then she was just a kid, 

but everybody in the neighborhood said  
     she was something 
 

else. Long before the barrel racing and dirt bike jumping. 

I remember one time she was six or seven, 

     and one of the neighbors 
was having a backyard birthday party for one of theirs. 
 

A couple of tables, a bunch of chairs, a barbecue pit 

in no particular order, all over the lawn. And suddenly 

there she was standing on top of one of them tables,  
     and somebody’s dad 
 

(maybe it was me, I was pretty drunk) is yelling at her  

             to get her 
butt off the table, and she says, ‚Make me.‛  

       Just like that, ‚Make me.‛ 

As defiant as a cockroach at three a.m. 
 

So whoever the damn fool was lunges for her.  
     Misses her, of course, 

cuz she was off to the next table,  

   only instead of taking the direct 

route, across the lawn, she hops from chair to chair before 
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coming in for a landing, one foot in the sheet cake. 

(Too bad about that cake. It had a nice portrait  

        of the birthday girl.) 
So the damn fool lunged again, missed again,  

      landed in what  
 

was left of the cake, because she’s off, 

        leaping from chair to table  
to barbecue, like it was the most natural thing,  

       and of course all those  

things was getting upset and knocked over,  

      but she just kept going 
 

round and round the yard (never once setting foot  

          on the ground),  

whatever she landed on, upright or upside down,  

            she was onto the next thing, 
like she was a butterfly trying out all the flowers  

        in the garden. 
 

That’s when I knew I weren’t never gonna be 

     the regular kind of dad, 
no sir. I was going be the dad you read about 

                 in them movie star biographies,  

the guy who after you’re done with the book  

    gets to pick up the pieces. 
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JIM SIMPSON 

Real Estate 
 

The fried egg on white bread slathered in mayo 

so lonesome on my plate was often the lunch 

my father gave me the summer I turned 
16 and worked for him in his home office, 

a spare bedroom, terrazzo-floored with curtains 

he cut himself to fit with dull scissors and you 

could see the grapefruit tree out back 
between the sill and jagged hem 

but he didn't care, no time, just laughed 
I'm no decorator, a smile and a shrug. 

I helped write the advertising copy 

for his freelance job while he went out 
and tried selling houses to rich people 
on the island where his father 

once lived, a success retired. 

Caravan, they called the outings, 

with Bob, Toby, Joy all eyeing 
the same prize: a big payday and 

a sold sign with their name and face. 

They partied after work and he wrote 

songs, sang, played piano while they 
toasted and I got really good at 

telling the advertisers' stories: 

their carpeting, their siding, their car lots. 

So come on out for a great deal 

on everything you need, 
we appreciate your business, 

we miss you, we love you, 

please come back soon, it's so 

quiet and empty without you 

and you haven't sold a single house. 
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MEGHAN STERLING 

Dreams of Flying 
 

All that matters is that you start somewhere, choose 

something—a cypress, maybe, or a lamppost lit 

against the dark like the face of an orchid. 
The night is restless, the wind scurries some leaves 

that scrape against the empty street like tin spoons. 
 

Start with the lamppost—focus your attention. 
You won’t have to flap your arms like desperate 

wings to lift off—that’s beginner’s stuff. You soar, 

you glide, flight cradles you in its feathered limbs. 

For years, you do this, every night. Step outside  
 

and off you’d fly. Above, the moon was a clock face. 

Below, the ocean was a vessel full of stones. 

Your shadow would cast long across the cane fields, 

the sky blazing with their burning, or ashen 

in the days after. You could hear the mangroves  
 

breathe, storm clouds twisting free of the summer rain 
every night on the dot. The way the tropics speak in shivers  

in the underbrush, palm trees alive and plotting, while you,  

the conductor, put it all into its uneasy bed, flying home  
in secret, waiting for the next night to begin again. 
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VERONICA S.  

So Clearly 
 

I see her, I see her clearly now.  

When I first saw her she was a bean,  

a bean that I had no idea would become beautiful,  
fair-skinned, blue-eyed.  

A bean that I was anxious and nervous to meet,  

a bean that I was so unsure of,  

everything I was so unsure of.  
 

What I would do,  

who I'd tell first,  

what this outcome could be, 

I couldn't breathe.  
what have I done to myself. . . 
 

myself that's all I knew  

I hadn't known yet that my life  

wouldn't be the same.  
I thought about myself  

but I had to learn that this day forward  

it was no longer about myself.  
 

All those nine months I thought about myself  
until I saw her.  

Until I saw her,  

until I saw her so fair-skinned,  

so blue-eyed. 
I saw her so clearly  

and I could breathe.  
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JOCELYN V.  

I Am a Mother 
  

I had a rough time when I was pregnant.  

I felt sick and lonely.  

But I knew I wasn’t alone  
because I am growing a life  

right inside my womb. 
 

I made a mistake that everyone thought  
but I proved them wrong. 

I am a mother.  

I am still learning  

but I am doing just fine. 
 

She is what it means to give life.  

I gave life to a small little thing. 

She owes me nothing because  

I am her Mother.  

Her mother for however long I live.   
 

My life changed but it was a wonderful change.  

I am doing just fine.  

I am a Mother.  

I gave life to a sweet little thing. 
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VERONICA S.  

Bicultural 
  

Being bicultural means growing up  

on rice and beans  

and also having casserole  
the next day for dinner.  

It means going to your tio’s house  

to stay up till midnight  

to open presents,  
but also the next morning  

going to grandmas to open presents  

on Christmas Day. 

It's having my aunt paint my nails, 

then having my father angry at me  
as I remove it. 
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JOCELYN V. 

Change 
 

It’s International Women’s Day  

and as a woman, I am proud. 

I am proud to be a woman  
who struggles and cries.  

I am proud to have a voice  

and not settle for less.  

As Mexican women, we are seen  
to cook, clean, and stay home  

and raise our families.  

I say no to that. 

I am equal. I too have dreams  

outside of my home.  
Because I am a mom and Mexican,  

this is what a household is.  

I want to change that.  

I am a proud mom with a voice,  

looking to change generations. 
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JAMIE V. 
 

What I’m Hungry For<  
 

I’m hungry to be the best me I can be  

Determined, Independent and no matter how hurt, a loving 
human being 

I’m hungry to be able to look out for those I love  

I’m hungry to turn out to be a better me  

 
 

 

 

I just can’t  
 

Sometimes I just can’t tell you how I feel 
Sometimes I don’t know what I feel  

So use to drugs healing the pain  

Or running away when shit gets tough 

I don’t know how to stay  

I don’t know how I came out this way 
Now I’m just tryna make a better way  
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OCEANAURA F. 

My mom is a full-blooded Persian  
 

Dad a full-blooded Native. 

I’m 50-50, but pale. 

Raised on the rez, 
attended every ceremony, 

died on top of a mountain,  

gave my life to Creator,  

try to be a spiritual person,  
but when someone insults my culture, 

you wouldn't know it. 

 

 

 

OCD  
 

Diagnosed at 8 years old. 

Never fully understood it. 

OCD isn’t just being a ‚neat freak.‛ 

Many things untold— 
‚Step on the crack break your mama's back,‛ 

 I take literally. 

Even numbers only. 

Need it with my mind, body and soul.  
Everyday for me is deja vu— 

you already did it, but they tell you, ‚Repeat.‛  

Guards up, heart 24/7 on patrol. 

Interferes with relationships. 

Constantly have to be reassured. 
Explains my need to be in control. 

Have to remind myself, I’m the one in charge, not it!  
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SAHERA I. 

I Miss You 
 

There are things that I simply cannot tell you,  

that hurt to the depths of the soul,  

that I would give anything to go yell at you  
and tell you how much I miss you,  

how much I would give to return to what was before  

and have your embrace that gives peace of mind.  

 
 

 

 

At My Age 
 

I am 16 years old.  
I know that life is not as easy as we thought it was  

when we were younger.  

I know that people are not how we expected,  

and the worst thing I know is  

that mom and dad are not eternal.  
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ASHLEY Q.  

Mi Voz  
 

Mi voz es la luz, 

la luz de este mundo negro.  

Mi voz puede ser  
el cambio de color en este mundo feo.  

 

 

 
 

My Voice 
 

My voice is the light, 

the light of this black world. 

My voice can be 
the color change in this ugly world. 
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DONALD R. 

A True Art  
 

The art in Chicano Park is about the beautiful  

Chicano culture.  

Each art piece has a different unique meaning. 
The park is alluring and structured. 

Chicano park is a home to new beginnings. 

 

 
 

The Power of Music  
 

Rap and Hip-Hop are part of the humanities.  

They bring people together in wonderful ways.  

Music is an escape for the young ones. 
Music makes the sun appear on cloudy days.  

Music brings us together all as one.  

 

 

 

ELI 

What will become of me,  

      children of the night?  
 

What will be of me if I give up the will to fight?  
Will I be alone, with nobody by my side?  

Or will I be free to work in the moonlight?  
 

Alone in my cell staring at my ceiling  

And there’s just no wall I can escape this feeling. 
I’m feeling lonely, and the odd man out.  

To express my feelings, I wanna yell and shout.  
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PRISCILA M.  

How do we forgive?  
 

How do we forgive?  

By apologizing and meaning it.  

Forgiveness is hard, but important,  
Forgiving and forgiveness make you feel relief.  

 

 

 
 

SAMANTHA L. 

Burn  
 

Then your lips intertwined  

Liquid pill acid  

Words that burn through the skin  

and mark in the brain  
 

 

 

 

OMAR 

My Culture  
 

When somebody insults my culture  

and says negative things, 

like ‚Go back where you came from‛ 

and ‚You don’t belong here,‛  

I feel enraged. 
When I hear this negative stuff,  

it makes my pride in my culture even stronger.  
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WENDY G.  

People’s Lives  
 

Humankind is responsible for many things,  

like help saving people's lives  

and being there for one another. 
We all need to get along and support each other.  

 

 

 

KATIE A. 

On Track of Time  
 

I linger at the edge of my mind. 

I'm in search of something  

but don't know what I'm trying to find. 

There doesn't seem to be a lot of time,  

and yet I have to find a way to say goodbye.  
 

 

 

CHEYENNE B. 

 To My Mom  
 

I wish we could’ve learned more from you. 
I wanted to say thank you because I had to learn  

what life was like without you. You leaving  

gave me a sense of reality, but I wish I could  

tell you thank you for teaching me the definition  

of love and what it means to love somebody.  
Losing you made me realize how much strength  

I really have. I love you. 

'Til we meet again.  
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MARK S.  

Dark Sky  
 

In the dark sky  

as I look up at night  

I wonder what beautiful things  
catch my eye  

I gaze and stare at the stunning  

dark sky and bright stars.  

 
 

 

 

 

Forgiveness  
 

I want to write how brave you are,  

but I need a little courage of my own.  

So I write, 

I forgive you.  

Not for you,  
but for me 
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VANESSA C. 

Con o No Con  
 

Con golpes, pero sonriendo—así es esto,  

aunque recibas golpes,  

la vida te enseña quienes  
son real y siempre están a tu lado  

Y a los que no  

Los mueve de tu camino. . . 

 
 

 

With or Not With  
 

With blows, but smiling—that's how it is, 

even if you take hits, 
life teaches you which ones 

are real and always on your side 

and those who are not. 

Move them out of your way. . . 
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GISELLE C. 

En Mi Corazón  
 

En el día de los muertos  

me acuerdo de ti  

Todavia quisiera  
que estuvieras aquí  
 

Pero vives en mi corazón  

y nunca me voy a olvidar  
el cariño y buenos recuerdos  

que siempre van con esta  

 

 

 

In My Heart 
 

On the day of the dead 

I remember you 

All day I wish 

that you were here 
 

But you live in my heart 

and I will never forget 

the affection and good memories 
that always go with this 
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REYNA  

Día de Los Muertos  
 

I remember you, and still wish you were here.  

You live in my heart.  

I will never forget the affection  
and good memories  

that will always be with me.  

 

 
 

 

 

RUBEN C. 

Borders  
 

The border is a big, neat, clean, clear black line  

on the map that does not exist.  
People come and go like they don't see it.  

Some border patrols are good and some are bad.  

Why do we have borders at all?  

 

 
 

 

GILBERTO M.  

When Poetry Finds Me  
 

When poetry finds me,  

I am always thankful.  
Reading poetry is always interesting.  

I like reading poetry because of the stories.  

I'm not good at poetry, but I will get better.  
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RAUL R. 

Day of the Dead  
 

Because you can remember your loved ones,  

you can hang out with each other.  

You get to tell stories about your loved ones.  
Also look at the pictures  

and memories with your loved ones.  

 
 

 

VICTOR V. 

Connect the Pieces  
 

Life is like a puzzle and the pieces are like your life.  

You may put some pieces in incorrect places.  
These represent your mistakes, but that's why  

you look at the box to learn and move forward.  

A puzzle isn’t easy, just like life isn't easy.  

Believe eventually you will finish the puzzle. 

 
 

 

DAVID 

If you really knew me  
 

you would know that I mean no harm  

but nothing but peace  
I am a very protective human being  

a human who has made mistakes  

willing to pay for those mistakes  

very respectful, but don’t take me for granted  

as then you will see the other side of me!  
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ALAUNDRA J. 

Things You May Experience 
 

Some things I just can’t tell you 

   because you won’t understand. 

Some things I just can tell you because it might offend you. 
Some things I just can’t tell you  

   because it’ll cause too much pain. 

Have you ever experienced good things they say are bad? 

Has it felt like heaven when dancing with the devil? 
Have you ever been a long away from home  

   but still felt most at home? 

Have you ever been safe while in danger? 

Can you find the beauty in the pain? 

Can you see the beauty in the beast? 
Is it possible to feel most free while locked up? 

How is it possible to feel locked up when free? 

 

 

 

 CHRISTOPHER  

At My Age. . .  
 

I am 15 years old.  

Life is like a field trip: sometimes you like it,  

sometimes you don’t  

Sometimes it’s fun, sometimes it ain’t. 
I learned not to trust them because  

they don’t keep their word.  

And yes, sometimes it hurts.  

But at least you learn.  
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CHEYANNE B. 

Some Things  

     I Just Can’t Tell You 
 

Why, you might wonder. 

I don't know how you will react. 

It might hurt you. 

It might even hurt me. 
Not meaning to hide anything from you. 

Nothing but good meant by this. 

Some things are just better kept not told. 

 

 
 

 

BELLA A. 

The story of my life 
 

This is kind of a storytime. This life of mine is the worst in 

time. I'm only 14, locked up behind these bars thinking if 

I'll go home. I've been through so many things, it just 
doesn't seem wrong. I know my momma is mad at me 

because of what I've been through and I became something 

she doesn't want me to be, but I'm trying my hardest to 

become something she wants me to be. So I hope she's 
gonna be proud of me. Can you see the hurt? It's in my 

eyes. I just wanna make things different so I can end up 

being something. And it's gonna help if I care about myself, 

because if I don’t, I'm gonna be in the dark thinking—when 

the light gonna turn on?  
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JESSICA T. 

Time 
 

Time may heal wounds but it doesn’t erase scars; 

it doesn’t erase the fact that my life feels  

         so incredibly bizarre. 
 

Some scars you can see and some you cannot, 

the invisible scars bringing me more pain than I thought. 
 

The flashbacks, all those cruel memories coming all at once 

through me—it's kinda hard to see my past  

because those memories still make me relapse. 
 

My wounds never fully healing, so they became infected. 
Anything it touched it was no longer protected. 
 

Those wounds causing more and more damage, 

over time I got overwhelmed and couldn’t stand it. 
 

Covering those wounds with ‚I'm okay,  

it didn’t matter, it was my fault,‛ with the words,  

‚No one would believe me, so forget it,‛ 

but when a wound starts to heal, it forms a scab, 
 

a scab reminding you of what you want to forget, 

reminding that forgetting can't always heal     

          the damage or hurt. 
 

You pick the scab and you remind yourself  

what happened day after day, so now you have a scar, 

that scar always being the first thought in your mind. 
 

That wound that could have been forgotten 
is now a scar that you will always remember. 
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JESSE  

They say  
 

my body's a temple 

I don't think it is that simple  

I never treated it that way  
 

Substance took me away  

I was broken and lost  
 

But didn't want to be found  

Sadly death found me  
 

Every time made me think  

Of what I might be  
I am now locked away  

Done this many times, still the same  

But now I am grown  

And don't play those Childish games  

 

My temple of sensation  
 

I’ve felt many things in my life transportation  

I’ve felt so much joy and pain 

I’ve explored the life of the street game  
I’ve noticed every day is never the same 

I’ve realized most people die here  

I’ve felt like I belong here  

I’ve no one, it is not safe, but feel no fear  

I’ve fallen into a substance  
I’ve been having times of halt since  

What I mean is I have stopped breathing  

But was lucky to continue being  

I have heard so many sirens  

I was one of few. . . 
I didn’t die in the streets  
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ALEX C.  

I’m Sorry, Mamma  
 

I am 13. 

I shouldn’t be getting locked up  

but that’s the life I live, 
the world I'm in.  

That's the choice I made. 

I always tell my mamma,  

I’m sorry, it won't happen again.  
 

She says I'm not letting her down,  

I'm letting myself down.  
 

I don't wanna live this life, I want to play ball, 
not be stuck 24/7 in these halls.  
 

not being able to do what I want,  

not having the freedom to see my family or friends, 
 

not being able to eat when I’m hungry, 

only when the guards say I can.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
     The San Diego County Department of Probation and the Juvenile 

Court and Community Schools require anonymity for youth in detention 

facilities. 
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KIMBERLY SHUCK 
The Cherokee Nation 

Seventh Poet Laureate of San Francisco 

Community 
 

Grandma lived with this peppernut 
sapling and tree 

They drank the same water 

I know that the creek is here 

Under ground 
Under thought 

Near the lilac 

Someone’s relic of a different life 

Someone’s idea 

carried from somewhere else 
on a quiet day 

when there has been rain 

Rest your cheek on the trunk and hear/feel 

water 

running in cracked pipes 
Grandma 

The tree 

The elderberry 

The salamander 
The sense of humor 

The fog 

Each water particle 

rhymes with the life here 

whispers kinship 
to the cracked and layered 

rocks on this 

hill 
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MICHAEL TURNER-ORTEGA 

This Is a Story 
 

of how Mother Nature and 

human nature play with each other 

similarities of both life and death 
I can imagine the wind sharing 

a tale of lived experience that 

the moonlight guides me to 

a wave that sprays me with the details 
of how to live 

where it's all about connecting 

submerged into a zone of silence 

eternity and infinity exchange gazes 

everything crosses each other's path 
in the presence of invisible stars 

what I want wants me back 

desire turns into adoration 

this shell is something more than 

human without any context 
love connects hate poisons 

crazy braves unbounded sway moves 

me to tears post traumatic growth 

takes my hand and guides me 
creates miracles 

Mother Nature becomes a poem 

human nature becomes authentic 
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JIM MORENO 
Smuwich Chumash 

Doctor Uncle 
     for Henry Rodriguez 
 

he was uncle to you 

he was uncle to me 

he was uncle to us all 
 

I met him at a gathering 

almost a decade ago 

he looked then as he looked 

the day he crossed over 
snow white hair 
 

elders credentials 

hair framed by red bandana 

in the old school way 
looking pleased 

as he sat at the picnic table 

eating buffalo stew 

quietly welcoming me 

with bronze skin smiling eyes 
talking of simple things 
 

a wise man of his tribe 

minus an air of importance 
an elder who heard the stories 

of the grandfathers  

who stored the stories  

of their grandfathers 

in their kind grandfather hearts 
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he was a humble man of MotherEarth 

teaching humble with his walk 

teaching respect with his walk 
teaching respect for the youth 

teaching respect for the woman's nation 

teaching respect for the land 

teaching the dominant society 
to listen to the voice of the river spirit 
 

reminding the dominant society 

there was more to MotherEarth 

than torturing her for an empty 
bottom line 
 

he taught respect for the language 

he helped me with difficult Luiseño  

words and phrases 
No nog kai chippi Uncle 

I am listening Uncle 
 

and when I got the word he would exclaim 
Loovik 
 

Doctor Uncle Ip no aawk 

No nog kai chippi Tooq lovik pala 
 

Thank you for inclusion, tolerance 

and the we over the I 

Thank you for everything 
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ROBERTA CORDERO 

Peace Is a Verb 
 

Peace is a verb 

active, in-your-face 

need-to-do-it to be it 

won’t-happen-without-you 

verb 

not the mere absence of war 

as they say 

not emptiness nor dullness 

nor the absence of anything, 

not even conflict. 

Peace is courage (v.t.)* to 

talk it through 

walk it off 

to be wrong (or right) 

and gracious. 

Peace is respect (v.t.) for 

the many faces of truth 

the many paths to Great Mysterious 

even the ones we fear. 

Peace is acceptance (v.t.) that 

the Reciprocity of Life 

does not depend on our consent 

but Harmony does— 

if we take, we must give 

if we give, we must receive 

no small violence without a price 

no small kindness without a gift. 

Peace is cherishing 

the exquisite face of beauty 

in each being, every creature 

of this voluptuous Mother 

our Earth 

our only homeland. 

Peace is a verb 

active, in-your-face 

need-to-do-it to be it 

won’t-happen-without-you 

verb. 
*verb, transitive 
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GWYN HENRY 
Cherokee/Choctaw 

Richard Jack 
 

the oak trees were already there waiting 

for his house waiting for it to be built 

beneath them 
 

his family was deer clan 

they moved into the house beneath the oak trees 

across the street when we were both 

twelve 
 

I remember his face as always within shadows 

cast by those trees & even when the sun was high 

he seemed afraid to talk to me 

could only duck his head & smile 
which made something inside of me 

want to cry 
 

no trees waited for our house to be built 

they built our house on the side of the street 
with no trees no shadows—you might call it 

the sunny side 
 

my father planted pine shrubs at each of its corners 
& all my childhood those stickery trees 

grew trimmed to a point at the top to a point 

like christmas trees 
 

& that’s all our pine shrubs offered 
(that they looked like christmas trees— 

no shade to cool or boughs to climb or anything 

you could call shelter) 

 

 
    continued 
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in time the roots of Richard Jack’s trees 

cracked the sidewalk in front of his house. 

buckled it up a full six inches & no one ever came 
to do anything about it—no one in that place 

ever thought of killing a tree for something like that 
 

last year at our high school reunion 

I saw Richard Jack sitting at the bar  
         beside a swimming pool 

in our classmate’s fancy back yard 
 

his cheek plastered against the bar top his eyes closed 
empties of tall brown bottles stood around him 

like testimonials—witnesses for the prosecution 
 

I walked over to where he sat 

stopped beside his bar stool & said 
Hi Richard 
 

he lifted his cheek off the bar 

squinted & blinked then as automatic as 

a message on an answering machine 
posed the question he’d already asked 

dozens of times that night— 
 

d’you 
remember me? 
 

I gave him my answer—how could I ever forget 

that smile. 

well after I said that his spirit leaned way over close to me 
& other darker spirits towered above us 

& when he ducked his head & smiled through his fog 
 

I longed to ask him if he knew why something in me 

unraveled when he smiled 
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but because of those spirits above him straining at their 

shackles 

& wailing & wailing 
 

& because I was afraid for the deer people & I was afraid 

for Richard Jack & I was afraid for myself 
 

I dipped & swayed & turned away 
away from him in the way girls of my kind 

are good at even when they’re 65 
 

later that week I lay back in my bed of california darkness 
thinking about the boy-deer who had watched me from his 

shadows & ducked his head too shy to speak  

        could only smile 
 

I wondered why I couldn’t tell him when he lived 
in the house of the deer people 

   (why I was so afraid to let him know 

when he lived beneath the oak trees & I lived in my house 

of useless pointy top trees)  

  —why I never let Richard Jack know 
how beautiful his deer smile was to me 
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ANNETTE CORDERO 

Siqcʼiʼ 
 

When I was new I was a cloud. 

I lived in the sky 

And gazed down on the people. 
I saw the tree people and the sky people, 

the earth people and the sea people. 

And when the sun went to sleep, 

I hid behind the moon and watched Owl and Coyote 
as they roamed the night world. 

I helped Rain feed the ancestors 

And helped Wind bring 

new possibilities to the shore. 
 

Then came the time of forgetting . . . 

And I went away from the sun and the moon. 

I went away from Coyote and Owl, 

From Rain and Wind. 

I learned stories that weren’t mine 
and songs that had no spirit in me. 

I spoke words that split my tongue like knives. 

My eyes could no longer see the clouds. 
 

But the ancestors did not forget me. 

They sent dreams to wake me from my sleep 
and ‘alolk’oy* to bring me to the shore. 

They sent the people 

with new songs to heal my tongue. 
They called to me, and their breath lifted me 

and returned me to the sky 

where I may, again, 

become a cloud. 

 
     * dolphin 
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PPooeemmss  ffrroomm  

AAllll  TTrriibbeess  CChhaarrtteerr  SScchhooooll  
  

GGrraaddeess    66  --  1122  
  

     Located on the Rincon Reservation in Valley Center, 

California, the school offers "heavy doses of culture and 

language" as "the antidote for the damage caused by the boarding 

schools" and the perpetuation of a "colonialistic mentality." 

     Administrator/Developer MARY ANN DONOHUE was awarded 

the American Indian Recruitment (AIR) Programs Community 

Leader of the Year 2011. 

     Lead Teacher MICHELLE PARADA was awarded the 2010 

Educator of the Year by the National Indian Education 

Association.  

     Developers Mary Ann Donohue and Michelle Parada were 

awarded the Channel 10 Leadership Award in 2007. 
 

     Poetry workshops were led by J IM MORENO, a Regional Editor of the 

San Diego Poetry Annual and a facilitator for the SDPA's community 

outreach programs, including Poems from Juvenile  Hall and the Kids! 

SDPA. 
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MIMI DURAN  
La Jolla 

My Cultural Dancing 
 

My culture of dancing has a long way to go 

Dancing is indigenous and a part of my culture 

It is beautiful when I see my people dance to our songs 

Sometimes I join in a dance along 
Bird dancing Jingle dress Fancy shawl and more. 

 

 

 
 

MOLLY GARCIA 
San Pasqual 

Love is not abuse. . .until it is 
 

What you think could be love could be pain. 

At what point do you realize, 

at what point do you understand  

and ask yourself what you're holding onto: 

the love or the pain? 
 

 

 

ISABELLA SANCHEZ 
Santa Ysabel 

SY Rez 
 

I live on the SY Rez where I can be myself. 

I don’t want to be erased because some lives are cut short 
so I don’t want to be erased. 

Love is something that is very pretty and heartwarming. 

I want to read more stories about my tribe life. 
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WILLIAM DIAZ 
Agua Caliente 

In the Ring 
 

Beside me they stand 

Beneath the beating lights 

Alongside my partner 

Through the ring we walk 
Over to the other side 

Into the eyes of the judge, I stare 

Around we walk 

Behind me they follow 
By my side they breathe so hard 

Under the cameras we do our best 

Above me on the bleachers everyone watches 

Off in the distance I can see the banners 

Outside the ring we all wait 
Towards me the judge walks, I WIN! 

 

 

DANIEL VARELA JR. 
San Pasqual  

Let me tell you  

  about Daniel Varela 
 

He is a great father and somewhat 

of a know-it-all. He is very dear to me. 

Would be nothing without him. 

My fear for him eases at times.  
He gets better every day. He is great 

at being my father. He’s funny 

and a bit of a ladies’ man. 

He taught me everything I know 

and he’s the greatest at it. 
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SAMUEL RODRIGUEZ 
Cold Springs-Fresno 

I Am 
 

I am bored and unable to function 

I wonder if I'll ever go to a concert 

I hear TV static 

I see the ceiling melting away 
I want a Wowspeed 21-Volt Cordless Drill Set  

   3/8 inch Drill/Driver Kit, 21+3 Torque Clutch with 2      

   Variable Speed and Built-in LED Drill Bits,  

   2x 2.0Ah Lithium-ion Batteries 
 

I am bored and unable to function 

I pretend to be a color expert 

I feel the keys of a keyboard 

I touch tree sap 
 

I worry about  

   not having a Wowspeed 21-Volt Cordless Drill Set  

   3/8 inch Drill/Driver Kit, 21+3 Torque Clutch with 2     

   Variable Speed and Built-in LED Drill Bits,  
   2x 2.0Ah Lithium-ion Batteries 
 

I cry when my Wowspeed 21-Volt Cordless Drill Set  

   3/8 inch Drill/Driver Kit, 21+3 Torque Clutch with 2  
   Variable Speed and Built-in LED Drill Bits,  

    2x 2.0Ah Lithium-ion Batteries breaks 
 

I am bored and unable to function 

I understand why the sky is blue, stop asking me 
I say a meal a day, a meal, I say 

I dream about  

   having a 100 Wowspeed 21-Volt Cordless Drill Set  

   3/8 inch Drill/Driver Kit, 21+3 Torque Clutch with 2  

   Variable Speed and Built-in LED Drill Bits,  
   2x 2.0Ah Lithium-ion Batteries drills 
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I try to convince my mother to buy me  

   another Wowspeed 21-Volt Cordless Drill Set  

   3/8 inch Drill/Driver Kit, 21+3 Torque Clutch with 2  

   Variable Speed and Built-in LED Drill Bits,  
   2x 2.0Ah Lithium-ion Batteries 
 

I hope the teacher lets this slide  

I couldn't think of anything 
I am bored and unable to function 

 

 

 

COOPER CASH 

Dumb People 
 

Loyalty that makes you flee is not freedom. 

Dumb, 

dumb. 

Dumb people give the worst advice,  
  but sounds nice like a beat of a drum. 

Stop beating me like a heart that I no longer love. 

Stop treating me like a dart that I no longer shoot  

       and leave it stuck on the board. 

Lightning struck like Zeus when I went to abort, 
when she told me the lore about my baby's umbilical cord. 

So I left even though I knew it wasn't right. 

My dumb friend told me it’s better for my life. 

I didn’t even say goodbye. 
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DAVID DURAN 
La Jolla 

Newt 
 

Down the river he slips, slides, the coolness on his gills, 

on his face the soft breeze he feels 

to the sounds of birds chirping. He pondered 

in the depths of the water,  
  he swims in the clear cold water.  

The silky dark blue skin  

against his body brushes the fresh green moss. 

Beside him, a tadpole going his direction. 
Time flows, the river settled still 

along a turtle and crawfish, follows 

below. Rocks sit still on the bottom of the clear cold river. 

By the right he stops near a glistening in the current 

above. He wiggles up to the surface to a lily pad 
near. He swims around the sides, testing it. 

Behind, the turtle and crawfish followed. 

Inside himself, he finds the lily pad peaceful 

toward the turtle, swims up and greets the salamander. 
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CONNER WILLIAMS 
 

Below the earth Satan’s demons scratch  
       at the ambers of the earth 

Amidst the planet God’s creations roam with free reign 

Above our world God watches  

     over his creatures like his own 

Inside the earth demons crawl  
   from the deep caverns of hell 

Amongst the humans God’s angels wait  

   for the coming apocalypse 

Above the depths of hell the humans had no idea  
            what was upon them 

Around the blue planet monsters rose up  

         from the deepest caves 

Throughout the world the humans were horrified  

     to see these demons 
Outside the sky seemed to be on fire  

         with dead souls from hell 

Across the world the demons would kill  

       and infect millions of people 

following the killings of millions by the demons 
Absent from this mayhem Jesus travels back to earth 

Alongside Jesus are his trusted Angels 

Among his Angels are his children  

   who are ready for war on earth 
Failing to hold earth for their king  

   the demons were expelled back to hell 

Astride from the destruction on earth  

             Jesus and the humans remained 

Given the scenario Jesus lead the movement 
to rebuild the world 
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ROCCO HOWARD 
La Jolla 

This Is Who I Am 
  

My tribe is about bird songs. 

My tribe is very unique in many different ways. 

The sound of drums and bird songs flowing  

through my ears makes me happy. 
I’m very happy to write about my tribe. 

This is who I am. 

 

 

 

DAVID CALAC 
Pauma-Rincon 

Wake Up to Reality! 
 

Nothing ever goes as planned in this accursed world. 
The longer you live, the more you realize 

that the only things that truly exist in this reality 

are merely pain, suffering and futility. 

Listen, everywhere you look in this world, 
wherever there is light, 

there will always be shadows to be found as well. 

As long as there is a concept of victors, 

the vanquished will also exist. 

The selfish intent of wanting to preserve peace 
initiates war and hatred is born 

in order to protect love. 

There are nexuses, causal relationships 

that cannot be separated. 
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TARAH PARADA 
Barona Band of Mission Indians 

Why Don't You Hear Me 
 

Why don’t you hear me? I am Native and Indigenous. 

When I’m wounded, I call out, Creator, 

    but he doesn't listen 

Why don’t you see me? I am Native and Indigenous. 
When I open up my arms I always get hurt. 

Why don’t you come to me? I am Native and Indigenous. 

I am broken inside with only a few people to help. 

Why can’t you hear me, see me, come to me, or heal me? 
I am a 14-year-old Native American who needs Creator, but 

is he really there? 

Why does it feel like I am alone? 

    I am Native and Indigenous. 

Why don't you hear me? 
 

 

 

 

MOYLA DURAN 
La Jolla 

Love and Loyalty 
 

It is not what you expect. 
Attachment hurts us 

with very mixed emotions. 

It is physically draining, 

love and loyalty 
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SCARLETTE CATANZARO 

Waiting 
 

Waiting for you to come home. 

Waiting to spend time with you. 

Why do you make me wait? 
Why were you never there? 

And now that you are there, you make me wait? 

You were never there. 

Why? I ask. 
Why must I wait? 

You should have been there. 

You should have tried harder, 

But yet again, is it your fault 

or is it mine? 
We could have been so close, 

we could have made so many memories, 

but you made me wait. 

Now that you are there, I must sit and wait, 

wait for you to come home. 
 

 

 

OOS SANCHEZ 
Diegueño 

The Birds Sing 
 

The bird chirping. 

The singing is beautiful. 
I can feel the rhythm. 

I can hear the waterfall. 
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ANGEL GARCIA 

Trapped 
 

I feel so angry at the world right now, and I hate it! I feel 

like all I do is help people and never get help from anyone 

else. It's like I’m a pawn to everyone's feelings, and no one 
sees that I'm suffering too. They don't see it. They never 

have. All they see is my smile and use me for their own 

happiness. 
 

I'm trapped in my head. I've built up every single emotion 

and I wanna yell at the top of my lungs and tell the world 

how much pain I'm in, but I can't. I've come so far to break 

now. I've lost too many people these past few years and if I 

give up now. . .I might lose more than before. . .I might lose 
him. . . 
 

The only person who cares is him. He's my life, my love, 

and my reason to live. He's everything to me. . .I never 

wanna lose or hurt him. He’s the only person who cares. I 
love him. I NEED him. I want him. He’s my safe place. He’s 

my king. My hope. I feel like I’m home when I’m with him. 

He’s the only person who understands me and loves me for 

me. He doesn’t care what everyone else says about me, he'll 
always love me. No matter what.  
 

At least I hope he loves me. . . 
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CASSANDRA VAZQUEZ  
 

Leave me alone with my thoughts, I’ll be fine  

I push away from people who I trust  

They say don't talk down on yourself, be kind 
If you say words that are true, they get hushed  
 

All you can hear, silent wind with no words 

One, two, three, four, too many is one or more  
No reason at all, it hurts when it occurs  

Bruises and marks, this has happened before  
 

Over my skin but also beneath hurts  

Showers feel like a hot pot of water  
that has been over the flame, that has spurts  

It is a warm blanket wrapped around her  
 

It is okay to feel the way you feel  

Those feelings are valid and they are real  
 

MOYLA DURAN  
La Jolla  

 

Dad, I miss you, I’m crying every day and night, 

miss hearing your voice, ever since you passed away. 

I was broken soon as you saw that white light.  
Why’d you leave so soon? I just pray and pray 
 

but it’s too late. Wish I would've held on tight. 

Hate that we argued a lot, can't always get my way. 
You never gave up on me, there's always a fight.  

Memories fade day by day, I hate to stay. 
 

‚T-BoneTone, heaven’s greatest rapper‛ an excited 

call me Moon, as if you were still here today, 
remembering your ‚crooked‛ smile and laugh, so bright.  

I wish you could see me graduate. I'm okay.  
 

You always said, ‚It’s see you later, not goodbye. . .‛  

Now I understand why.  
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SAMUEL RODRIGUEZ  
 

Her love is as bright as the stars that shine 

Her smile brings me warmth whenever I’m cold 

She is my sun, my all, proud she is mine  
I know together our love will grow old  
 

She has beautiful curly purple hair 

She wears cute black and pink glasses  
She’s so very pretty she makes me stare 

She is always as sweet as molasses 
 

We like to listen to music together 

We like to take long naps and talk on the phone 
I know my love for her will last forever 

I love her with all my heart, even my bones 
 

I'm so love stuck I need a map to find my way 

Meeting her was my most favorite day  
 

TARAH PARADA  
Barona Band of Mission Indians 

 

Little girl, two years old, and fell in love  

Peeking around the corner to see light  

Him holding me, I know I am his dove  
Running to win a bear hug from a knight  
 

Following him around like his shadow  

Looking up to him with a huge smile  
Laying on his chest like a soft pillow  

Hoping he could watch me walk down the aisle 
 

Grandma talking about the good old days 

Knowing these memories won't fade away 
Little girl, 5 years old, and in a daze 

Everyday I sit on my bed and pray 
 

Grandpa safe and sound where he is in peace 

My love for him will never be released  
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CODY HAVLU   
 

The trees would swing side to side like dancers  

The wind would be like a speeding race car  

The earth shakes like a platoon of Panzers 
Now the world feels incredibly bizarre  
 

The tornado would grab oak trees and rocks 

The fog would be like a shiver of sharks  
The lighting would dispatch multiple shocks 

I hear the yapping of little dogs' barks  
 

The sun begins to set beyond the hill 

Everything begins to die down a bit 
The creatures would be lying very still 

It seems that nature has had a big fit 
 

Don't let those thoughts get in the way today 

At the end of day, all will be okay 
 

MARRIANNE DIAZ  
Agua Caliente 

 

As I sit here and listen to this song 

I tap my foot to the sound of the beat 

The lyrics stuck in my head for so long 
Many times I am at the edge of my seat 
 

As the music plays I get stuck in thought 

The love I have is so unbearable too 
Emotions I have can never be fought 

I ask myself can I ever please you  
 

Words of this song sometimes hurt me so deep 

Many times it just takes my breath away 
The ocean is wide the mountains are steep 

My life right now I just take day by day 
 

My love for music is keeping me sane 

I am so alone in the days of pain  
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San Diego Poets of Resilience 
 

art of my responsibilities as Poet Laureate for San 

Diego, 2020-2021, was to create a Public Project to 

promote and encourage the poets of San Diego. My 

appointment, the first of 2020, coincided with the 

emergence of Covid-19. And my public project, the first of 
2021, coincided with the emergence of the Delta variant of 

Covid-19.  My Public Project had to be designed to exist on 
the internet. It was named, San Diego Poets of Resilience.  

 Resilience is the ability to recover quickly from 
difficulties. Poems have always been created and read in 

times of extremes, both disaster and great joy. I designed 

six monthly presentations of poetry craft and interviews of 

local poets and poetry teachers. I also asked poets to submit 

their poems that were written in response to the writing 
prompts which I included each month or in response to 

their varied experiences during these challenging times. 

The poems, listed by the poets’ names and their zip codes, 

were listed on a color coded map that is part of my Public 

Project web site. I am delighted with the response.   
 The San Diego Poetry Annual  offered me a special section 

to showcase a selection of the poems. The 14 poems I chose 

are representative of the total body of the submitted work.  

My surprise was how relatively few poems were about the 
challenge and pain of living in and through these ongoing 

Covid-19 years. The Poets of San Diego are truly resilient.  

So many of the poems moved on to the issues of a life being 

lived, getting back to a semblance of the usual challenges of 

any life, not one threatened by the unknown.   
 I am so encouraged by what I read over these six 

months. I hope you will be too.  
 

— RON SALISBURY 

  

P 
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JEANETTE SHOWALTER 

The New Normal 
 

Don’t miss the crowds. No, we do not. 

We have our choice of parking spots. 

No long lines at the grocery! 
With sales and specials naturally. 
 

Our dentist has the time to chat. 

There’s no wait at the laundromat. 
While we wait in line you know, 

we have the time to say hello. 
 

Puzzles fill our dining table. 

We are paper plate enabled. 
The entertainment budget’s spent, 

so Netflix is a sacrament. 
 

We walk our neighborhood each day, 

and wave at neighbors on our way. 
We can’t believe that up til now, 

we didn’t know them. Holy cow. 
 

We’re out of work, but I must say, 

retirement’s working out OK. 
We don’t need to live so fast. 

Staying home sure saves us cash! 
 

The grass is gone, the weeds took stage, 
Our lawn’s a lovely shade of beige. 

As long as we are re-defining, 

don’t forget the silver lining. 
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DAVE GILDER 

What were you thinking? 
 

The replacement for your 

lifetime warrantied kitchen faucet set 

just needed one bracket 
that was shown in the instructions 

but didn’t come in the box, then 

the new bracket needed a new screw, too, 

and the new screw needed a block of wood 
under the sink to be there that wasn’t, so then, 

on your fourth trip to Home Depot, 

where they won’t sell a 4" piece off 

of an 8-foot 2x2, you’re standing there 

in front of the guy with the orange apron, 
he’s looking at you, and you’re thinking, 

What were you thinking? 
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JOAN GERSTEIN 

I’m Not Going Anywhere 
 

I am not a plaything 

around for amusement, 

a trinket, trifle, bauble 

you break, scratch, then toss. 

I am not schoolroom content: 

data, maps, hypotheses 

that I belong to you. 

Unlike cars, houses, hairstyles, 

there’s no new model. 

You don’t determine my worth 

though you poison and mar me. 

You cut through my skin, frack me. 

I am not a receptacle for trash. 

I am not lots to be filled. 

I am not a gameboard, squares 

where you manipulate pawns. 

Notice my protests: earthquakes, 

forest fires, melting ice caps. 

I scream droughts, locusts, floods. 

The pandemic gets attention 

as something to get rid of, 

go back to business as usual, 

allow world leaders to deface me 

and I will gift you more viruses, 

one on top of another. 

You cannot take, take, take, 

never give. Continue to cause 

havoc and I’ll kick you out 

faster than a bar bouncer. 

I have been here for eons. 

You are a blip on the radar. 

No matter how much 

you deplete, destroy, poison 

I’ll heal, survive. 

You’re expendable. 
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LLOYD HILL 
 

I look like a bandit from an old cowboy movie, 

blue bandana covers my face, ready to rob a bank, 

or a cowpoke going to herd cattle, masked for grit. 
 

What can I give the world today, as my lasso twirls 

around jackrabbits and tumbleweeds? On desolate trails, 

eyes of passersby hard to read as mine try to smile. 
 

What will world give me today? Hopefully not Covid-19, 

the curse of 2020, keep your distance pardner. Look 

but don’t touch, with college classes cancelled lots 

of time in my bunkhouse; questions with no answers. 
 

Trees, flowers, and alley bazaars take my mind away 

from whirlwind thoughts: work, write, walk, get dead 

tired so I can somewhat sleep, stay here and now more 

real than Georgia O’Keefe art, perfect Easter lilies with 

their green stems and yellow pistils in furled ivory cups. 
 

Jasmine now wafts aromatherapy, bird songs, brighter days, 

I’m a different person in April 2021, two Moderna doses 

down, weary and saddle sore from busting broncos all year, 
 

a little wiser, a little more paunch,  

          but onward ho, we’ve beaten  

back some bad hombres and I feel  

          like a blue-ribbon winter. I’ve 

traded my bandana for a surgical mask—the Joe Biden look. 
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CHI-PING HU 

Birds of Paradise 
 

Together, we wandered at the San Diego Zoo, 

as birds of paradise clicked on wood, 

as Birds of Paradise bloom. 

We wondered 

what is their origin? What do they symbolize? 
 

Beside our front door, in front of the window 

a small square we patch by rain gutter 

blossoms at this time, again 

bright orange matches the season, 

purple stamens compete with the petals, 

buds pointing that cannot wait to open, 

poised like a crane ready to fly. 
 

I sit at my desk 

look through the window 

the sunset shines in my eyes 

I gaze at the exotic florescence 
 

a gift from a friend years ago 

after we moved in with our first son. 

We planted and cherished it 

never skipping a year. 
 

Last year, you cut a couple just like before 

the whole dining room brightened 

as our son and daughter-in-law visited 

together, we praised it, even you were sick. 
 

This year, I cut them just like you 

but I can only place it beside your urn 

in our bedroom. 

Together, we whisper to you 

to be at peace 

and wish for your protection    
 

Birds of Paradise, please 

bring these messages to you. 
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GERTA GOVINE ITUARTE 

Body of Messages 
 

Sea of faces 

Eyes of forever 
  

          Enrollment of ears 

      Mouth of water 
 

  Row of shoulders 
  Army of arms 
 

          Forest of hands 

          Line of legs 
   

      Cadre of feet 

      Cascade of voices 
                 

        Tongues of intent 

         Speak of realities 
 

    Body of Messages 

    Seeds of Next  
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KATIE MANNING 

Something Taps  

  Inside My Unincubated Shell 
         

          after Hannah Gamble  
 

I don’t know when the egg arrived. 
Maybe it took shape slowly beside 

my sleeping head one night while 

a migraine built a nest inside my 

temple, or maybe something brought 
the egg through the window some 

morning after we’d left the bedroom 

for the day. Either way, the blankets 

and heating pad that usually packed 

that space were still there, squeezed 
impossibly to all sides, but now 

an enormous egg filled my bedside 

cabinet. I knew then (don’t ask me 

how) that I would grow a dinosaur. 
 

My spouse and sons don’t know 

it’s there. I have so little space 

that’s just for me, and this is mine. 

They just see me gasp and close 
my eyes, see me cry, see me run 

my hands through my hair until  

my elbow hurts from repeated 

motion. Sometimes Jon puts his 

hand on mine to remind me 
I don’t want to make myself bald, 

and I remember that smooth egg. I 

wonder if the creature that emerges 

from darkness will be smooth too. 
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Sometimes I want a sharp-toothed 

monster to come out and consume 
me. But now we suspect that many  

dinosaurs had feathers, the thunder 

lizards of our childhood dreams 

comically corrected to oversized   

chickens. Sometimes I want my 
dinosaur to spread wings and fly 

me away. But sometimes I wish 

for a slow herbivore, one that would 

walk and rest and show my kids how 

to eat their greens. Something taps 
again inside the thick shell. I wait 

to see what’s possible—to find out if 

anything with feathers—hatchling 

or hope—can ever emerge for me. 
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ROMINA ESPINOSA 

¡Bienvenida a los treinta! 
 Tradueido por Allison de Freese  

 

‚¡Bienvenida a los treinta!‛ , 

me lo dijo la contracción muscular 

en la zona lumbar. 
 

Corro con suerte. 

Aunque por dos semanas, 

no puedo alzar las alas.  
Mi cuerpo pide sanar. 
 

Las imágenes de los rayos X 

de la columna vertebral 

no mostraron ninguna ruptura, 
¡cero anomalias! 
 

Los sintomas van y vienen. 

El dolor punzante es como agujas, 

irradia implacable en la pierna derecha, 
corre veloz hasta el talón de Aguiles 

enviando señales a mi joven cerebro. 
 

Más que nunca, 
pongo mis manos en la ciencia 

para ser el ser de siempre. 

Pasará. Va a pasar. 
 

Creo en el poder 
de los anti-inflamatorios recetados, 

en la inyección de corticoides administrada, 
en la inteligencia del Dr. Ethicus. 
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Welcome to Your Thirties 
 Translated by Allison de Freese   

 

‚Welcome to your thirties!‛ 

Says the muscle contraction 
in my lower back. Still, 

my luck hasn’t run out yet! 
 

Though for two weeks 
I won’t lift my wings 

this is only my lumbar speaking, 

my body asking to heal. 
 

X-ray images of my backbone 
reveal no fractures, 

no irregularities! 

My symptoms intermittent,   
 

the needle-sharp pain radiates, 
relentless, down my right leg,     

swiftly reaching my Achilles, 

sending signals to my youthful brain. 
 

More than ever I turn to science 
so I can be the being 

I’ve always been. 

This will pass, come to an end: 
 

I believe in the power 

of auto-inflammatory prescriptions 

in corticosteroid injections 
in the intelligence of Dr. Ethicus. 
 

 

 
     more   
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¡Sueño con volar! 

Amarrar los pasadores,    

trote, troto, trote.    
Ver el horizonte morado. 
 

¡Sueño con volar! 

Comer el anaranjado atardecer, 

saborear los rayos de la puesta del sol 
sin pensar en más nada. 
 

¡Sueño con volar! 

Inhalar el azul del cielo por la nariz, 
exhalar todo pensamiento gris, 

volver a inhaler el verdor de los eucaliptos. 
 

Quizás sea eterna la espera, 

Quizás no, ¡no lo sé! 
Volver a correr es un dulce sueño. 

Descanso médico por dos semanas<Ajjj< 

¡A seguir el reglamento! 
 

Corro con suerte, pudo ser peor. 
Pronto volveré a ver el horizonte primaveral. 

Le sonreiré a la magia de mi cuerpo, 

una máquina perfecta, 

brillando bajo el efecto de endorfinas 
amarillas. 
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How I dream of flying! 

Of tying my shoes. 

I ran, I run, I will run 
as the horizon turns purple. 
 

How I dream of flying! 

Of devouring an orange evening 

and savoring the restorative rays 
of sunset without another thought. 
 

How I dream of flying! 

Of exhaling all my gray thoughts, 
then inhaling blue sky, 

breathing in green eucalyptus. 
 

The wait may take an eternity, 

perhaps not. I don’t know 
when I’ll run again. 

To run! what a sweet dream! 
 

For now, a two-week rest, 

my doctor says. Yes, 
I can follow orders! 
 

My luck hasn’t run out 

and things could be worse! 
soon I’ll see a new spring rise 
 

on the skyline, and smile   

at the magic of my body,      

this perfect machine      
     

shining with yellow endorphins. 
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MARY ANNE TRAUSE 

Cream of Artichoke Soup    

     Yield:  4 servings 
 

     You suffer the curse of a weekly farm box.  Filled with 

luscious red tomatoes, deep green broccoli, baby Brussel 

sprouts, a few pints of berries – strawberries, blueberries 
and occasionally blackberries.  You can’t complain about 

those, but you also get strange ones like bok choy, 

jalapenos, artichokes. That’s not really so bad either.  It’s 

just the volume.  And the pace.  You don’t have time to eat 
everything in a week. Even if you knew what to make with 

stuff. So you feel this pressure to dream up dishes before 

anything spoils. Before anything is sent to the dump. It’s 

not okay to waste food. You give money to food banks.  

Support the local farmer to help you both survive Covid.  
The food pantries don’t want a small (to them!) amount of 

fresh veggies.  
 

 1.  Steam the artichokes in 2 cups of water until 

 tender (about 45 minutes) and reserve the liquid  
 afterwards.  Allow the artichokes to cool. 
 

     You get four artichokes four weeks in a row.  You 

haven’t really liked artichokes since the first time you tried 
them.  In New York City when your engaged college 

roommate invited you for dinner. The artichokes weren’t 

bad, especially dipped in melted butter.  But so much work 

to eat.  Perfect for a night with a friend, excited about her 

wedding and being a bridesmaid.  But not so good for 
everyday life.  And maybe your attitude toward artichokes 

was affected by her getting divorced a few years later.   
 

 2.  Scrape the flesh from the bottom third of each 

 leaf and place in a medium soup pot along with the 
 artichoke liquid. 
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     You give the artichokes to a friend the first two weeks.  

You have to drop them on her step to maintain social 

distance.   She says eight artichokes are enough, thank you.  
You let them spoil the next week.  Not okay.  So this week 

the race is on to use them pronto. You search through cook 

books. Discover some possibilities. Stuffed with 

mushrooms, shrimp or crab. Tossed with lemon and fennel. 

Marinated with endives and lamb. They sound delicious 
but difficult. You’re not a gourmet cook. You decide to just 

steam them so they won’t go bad.  Then you forget and 

leave the pot out all night. But it still smells okay. You stick 

them in the refrigerator and keep looking for recipes. 
 

 3.  Remove the fuzzy choke from each artichoke 

 bottom and discard.  
 

     You find one for cream of artichoke soup.  How hard can 
that be?  And soup steaming on the stove is always a treat.  

You put on your mask, go to the store to get the 

ingredients. Including cream and vermouth. Hmm, sounds 

promising. 
 

 4.  Coarsely dice the artichoke bottoms and place in 

 the soup pot.  Next add chicken stock, vermouth, 

 potato, carrot, onion, celery, garlic, bay leaves, and 

 marjoram.  Simmer until the vegetables are very 
 tender and the liquid is reduced by 1/3, about 45 

 minutes. Blend with an infuser. 
 

     You enlist your husband’s help on a Saturday afternoon.  

As usual, no plans for the weekend.  He can do the 
chopping.  You can scrape that tender morsel from each of 

the 300 artichoke leaves.  Less than a teaspoon on each.  

You have to find a tiny knife so you won’t destroy them.  A 

little appetizer dip knife works just right.   
 
 

      continued 
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     You settle in for awhile.  Your husband puts Odetta on.  

She belts out the blues. It’s gray and rainy outside.  Warm 

and cozy in.  You laugh as you see the job in front of you.  
A bit harder than nibbling the base of the leaves. You figure 

what the hell.  You’re in the midst of stay at home orders.  

This will take a few hours.  That’s your job lately.  Creating 

fun where none exists. 
 

 5.  Add the cream and cheese and heat through but 

 don’t boil. Add salt and pepper to taste.  Serve with 

 croutons on top.  
 

     You brush your hair. Change out of your jeans.  Set the 

table with placemats, matching napkins.  A cedar scented 

candle.  Create a bok choy salad with tomato, broccoli and 

a touch of jalapeno. Take a deep breath and exhale.  Realize 

how fortunate you are. The subtle flavors seduce your 
palate. Soothe your body. You relish your Covid respite.  

Before tomorrow’s box arrives.  When you’ll kneel at the 

gate, listen for the signal, sprint to the finish again. 
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NANCY FOLEY 

1962—Moments to Remember 
 

Pea coats, penny loafers, Red Ball Jets 

Flat-tops, crew-cuts, pony tails, you bet 

White bucks, blue jeans, Capezio flats 
Cords, crinolines, mantillas for Mass 
 

Rattling rosary beads of Brothers and Nums 

Sometimes detentions, but still, lots of fun 
Football, baseball, drama, choir, band 

Basketball tournaments, field house jammed 
 

sock hops, Sweetheart’s Ball, Junior/Senior proms 

Necking, holding hands, always sweaty palms 
Singing Moon River, Big Girls Dont Cry 

Dylan’s Blowin’ in the Wind, and Marilyn dies 
 

Learn to drive stick shift in ’60 Volvo coupe 

Buzzing drive-ins, pizza, White Castles too 
We move to the suburbs, the American Dream 

But without friends, not how I imagined it would be 
 

Kennedys are in White House, the Camelot family 

Until Cuban missile crisis, Bay of Pigs tragedy 
West Side Story finally comes to the screen 

Psycho thriller scares us, the audience screams 
 

I secure a summer job—Macy’s lingerie, 4th floor. 
Same time Walmart and Target open first stores 
John Glen orbits the earth in spacecraft Friendship 7 

From our TV, it was like seeing a slice of Heaven 
 

The year ends well for our family of five 
Oro pro nobis, thank God I’m still alive! 
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RICHARD L. MATTA 

Journeying Down  

   the Bumpy Road 
 

Auxiliary because there’s a spare fuel tank in self-belief. 

Batteries because there’s spark waiting inside all cells. 

Charger to replenish identity with wind and sun. 

Dynamo to stimulate the mind with action and motion. 
Electricity inside to construct grids of affirmation. 

Fuel tailored to particular needs of hearts and minds. 

Handlebars to steer through clouds and confusion. 

Ignition to start each day with fiery intention. 

Joule because the journey is made one step at time. 
Kick-start because overcoming inertia requires force. 

Lamps of faith to point the way despite the fog. 

Motivation to stay the path and look out ahead. 

Neglect because potholes are best left alone. 

Omission to stop considering wrong-way roads. 
Pruning to cut the weeds blocking the way. 

Quiet to clear the mind of distressing thoughts. 

Resilience to shock absorb along the bumpy road. 

Selection to choose what is seen and responded to. 

Thresholds to set and maintain limits. 
Understanding to appreciate but not always accept. 

Voice because sometimes silence isn’t enough. 

Withdrawal because some battles are best left unfought. 

X-ray to see what is concealed and needs repair time. 
Yield to slow down the ranting mind. 

Zero because sometimes nothing is everything. 
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AMY WANG  

Requiem  
 

 with lines f rom Letters to Du Fu, by Jenny X ie 
 

In the province of a past year, we sketched bows 

before their arrows. Like cyclists, like sticky children, 

like white rabbits against grey earth, we fled 
with our eyes to the wind. At seventeen, we slept 

with more mind than slumber. More body than wild, 

red-winged with promise, we bathed ourselves 

in shallow forgiveness. The dirt swallowed 

every memory we wanted to forget, sunrise bruising 
purple under the yearning of breath. Pockets empty, 

we pressed ourselves into every doorway in search 

of a name. By the harbor, the audacity of movement 

was thrilling; tendon against cheek, fishhook on tongue. 

In the dead of night, we made faces in every window, 
envied the lighthouse for its leaking truth. Under the 

coverlet, every mountain was rare topography, wiped 

smooth and stiff and bloodless. Bereft of form, we aged 

in multitudes, onion roots flowering into bloom— 

the first blossoms of spring. There, the air was wet 
with promise, like eyelids after sleep. There, where light 

trickled in the wash, we scissored love letters of their 

substance and waded waist-deep through the words. 

On cold nights, we told each other to shoot down the 
sun, thawing ourselves until there was nothing left to 

spare. We had never before been so fruitless, so lovely. 
Milk-boned, we were wrung and wrung, gathering laughter 

until we spilled with it. 
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JOANNE SHARP 

Sheltering at Home 
 

  A semi-found poem inspired by l ines f rom 

 Simon Van Booy’s The Illusion of Separateness  
   

I turn the pages of morning 

listen for the small quiet things 

on a tightrope between waking and dreaming 
 

After weeks of cloistered skies 

rain on the window like a thousand eyes 

the shuffle of toast the scrape of butter 
 

I close the door of my brain on 

the calendar and the clock 

work to make each day a tiny jewel 
 

Late last night the clouds cleared 
I stepped out into the darkness 

looked up to see Orion spread-eagled 

at the top of a glowing sky 
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MICHELLE MOORE 

Exhale 
 

For some, 

With the death of a parent 

A part of them  
also dies.  
 

And for some, 

It is in this exact moment 
They begin to live. 
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TRISH DUGGER 

pit pit pit pit    
 

rain drops splash 

in the bird bath  
as tabby cat purrs  

curled on a cushion 

in the window seat  

black spider hides 
behind a teacup 
 

in the kitchen sink 

and quiet as a spy 

I pick up a pen     
write a line or two  

as dingy gray sky  

turns powder blue 

clock strikes three 
 

Oh No   time for tea   

Tony’s coming over  

he’ll find me still in  

my nightie but Tony 
won’t mind a tiny bit    

he’ll find a way to  

make the best of it 
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ERIN RODONI 

Time Capsule: The Redwood 
 

At the base of a redwood tree, pray 
Many have stood here before  

and will after to make of yourself 

a living ghost. The cold thrill  

of fading out. Let the forest vanish  

from your eyes  

           and flare up all around you. 
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JOE MILOSCH     

 Great Expectations 
 

When our teacher Sister Mary Edwards walked into our 

first-grade classroom, she was 24 and wore gold-rimmed 

glasses. Gold isn’t the right adjective to describe what I felt. 
More accurately, her rims were metal threads woven from 

sunlight. 
 

Behind her lenses, her eyes swam like a pair of bluegills. 

When she smiled, the class filled with the summer smells of 
Clear Lake. I thought she liked me—until the first parent-

teacher night. 
 

She told my father that my penmanship was shoddy, and 

they agreed I was lazy. They concluded by fearing his belt, 

I’d become industrious, and by working as hard as he did, 
learning to play the clarinet, I would achieve an A in 

handwriting. 
 

Practicing concertos improved Dad’s concentration and 

facilitated his winning many musical competitions. As a 

result, he acquired dozens of books by the Classic Writers. 
For that reason, he decided I should copy the masters. 

He never thought to ask if I knew the proper techniques to 
form letters. He placed Great Expectations on the dining 

table. Wearing his yellow silk tie secured with his ruby tie 
clasp, he laid down the law and directed me to write for a 

half-hour. 
 

Inspecting the quality of my writing at supper, he looked 

over the rims of his glasses. If I failed to achieve legibility, 

he used his belt to increase my focus. One evening he 
decided I spent more time reading than practicing. 
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To discourage my interest in reading while I followed his 
drills, he chose Voltaire for me to copy and increased my 

practice time to an hour. After three years, he concluded I 

was hopelessly lazy but required me to continue for five 

more years. 
 

Did he believe that I was lazy when he dealt with me 

harshly, I would become lazier if he treated me well? I don’t 

know, but I remember those years as the summers of 

misery intensified by the noon breeze, smelling of Burkett’s 

pig farm. 
 

Today, the kitchen table rests in the dump. Yet, near the 

head of that table, I carved my name by tracing its letters J-

O-E over and over. Grooving the bottom side of its top was 

my first act of rebellion. Secondly, I read incessantly. 
 

I can recall the lines of great writers or the morning breeze, 

bringing the smell of cornfields into the house. I can 

imagine summers full of places like some Pacific Islands or 

foggy forests, but what is a buckle without a belt? 
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JAN BEATTY 

The Earthmovers                
  

 Hart Island serves as the City’s publ ic cemetery and is

 the final resting place of over one million indiv iduals.   

              —New York City Dept. of Corrections 
 

May 5, 2020, the island is alive 
with earthmovers 
 

Not shovels, but John Deere lifts the dirt, 

opening the ground for Covid victims.  
 

Who runs the earthmover? 
Who stacks the bodies in the mass graves? 
 

What’s in his mind as he  

digs the deep and long holes? 
 

Does he feel more alive today  

as he looks at Long Island Sound, 
 

is there a shorebird in the mudflats? 

As he jumps from his machine  
 

he sinks into the muddy ground. 

Hart Island is alive with the dead today— 
 

the Thursday gazebo visits canceled, 

so no way to stare out at the graves.   
 

Fear rises like a bulldozer blade— 

and lingers like a thousand pins, 
 

a metal heart on the skin.  
Can we go back? 
 

Can we replay this to save people? 

One shovel of dirt. 
 

What lives in the spaces of dying? 

One blade moving, 
 

one bird across the East River. 
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NANCY SANDWEISS 

Beyond the Hedge 
 

The couple lived in easeful ignorance, 

their bounded space sufficient for all 

needs: A bed of moss, clear stream 
ripe fruit and nuts, the bite of leafy greens.  
 

Time ordered by the waxing-waning  

moon, they lolled away the hours— 
wholly present, heedless of tomorrow. 

Until one night a comet slashed the sky 
 

a long tail trailing. It woke an unfamiliar  

voice inside the woman’s head. 
Why did it fall, what keeps stars high 

what makes the moon change shape 
 

where did she come from, what lay 

beyond the garden hedge. 
Was birdsong speech, did spiders sleep? 

Questions came, unbidden—roiling 
 

her stillness. Body tingling,  

she couldn’t wait to tell her mate  
about the voice inside her head; to share  

ideas, befriend uncertainty together.  
 

Her urgency assailed his quietude 
like lightening. He turned away 

from her flashing eyes, flushed cheeks 

too rapid speech—preferred to sleep. 
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JIM BABWE 

Brass 
 

Guns enough for an arsenal 

were stored and trigger-locked 

in almost every one 
of our dead end houses, 

so when summer vacation boredom 

was temporarily replaced 

by green toy soldiers 
and what seemed like a good idea, 

we knew better than to look 

for the right keys or mess 

with the guns. 
 

We decided nobody would miss 

some bullets, so we stole 

a few of each— 

twenty-two calibers, thirty-eights, 

forty-fives, thirty ought sixes. 
 

Inside the garage, 

we used pliers to pull the slugs, 

replaced them with Black Cats 
leftover from the 4th of July, 

and we created 

an experimental minefield 

among the troops. 
 

Wary of possible danger, 

we covered our intended battle scene 

with a wooden milk crate 

and used twisted gasoline-soaked 

kite string to extend short fuses, 
which we lit with stick matches 

hijacked from a shelf 

of barbeque supplies. 
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The explosions were louder 

than expected and we were unable 

to work fast enough to pry hundreds of warped 

brass fragments from inside the crate, 

from the interior walls 
and embedded deeply 

into the heavy wooden garage door. 
 

No credible lie existed 
for hiding our nearly tragic stupidity 

as we buried mutilated victims 

near the tomato plants. 

 

 

 

 

JOAN CANBY 
 

Christmas decorations down 

the amaryllis 

 still in bud 
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JOANNE SHARP 

Reminder 
 

Something killed a bird 

in the yard last night 

a patch of thirsty dirt  
newly cleared of weeds 

is now sprinkled thick with 

rain of pale grey down 
 

To mark the murder 

slim feathers cluster in 

a broken fan, spines aligned  

grey calms their lengths, then  

shocks into black chevrons 
the tips ending in purest white 
 

I witness and remember truth  
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MARGE PIERCY  

Don’t throw out that scarf 
 

I hold on fiercely to things I’d say 

I love. They can’t, of course, love 

me back but that doesn’t mean I 

won’t mourn them if lost, stolen 
 

broken or worn out. I carefully keep  

two small china animals, Captain 

Cat and Dorothy Dog. They lived 

in my dollhouse and I made up  
 

stories about them. They inspired 

my first fiction. My talisman, I’ve  

never stopped inventing since then. 

I’ve at times associated a dress 
 

with romantic luck. My mother’s 

only good piece of jewelry, jade 

and intricate necklace was stolen. 

I went after it and stole it back, 
 

risking trouble. Mementoes from 

some of my journeys: knickknacks 

I prize. I wept when a Greek carpet  

woven for her dowry by a girl I met  
 

got soaked in a spill, thrown out. 

I could mark eras by what I kept 

although to escape my first marriage 

I walked out with just books, clothes 
 

and typewriter. Nothing remained 

in that bond I still wanted. Why do 

we attach such meaning to objects 

otherwise just inert lumps of stuff?  
 

Is it because important memories  

stick to them as if painted over 

them, as if glued on. 
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SUSAN LEMBO BALIK  

The Thorn 
 

As a young girl I cried a lot. 

‚You’re too sensitive,‛  

my dad would say. 
He worried about me, I know. 

It took me a long time to realize 

that being sensitive meant  

I could dive into joy  
or sorrow so deep, 

I could stay there,  

drown there 

and still breathe— 

prick the thorn  
and bleed in brilliant red. 
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AMBER REINHART 

Music 
 

I make music 
to breathe and 

to be. 
 

to feel something other, 
than the pain of the week. 

 

 

to hear something other, 
than sirens echoing at night. 

 
 

To see something other, 
than ashes falling from daylight. 

 

 

To be someone better, 
than yesterday’s Me. 

 

I make music 
to breathe and 

to be.   
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KEN BUHR 

White Crane, Osprey, and Tide  
 

           San Elijo Lagoon, Cardiff, CA  
 

Please, sit with me, here 

where the tide flows in 

and turning flows out 
 

but now, unmoving 

rests beneath the bridge. 
 

We can be awhile here 
still as the white crane 

standing in the shallows 

poised and pensive 
 

or pausing like the osprey 
on a pole high above 

cleansing its feathers 

with careful talons. 
 

Whatever of bold and brave 
we need, sit with me. 

Rest first, like the tide. 
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MARIA MAZZIOTTI GILLAN 

My Grandchildren Smile 
 

In the photograph that I hold in my hand, 

my grandchildren sit in front of the Christmas tree. 

My grandson looks like a miniature of his father, 
blue sweater vest, white shirt, khaki pants. 

His face is round and sweet, his arm draped casually  

across his older sister’s shoulder. 

He must be three years old.  
His sister looks graceful even when she is sitting still. 

They both look happy, though perhaps my granddaughter  

is a little less certain that the world will be hers.  

I can’t help smiling back at them. 
 

I remember I’d save jokes and riddles to tell them, 

remember singing with them in my off-key voice, 

songs which I forgot long ago. 

This is when they first moved to North Carolina. 

Their grandfather was still healthy. 
We’d fly down to North Carolina to visit them  

        several times a year 

and I’d send them cards and presents in between. 

They felt close to me then. 
Now, they have already graduated from college  

     and are working. 

Every Sunday, when my son calls, I ask about the children 

who are no longer children. 

They do not call me or write 
and distance has whittled down their memories of me. 

I comfort myself, looking at this photograph of them  

             when they were young.  

I remember their wild laughter at my jokes 

and I hope they will remember those moments and smile, 
even as I fade from their lives. 
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KAREN KENYON 

4 O’Clock 
 

It’s 4 O’clock, 

my mother would say. 

The flowers are closing.  
 

And predictable as tiny clocks,  

they would. 
 

Their little white faces 

would appear to shrivel 

and pout, 
 

while inside the music still played, 
 

And soon 

the lights would go on, 

yellowish as antique candle light. 
 

Ghosts of figures 

still stir the soup, 

spread the lace cloths, 

call out for us 

to come in. 
 

It’s getting dark. 

How much warning do you need? 
 

And the flowers  

will open again 

tomorrow. 
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CHRIS VANNOY 

House 
 

As I pack the boxes 

I find the bits of minutia sprinkled with memories 

They lead me instantly to places  
where the vectors of my passing 

forms moments that whisper 

with a fleeting thought of some part of the past 

that still follows me  
after I closed that door 
 

Old photographs of days passed 

A ticket stub where I shared the love of another 

News paper clipping of the obituary  
   that marks a friend’s passing 

I lay them quietly into boxes  

Mark on the top ‚important‛ 

Load them into the car  

And move on 
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ESTELLA DURAN 

1965 Chevy 
 

My grandfather’s lead foot used to rev  

the engine of this old white truck, 

the smell of gasoline, and a mushroom cloud 
of exhaust smoke all around it. 
 

Now my brother drives that same white truck slowly 

downtown, 
the work it needs is ongoing whether it’s driven or not, 

it has the original steering wheel, 

cold, metal, sturdy, 

revealing rust and age, 

all the things my brother did to have a piece of our 
grandfather close to him 

flaking off with the white paint, 

they shared a name but that wasn’t close enough, 

he has embodied his entire way of being, 

listens to the same music, 
wears similar clothes and hats 
 

When he sees that 1965 Chevy in the front of his house, 

it feels as if our grandfather is still around, somewhere 
on a roof, repairing something broken like he used to, 

just out of sight but here, 

my brother smiles, 
remembering all the times he came out of his childhood home 

to see that truck in the dirt driveway, 

a time when things weren’t easier, 
but our grandfather was always there to fix anything, 

and my brother was the kind of happy you can only be 

when you’re a child, young enough to be 

babysat by your grandparents, 
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but not yet old enough to know that one day 

they wouldn’t be here anymore,  

that he would end up with only a handful of memories and 

a 1965 Chevy truck. 
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 AL ZOLYNAS 

New Car 
 

In this short life, probably more  

than an auto-maker’s dozen. 

Those shifting forms of 
metal and plastic, 

the increasingly sonorous  

alarms and bells, 

the palpable sense of something 
large and uncontrollable 

taking over, 

keeping us in our lanes, 

guarding our blind spots. 
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CLAIRE HSU ACCOMANDO 

On This Day: March 16, 2021 
 

This morning on my walk, a cascade of little 
lavender lanterns dangle over a redwood 
fence, early gift from the African tree 
and a neighbor I've never met. 

Further along, orange puddles of soft petals 
that burst from ground after the rain. Silver- 
green filigree lace hug the blooms, no distance 
between poppies and leaves. No distance at all. 
The woodpecker switches from tree to a pole 

affixed with a metal cylinder to provide an echo 
chamber for his coded S . . . O-S . . . Sure way to 
reach a wider congregation. 
Hiding in palms, darting finches 
practice their high-pitched jazz session. 

Across the street a brilliantined 
crow carries a red shoelace 
to please his mate and dandify 
his cozy new condo-with-a-view. 
Spring peeps over walls and 

through holes in screen doors. 
Today, in late afternoon 
in Atlanta, GA, eight people 
are shot to death. 
Six of them Asian women. 
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CLIFTON KING 

Scream  
(not to be confused w ith Ginsberg’s Howl)  

after the domestic terrorism of January 6, 2021 
 

I saw the feeblest minds of our generation  

run rampant in the sacred seat of Democracy, heads 
empty, guns loaded, waving the flag of a man-child 

who leads with lies, accepts dollars from fool followers, 

fills his pockets with greed, kicks aside black lives,  

embraces white supremacists and second amendment  
fanatics with the stench of gunpowder in their rhetoric. 

I watched the innocent fall before the mob,  

watched the GOP become the mob, watched the elected  

cower at the feet of delusional rants, social media threats,  

that orange psychopath’s scowl. I watched the mob,  
in the name of Christianity, trip over their own bibles,  

sell their souls because of a woman’s choice they don’t  

agree with, a woman’s choice that is not theirs to make. 

I saw the feeblest mind of our generation 

become one of power, one of embarrassment, 
one incapable of embracing life’s basic morals. 

I watched this nation rot from a belly full 

of conspiracy theories, rot from the inside out, 

decency decaying by the day, man’s moral obligation 
to his fellow human placed on the chopping block, 

butchered in the name of profit, the poor murdered 

with government neglect, brown children caged, 

the flame of hope held by Lady Liberty extinguished 

creating a cloud that reeks of racism and intolerance, 
a cloud clearly visible around the world, 

a cloud that embarrasses me as an American. 
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JILL G. HALL 

Not So Lone Coyote 
 

He used to reveal himself  

only at daybreak or dusk. 

Now in broad sunlight 
trickster saunters foothill 

ranch as if owning 

the place, pointy ears erect, 

bushy tail black-tipped,  
matted fur thick as thieves.  
 

Last night soul piercing 

sound-shifting howls 

reverberated off  
crescent moon shadows.  
 

At dawn through glass door 

I see he left me a pile of seedy 

scat. Had he peeked in while 
I was asleep? More gifts 

behind jeep’s gate, feathery 

tokens along dusty trail too.  
 

Haven’t seen him in a week  
but I know he’s there. I feel 

his rheumy eyes follow me 

as I walk around the loop. 

He’s warning me to be wise, 
beware because anything 

is possible, even magic.  
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DANIEL H.R. FISHMAN  

Wakoski Warriors 
 

   For DW herself, and for my mother, formerly the Dickensian Waif 
 

In an earlier era, all over the country,  

women readers of Diane Wakoski 

donned leather jackets, won arguments  
with their boyfriends, 

rode off on adventures that others could only envy 

(not able to endure any of the ugly details, of course, 

that so many enviable adventures engender). 
 

They dyed their hair tough blonde, 
drove their own motorcycles, their own cars, 

drank the men under the table or 

whatever the free else they liked, 

and wrote poems about  
 

whatever changed and whatever stayed the same 

through their experiments. 
 

They taught craft to the needy beginners, 
taught the lessons of courage to themselves, 

thinking they’d learned it all from Diane, 

learning along with her. 
 

Written out of the books that sold for years 

on their names, they 
kept writing the poems no one 

wanted to admit were really being read. 
 

In leaner years, and long after everyone said  

they’d been forgotten, 

here they still are, the Wakoski Warriors,  

publishing poems about their wild adventures, 
naming in glory the ugly details 

that glanced off their hard-as-leather-jacket armors, 

or had to give up their enemy grip as the miles sped on, 

and these tough women kept going.   
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JANET FOSTER 

Snaidhm 
 

Are my hands broken 

Is my spirit bent  

to the ground 
Can these words 

touch 

the tips of my fear 

and weave between 
splintered ribs 

and jagged thoughts 

a Celtic knot 
 

Can they entwine muscle and intention 
body salt and soul’s whisper 

into an interlace of the delicate and strong 
 

I am listening, Spirit 

Are you speaking? 
Source, tell me the secrets 

I have long forgotten 

chant the lyrics of my lost soul 

and I will weave your words  
from gold threads of my hair  

and blue veins from my body 
into a Snaidhm 

a woven knot 

where birds can alight, 
tiny flowers grow 

and together  

we can inhale  

the salty air 

and exhale  
exhale  

exhale 
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RICK LUPERT 

Early Evening    
 

When the sun threatens to set 

When the light teases us with its gift 

When it’s quite possible the door won’t 
 open again 

When dinner makes us oblivious to 

 the day’s transition from 

 afternoon to night. 
When there’s no more fuel for work 

When TV for everyone becomes 

 TV just for us 

When even poems are outstaying 

 their welcome. 
That’s when I try to extend all this 

 beyond its natural boundaries 

Before tomorrow rears its 

 illuminated head 

 demanding an entire 
 world of us. 
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REGINA MORIN 

Roadhouse 
 

In a San Antonio bar 

where pitchers of beer 

sit on rough tables 
as big as the  

Jolly Green Giant’s 

pepperoni pizza, 

the three-piece band 
plays rock that knocks 

the curl out of the 

hair of girls from the 

bank who have 

lost their daytime 
smiles at the bottom of a 

yard-high Lone Star Pale. 
 

But then, my daughter, 

her round glasses gleaming 
like dimes in a pond, 

climbs onto the bandstand 

and begins to sing 

with a voice that sweeps 
the foam off of my 

Mom-I-Want-You-to-Meet 

My-New-Boyfriend 

Mexican beer, 

while outside the roadhouse, 
a soft San Antonio wind 

turns over the pages  

of our lives,  

one big Texas ‚Howdy!‛ 

at a time. 
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JIM MILNER 

Exuviating Light 
 

Fall fires took my home. 

27 years on the mountain 

skirted by dense chaparral  
under old oaks and leaf-light. 

Late afternoons, umbrage of oak 

leaves splayed across our living room 

walls—a network of twigs, leaves, wind; 
terpsichore of shadow and light; a room 

for one leaf to enter, settle in the mind an effigy. 
 

My wife, Galen, dead now nine months— 

consumed at night by the light of fire— 
her hair brittle as dried leaves, 

on her back 

full face to a burning sky. 
 

Does this leaf now shed 
its light always;  

will light ever  

be the leaf’s to shed; 

or does light shed the leaf 
in passing? 
 

When I found her body, I placed one 

hand on her forehead, another 

on her chest 
and tried to say goodbye; 

I stood, stumbled and  

dropped, shoving my hands  

into still-warm earth 

blackened with ash, 
screaming her name 

over and over 

as if I could call her from 

out of this burnt ground. 
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And now I find myself  

in a place of greened leaf-light, 

half-shade,  

moving and sitting, 
air cool and easeful 

in my throat.  

I hardly can tell  

if I pass here under these leaves, 
under this sky, 

or if they are slipping through me— 

their light, the light’s leaves, 

burn now forever. 

 

 

 

 

 

DEBORAH KOLODJI 
 

rhythms of gulls 

sea lions lounging 

at the bait bar 
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SUSAN J. FARESE 

Pandemic Ponderings 
 

I stare at the laptop screen 

pondering. . . 

What shall I write? What shall I submit? 
How do I or did I express my feelings  

 from the past eight months of the pandemic? 

I’ll tell you! 

I expressed! 
I let it out! 

I created. I comforted. I connected. I wrote. I exercised.  

I worked. I watched. I taught. 

HOW? 

By: 
Taking photos of and in nature. 

Spending quality time with my immediate family. 

Calling or emailing or texting friends and family.  

Writing poetry. 

Exercising. . .a lot! 
Creating other content online. 

Working with clients. 

Catching up on TV shows and films (laughed and wept). 

Taught Haiku workshops. 
Oh, those are the fruitful things, 

I also: 

Cried. 

Screamed. 

Was bewildered. 
Was frightened. 

Walked around shaking my head: 

What the hell is HAPPENING???? 
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Why aren’t they masking up and socially distancing? 
Why do they touch the podiums when they speak  

and then the next person gets up there and does the same? 

ENOUGH of that! 

Guess what? 
Creating made a difference. 

Creating is therapeutic. 

Creating is cathartic. 

Creating is empowering. 

Creating builds confidence. 
Creating is a way to release pent up emotions and feelings. 

I challenge YOU to create! 

I know you can do it! 

Let’s create more together. 

Because, what else can we do? 
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JOAN GERSTEIN 

Beseeching Rain 
 

You are missed 

Your dark clouds 

and sweet scent 
Your pitter-patter 

pounding   splatter 

We need you right now 

Be more than fog or dew 
more than drizzle or mizzle 

Quench crops in daily raindrops 

We need storms    downpours 

Some slicker-kicker    hootin’bootin’ 

rain-bonnet cloudbursts 
Bring back El Niño 

Give us a monsoon 

gully-washer   a toad-strangler 

Flash a little flood at me 

Drench me in deluge 
Only you can expire wildfires  

Rain tadpoles and tiny fish 

Make music with thunderclaps 

Fill the heavens with lightning 
I too have known inertia 

after inaction   Don’t cower 

Burst through clouds 

Reveal your power 

Go ahead- be torrential 
Saturate cracked soil 

Slosh my pants with mud 

Douse my blouse with wet drops 

Wash away pollen and pollutants 

Pound the ground with a tempest 
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SERETTA MARTIN  

Against the Cold 
 

I have just seen beauty 

slender, 

     spinning 
against the cold, 

a young teen barely    

past childhood 

      in sheer silk, 
graceful, 

     focused, 

outlined eyes, owl-like,    

an Olympic skater, 

      spiraling,  
      served on ice 

      to the crowd.     

Lovely dancer, 

     why do you weep 

              holding tight  
      to your teddy, 

waiting for the final score? 

      It doesn’t mean  

            your life depends on this— 
      be kind to yourself. 
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AMY LEONA HAVIN 

torn from my homeland,  

 i become a beacon on the open sea 
 

a girl is not a flag 

a girl is not a fence dividing the acacia trees  

     from the marigolds 

sun slipping from worn fingers  
   as she bends to pluck the carrots 

and fill her skirts with chicken eggs 

beneath the golden light of smoke–filled skies 

babies in the corridors of reinforced stairwells 

growing old before her very eyes 
mules whinnying  

with every crash of thunder 
 

torn from my homeland, 

i become a beacon on the open sea 
days of vinegar spill like shipping parcels 

rusting with thyme left thorny in blue jars 

as dust collects under the tin-can scented skies 

i hollow my palms,  

  cupped with candles in the waning light 
pockets full of match sticks 

like ships of precious cargo. 
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TIMOTHY PAUL EVANS 

Blue Collar  
 

purple art deco track of wave salt sprays 

     the darting plover conjuring a vibe 

seaweed tugs at its flank begging for a 
     short leg up; its only language braille 
 

the day inches along at a glacial pace, the 

     hours frozen as if by temporal seizure 
the sea’s blue collar ethic rambles along 

     the breach whisked to a bumbling 

leave of absence, a pithy ‚by your leave‛ 
 

leaf bangs about the seasons, lost 
‚can I help? you seem to be misplaced.‛ 
 

‚most kind of you, 

but I’ve ascended to 

a state of grace.‛ 
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JOAN GERSTEIN 

I before E, except after C  

     or when sounding like A  

              as in neighbor or weigh 
   a Mnemonic 
 

Conjuring Letters 
 

Six weeks before the end of my second grade, 
our family moved from Brooklyn to a Long Island 

community of large houses and huge lush lawns. 

Unafraid, I squealed with excitement that I was 

to go to the new sprawling elementary school 

across the street, a campus of clean walkways,  
fresh paint, festive door art. Books, chalk boards,  

desks, all pristine. There was no graffiti; bathroom  

stalls had doors. Swings were intact, and smooth;  

brightly-painted seesaws awaited friends. We played  

tag, Spud and kickball on grassy fields, no more afraid  
of skinned knees from the dirty concrete yard of PS 91. 
 

However, that first day, my new teacher called me  

to her desk at the end of school, handed me papers  
and told me that I needed to learn to spell all the words  

on a class list if I wanted to go to third grade. There were 

about a dozen pages; my eyes saw hundreds. One page 

had the word ‚sleigh‛ as in rhymes with may and say. 

Huh? Silent letters, I would learn about soon; they weren’t 
taught in second grade Brooklyn. It felt like punishment. 

Mom, stood on the sidewalk in front of our house. I ran,  

began to cry and told her. She usually poo-pooed my tears, 

but this time, she embraced me and told me she’d help me.  

Then she did something else unusual, she bought me 
ice-cream from the Good Humor Man. 
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ELIZABETH YAHN WILLIAMS  

Wee Powers 
 

We were taught by Scot Poet Bob Burns  

(Don’t ya see?). . .when in church,  

    as he peered from his pew  
to the lee of hat where a lousy bug sat.  

Or, perhaps, there were more than a few?  
To a Louse brings us laughter. It’s still read today.  

For some, its fame rivals the Walt Disney mouse.  
Yes, a wee little word  

life-changin’ can be  

if it says you agree with a strong POV  

or a fine memory.  

So, know that today  
you cause both of us joy  

with firm-stated, ‚yes‛  

‚that’s my (girl or) boy!‛  
Try a whispered but smiling, ‚oui‛. . .  

or, even, a simple congenial ‚sí.‛ 
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ESTELLE GILSON 

Bouquets 
 

Ah, Keats. 
 

A thing of beauty is a joy 
while it lasts. 
 

A poem, perhaps 

not the young poet. 
 

A hymn to Mary, perhaps 

not the young composer. 
 

A first love, perhaps 
not the young lover. 
 

A vase, perhaps 

not the glowing flowers 

whose open hearts 
hopeful buds 

innocent of their beauty 

arrive cut away from life. 
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ISABELLE WOLF 

Ode to Stormy Clouds 
 

Oh mountainous rolling clouds, 

Mundane sky captured by silver water glaciers,  

tumbling into blackening dusk, 
Flashing white fire from its mouth, 

Glistening down upon Earth’s ravished soil. 
 

Full, thick marshmallows swelling up,  
like white balloons released into freedom. 

It rises, cool steam boiling, concealing the burns 

Of the steamy sun’s glare.  
 

You are the ocean of the heavens, 
Seeping tides, majestic mavericks 

Rolling tall and true as the serine sea, 

Smoky waves exhaling breeze into the night.  
 

The roaring lion’s bellow 
Echoes upon shaking ground- 

Every pebble trembles, every rock quivers, 

Every field tremors,  

All for you, King of Nature. 
 

It raises its mighty hand, 

Stretching long, wispy fingers 

To protect the stars in its wool blanket, 

And shade the land from strife.  
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GRANT QUACKENBUSH 

Double Abecedarian: Email to a 

Young Poet, RE: Advice? 
 

All right, listen up. First what you want to do is blend Ritz, 

/ bananas and orange juice together until you 

get a creamy / consistency. Add ghost pepper hot sauce, 

Ex-Lax, / Diet Pepsi, gunpowder, a glass of gasoline and 
a dozen raw / eggs for protein. Blend again, and enjoy. 

I call it a Molotov / fruit smoothie because, like a Molotov 

cocktail or fu- / gu, it’s liable to kill you. Either way it’ll 

turn your butt- / hole into a flamethrower the next day 

when you pass gas. / If that sounds gross or dangerous, 
consider all the other / junk people (myself included) 

ingest: rubbery burgers from DQ, / Kentucky Fried 

Chicken, All You Can Eat pancakes at IHOP . . . / Look. 

The point I’m trying to make with all this mumbo jumbo / 

Molotov talk is that you have to learn to cope with pain. / 
Noxious amounts of it. And not temporarily, but ad 

infinitum. / Otherwise you risk becoming not a poet 

but a mental / patient who chops off his ear and drowns 

himself in drink. / Quit writing if you can’t handle a little 

gasoline and OJ. / Rejection will hurt more. Trust me. 
It’ll feel like a samurai / sword sodomizing your ego 

without lube. Van Gogh / took his own life it hurt him so 

bad. Preferred pushing / up daisies to living broke and 

unknown. RIP. So punch yourself / violently in the nuts. 
Give a sumo wrestler a piggyback ride. / Watch Fight Club 

while guzzling the aforementioned / XXX smoothie. 

Get used to pain to make rejection less tragic. / Young poet: 

take care. I’d ramble on but I have a date with a sub- / zero 

walk-in freezer. Naked. I’m trying to contract pneumonia. 
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JONI MAYER 

Ian Fleming’s Q 
 

A cool dad was my only asset. 

He gave his okay for me  
to see Goldfinger, overrode 

evil Mrs. Miller’s attempt to ban 

our group of 9-year-olds from going, 

although Linda Miller stayed home 

that Saturday, moaning to her Barbie. 
And I, cheeks ballooned with Milk Duds, 

laughed at the banter between Bond 

and Moneypenny, ducked when Oddjob 

tossed his steel-brimmed hat, cringed 

as Bond found his lover smothered 
by gold, and memorized Q’s instructions 

on proper use of ejection seats 

and teeny secret weapons. Dad— 

though not smooth with hammers  

or electrics—was my Q, explaining  
each plot, crocheting my safety net. 
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PAT ANDRUS 

The Naked Poem 
    

      Poetry, the bloodiest of the arts  

     —Nazim Hikmet 

         Tadeusz Rozewicz is a naked or impure poet. 

     —Edward Hirsch 
 

A naked poet has no rhyme, no secret rhythm, 

no iambic dance, no painted words 
to make easier the truth. 
The naked poet does not bleed 
all over the page; 
only gathers up words to organize 

but with unflowered scent, 
and bones and flesh not operated on 
nor covered with serene 
or visual explanations; 
nor songs created with tender notes. 

And there are no white pages 
for this poet’s self doubt to hide in. 
The naked poet 
carries words collected 
from witnessing murders, 

encountering an elder’s 
unplanned death, 
seeing sickness overcome 
a newborn in its crib. 
The naked poet tries 

hoisting up 
a chain of red syllables 
labeled with words from 
a prison’s collected speech, 
from the faith of sunrises 

that might erupt 
through their secret 
midnight walls. 
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The naked poet 
can only walk at dawn, 
bring bruises and cut hearts 
from the past night’s 

wide openings. 
And the naked poet honors heroes, 
the ones lost in the shadows 
but holding faith in their strengths, 
got by expanded language 

and by a character 
made from welcoming 
their own ghosts. 
 
 

Epigraph quotes from 100 Poems to Break Your Heart by Edward Hirsch 
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LISA RATNAVIRA 

My Muse 
  

is a cheating whore 

She grabs me driving 60 mph on the freeway 

sends me lines 
that awaken the pandora’s box within me 

Won't stop tormenting me until I pull over 

write on a napkin and keep writing 

on the backs of envelopes 
my recipe 

my grocery list 

She meets me in the shower 

hair wet dripping with conditioner 

I am her slave 
I must write or else 

She awakens me 

At 1 a.m. thoughts coursing 

through my mind like the third cup of coffee 

I write  
I notice the full moon, 

I keep writing 

until the alarm goes off 

and like a zombie I try to function at work 
She tantalizes and torments me 

incessantly 

and then she vanishes 

for months at a time 

I know she is with someone else 
I feel relief 

I sleep 

I function at work 
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But the colors dim 
the laughter fades 

the passion wanes 

until without so much as hello 

she returns  
mid-sentence 

holding me hostage 

to the next line 

that must be spoken. 

My muse is definitely 
my map to the  

uncharted places 

my soul dabbles in 

but cannot remain 

without her  
candle. 
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MARIT ANDERSON 

Writers’ Block Party 
 

I'd like to move to a better neighborhood. 

When I was looking to buy, the homes on 

Submission Street and Pulitzer Place were 
too pricey, so I chose one on Writer's Block. 
 

At first, I was welcomed, invited to the book 

club and block parties and the occasional 
smoky, mysterious salons held in back yards 

and on porches. I thought I'd found a refuge. 
 

Then, I got the HOA bill. In order to remain 

a member of this community, I had to agree 
not to write any poems and to resign my post 

as prompt lady for Awaken the Poet Within. 
 

Really? Isn't Writer's Block supposed to be 

a break in the action? An invitation to rest, 
recharge, renew and revise? Not sure 

whether to pay the bill or start a revolution. 
 

If I revolt, every letter, character and word 

written is a manifesto dedicated to freedom. 
When the HOA votes me off Writer’s Block, 

I hope they say, ‚Nevertheless, She Persisted.‛ 
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TONI LARSON  

My Towhead Boy 
 

More special than a towhead boy 

who came into our lives one day.  

And settled in our hearts to stay. 
 

He wasn't sure he liked us much, 

We held him close, he shunned the touch. 

Temper tantrums loud and long 
Gave way at last to jokes and song. 

Remembering walks when he was three 

with Grandma out amid the trees, 

Then camping and fishing with his dad  

I reminisce, and it makes me sad. 
 

There is emptiness I feel each day, 

that boy is grown and gone away. 

I long to hold him once more 

to tend his wounds, to mend hurt sores. 
 

To watch him come into the room, 

to see the smile that chases gloom. 

A gentle giant, broad and tall 

but still I see a boy so small. 
 

On this birthday I hope you feel 

the mother's love that's very real. 

Oh, towhead boy, I blow a kiss,  
a hug and love, I give you this. 
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WANDA BROTHERS 

Leafy, Verdant Women 
 

There are women who rise  

like graceful trees, standing tall and verdant,  

leafy and glorious. high above the landscape. 
 

Their glamour and magnificence 

is not that of money and power  

but of heart and mystery, 
of compassionate, intuitive knowing. 
 

These women have hearts on fire 

and hands that lift the wounded  

with gentleness and fierce love,  
shown in quiet acts of generosity  

shored up by great grace. 
 

In the massive body of humanity  

these women are its heart and backbone, 
bringing strength and mobility,  

moving us gracefully forward in evolution  

closer to a humanity defined by oneness, 

                           a society full of kindness and generosity. 
 

Moving us away from the dark night  

of mindless, and reactionary living 

filled with fear, anger, and polarization,  

into the increasingly bright light 
of the love, compassion, and connection.  
 

These women are invaluable and precious, 

like polished diamonds they shine,  

their light a beacon, for others to find 
their way to this place of joy and equanimity, 

of knowing, being known, and fully loved. 

These women bring life and light to life, 

these women are you! 
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FRAN FINLEY 

The Choice 
 

It is the sound that hell unleashes 
as all rises through us before and after 
with the pain that comes when 

all is lost 
when in that moment 
everything is defined 
our reason for breathing 
the music in our soul 

our innocence 
wiped clean 
the breath held 
while the primal wail 
rises all the way to heaven 

Mother father heaven and earth 
save us in this moment 
Hell is not a place where we go after death 
It is here 
Felt on the skin 

A smell that fills the nose 
made of hateful words and deeds 
Hell travels on sound of gunfire 
Explosions 
Silence 

Hell comes by the hand of man 
in a word 
an act 
when through the closed heart and mind 
man turns and makes a choice 

to wander in darkness 
Hell is in the wail of the grieving heart 
broken 
voices rising in a plea to heaven 
breathe the breath of life into us again 
and may your grace define us forever more   
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LYNETTE FINCH  

My Sweet Lunar Connection 
 

They call her Blue, or Super, or Waning. 

I call her lovely, especially when  

Crescent, obsessed with her 
steadiness, her luminous glow. 
 

My Pisces spirit searches the sky 

each night, feeling her pull as she 
speaks to the ocean’s tides. My 

changeable moods match hers. 
 

At times, I watch her dance with 

Venus and Saturn, luring me to 
stay a little longer, soak in 

her calmness, her radiance. 
 

Once, setting in the west,  

casting a pathway of light across  
the water to embrace me, I barely 

resisted the urge to join her. 
 

She is magnetism and mystery. 

I am sure she knows me, sees me. 
I speak to her of many things. 

She hears my joys, my sorrows. 
 

My children know of my affliction. 
Reaching out, when she is full, 

my son smiles into his phone, 

‚Do you see her yet, Mom? 
 

I don’t mind sharing her. 
When my earthly time  

is ended and the moon is full, 

I will be there within each of 

them, looking up. 
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TIM CALAWAY 

Sayings  
 

Mourn the morn 

the scythe will fall 

 too soon. 
 

Beware the grifter’s 

smile, behind the mask 

 unseen. 
 

Let the promises 

promised you remain 

 unkept. 
 

What you’ve seen here 

is the future delirium 

 foretold. 
 

Feelings cannot exact 
the total power of 

 revenge. 
 

Cauterize the wounds 

personally, never depend upon 
 goodness. 
 

With your soul entrapped 

by the grasp of futility, 
 endure. 
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DIANE GAGE 

Kowit 
 

We were young when we met 

he in his 30s, me in my 20s, 

Brooklyn boy, Montana girl, 
roaming the sidewalks of OB, 

leaning on the railing of the pier 

right where the sign said, 
 

No Leaning On Rail, mad 

for poetry day & night, in a land 

where every few yards were 

the same few words written 

in concrete under our feet: 
Poetree Is Thee Heart At Libertee. 
 

And so it is. And so it was. And so we were. 

We sang out right, shouted down wrong 

babbled mysteries and shaped our songs, 
in passionate love with words, feelings, story 

—although not particularly with each other. 
 

He was married to his Mary and I to my 

Douglakimou.  Plus, I was a newly fired-up  
simmering feminist and he a budding willy– 

nilly cock of the walk, by virtue not of ego 

but of where he stood in his gender then, 

tending to his flock of worshipful poetry hens, 
served faithfully in his teaching years. 
 

I declined to cluck, but never quit liking him. 

He stuck to his pacifist guns, ditto his denim, 

ready to hike the chaparral hills at the drop 
of a bandana, always so glad to see you 

how could you not feel special after all? 
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Everybody said so. Everyone agreed. 
He was all along a kind poetical man 

faithful to poetry his whole life through 

and generous to an extravagant fault. 
 

I wish he was still alive and roaming 

blessing us all with his inimitable self, 

making us laugh and ponder and cry. 

 

 

 

 

CHARLENE MERTZ 

I. . . 
 

I  
Remember 

Everything. 

(Do  

  U? 
  Bushmills 

  Like 

 Inside 

 News) 

Loving 
A 

New 

Day 
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MINA ROSE MAURNAIS 

Sorry, Ms. Holiday 
 

I met her,  

in school, 

indoors, 
on a table, 

from a list, 

under ten, 

a gang sign, 
an index and a thumb, 

the name of gas by association, 

can you guess when? 
 

I chose Her,  
'cause of Her name, 

a boy’s name for a woman, 

and a franchise for a surname,  

together it sounds different, 

it sounds elegant, 
enunciation is beautiful, 

even without sound, 

just lips moving, 

but, I didn’t know Her; 
 

Black and white photographs, 

memories snapped, 

Her character, 

Her feeling, 
Her soul, 

it wasn’t enough, 

society’s criteria, 

is part of my noodle helmet, 

my amygdala was weakened,  
brainwashed from the print on the screen; 
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I didn’t want Her anymore, 
'cause She wasn’t the color of paper, 

I didn’t know Her, 

I knew others,  

introduced in the black box,  
I envied friends, 

for getting someone, i knew, 

maybe less like Me, 

maybe less like Her, 

less like Her; 
 

That day, 

in school, 

indoors, 

on a table, 
from a list, 

under ten, 

a gang sign, 

an index and a thumb, 

the name of gas by association, 
can you guess when? 
 

I met Her, 

brave voice, 
I’m sorry, Ms. Holiday.  
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DENA CARSON-BERRY  

Sunol 
 

I awoke from a dream, my firstborn son  

had been standing beside my bed, he said one word, 

Sunol! I had never heard the word spoken. 
Sunol? A word, or a name? 

Recalled from some distant foggy past. 

A word with no connection to any life event. 

A small white sign, 24 inches, black letters.  
at a railroad crossing, and a road crossing the tracks.  

I was young, newly divorced, free! 

I could go anywhere, and I did! 

Oak covered hills in Napa and Sonoma, 

Mission Sonoma, General Vallejo’s adobe, 
Lake Berryessa, the beach in Marin, Sausalito,  

San Francisco, museums, wineries. 

But I never went to Sunol. 

The pandemic has kept me quarantined, 

activities limited. Boredom always near. 
I still didn’t know Sunol, an Indian tribe or village? 

My recollection was only of a sign, Sunol,  

at a railroad crossing, roads and tracks going places.  

But Sunol, I know now, is the unknown, 
a mysterious destination to explore, 

as I did while young and unencumbered 

by tour guides and cruise schedules. 

Sunol—to wander anyplace I desired. 
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RACHEL M.   

Subconscious Faults  

   of the Inner Critic 
 

my heart is  

breaking 

it is a ground 

of  
faults  

tired  

it begs 

to be heard 

Silent  
screams  

reach out  

               from gaping holes  

within the cracks  
that run deep  

in the unknown  
 

the crevices within its floor 

are its mouth 
breaching  

the world  

like a newborn 
 

stunned  
 

by the bindings  
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DIANE FUNSTON 

Flammable 
 

Smoke signals from miles away 

strong scent of campfire everywhere.  

Hazy overcast heavy air 
unhealthy to breathe.  
 

Pine trees.  

Flammable Roman candles 
lit by something, someone, 

deliberate, accidental, 

an act of miscalculated stupidity 

mixed with drought and wind, 
 

and conifers alight  

leap from one to another 

a mishap-pen ring of fire  

atop a foothills birthday cake  

and the old sayings, 
We all fall down 

Ashes to ashes 

Dust to dust 
 

Dare they build again 
in the enchanted forest? 

Lured by the dream of living wild 

an authentic life in the woods, 

nature out the back door.  
 

But remember fire makes nature stronger, 

cracks open pinecones 

that wouldn’t germinate  

without that lick of flame 
awakening them.  
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Animals scatter to lower ground, 
reassess instinct  

into strategy, 

unlike humans, 

who rebuild  
over and  

over. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BISSHIE 
 

deepening winter— 

the therapist mines a well 
of disappointment 
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ALPRENTICE JOHNSON 

In Attention. . . 
 

My past has to be deciphered with half-truths and 

Big white house lies 

Present and past voices speak 
Lives cut short and graves dug quick 

Webster's politically correct dictionary 

It doesn't seem to have an explanation for it 

Nothing but 
Slang versions of encrypted freedoms 
 

So many and few and far between 

They excavate it to no end 

Many have shovels to dig a hole for it 
Some have a divining rod waiting for it to bend 

But most. . .if not all 

Only come up with absolutes of absolutely nothing at all 

‚Nothing to see here. . .’cept‛. . . 

Unusable ground and toxic puddle water 
 

I try to put ease to my mind 

I feel the breeze sway to and fro and  

blow my thoughts freely 
From the bottom of this mountain 

I choose to keep looking up 

Up I get a clearer view of the beauty 

The beauty that's just up there a ways. . .  

just out of this man's reach 
I love the beauty of that which I can’t touch 

That which is so blatantly hidden from my view 

But. . .it's that kinda beauty 

That kind. . .is the beauty which I desire to touch  

more that all else 
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Maybe now. . .maybe it's now that I understand for certain 
That real beauty 

That kinda pure beauty 

That kinda beauty needs no touch 

It needs no pestering recognitions 
No fake sometimey praises. . .needs nothing more  

than a set of admiring eyes 

A lustful heart and a thirsty and starving imagination 

Today at the foot of this mountain 

We just need to go forward, brutally stepping over  
and sifting through the sidewalk shit and lying in< 

This garden of poisoned truths and thorns  

and evil petals of roses 

In a white house garden. 

 

 

 

 

 

RICHARD L. MATTA 
 

panning for gold— 

the glitter of sand 

I comb from her hair 
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L.L. MANS 

Seduction  
 

You find more joy with another, 

you rest in her bosom now. 

I long to free you from her 
and join with you in truth. 
 

Oh, the things I see her take, 

your music, mirth, and metered verse. 
How can you not see 

that you’ve been robbed of me? 
 

I wait not patiently, but pleadingly. 

I pray you do not fall. 
She is not your love 

but your vice, your curse. 
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BRUCE GORDEN 

Back Itch  
 

the kind we all get and laugh at when depicted 
in a nature film by a bear humping its backside 
against a tree trunk—never quite satisfied. 

I’m not saying this is exactly like a woman 
I once loved.  
  

It’s more like a conversation with yourself about 
what might happen if you order another drink.   

          A nice buzz 
could turn into a dizzy spin if you add too much too soon.  
  

Euphoric recall—I’m talking about the lady—lures you into 
doing things you would never do,  

    if you didn’t feel so damn 
good.  Now it’s the itch and the buzz talking—her beauty 
infects your thoughts and tells you, you are not fall down 
drunk and you believe yourself. 
  

How could she smell so good, kiss so—  
    like you want to set up 
house.  Then turn to ice. It leaves you with a bad taste,  
       so you 
wash it out with another shot.  Blood alcohol level rises 

making the itch go woozy and get more thirsty. Then 
it happened:  The belly balled up like a fist,  
    wound up like a pitcher, 
threw up like a drunk.  Numb parked  
    just this side of dizzy, 

spilled that side of the badlands where 
equi—can’t find—librium. 
She scratches your drink and you buy her an itch. 
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NATHAN DINH 

Corona 
 

I’d never thought I’d need to hide from life. 

Spreading from town to town, 

nation to nation, 
mainland to mainland— 

You came with destruction. 

Like rain on a sunny day, 

you came uninvited. 
Forcing people to take shelter, 

suspending their lives. 

Trapped inside- 

staring through a window, 

wondering when, 
when it would be okay to step outside again. 

Bound to others with grief, 

wanting to hold their hand, 

but needing to remain socially distanced. 

From friends, 
from family— 

that distance grew. 

Staring through the window, 

you stared right back, 
daring people to go outside. 

Hiding behind freedom, 

you sat in the shadows— 

ready to pounce on your next victim. 

One victim turned into one hundred. 
Ignoring pleads for mercy, 

you feed your hunger. 

But as people are bound by grief, 

they are also bound by hope. 
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S. ROSE OLINZOCK 

Who Was She? 
 

I’d rather be anything, but, 

the woman I was with you. 
I’d rather be a serpent in tumultuous waters, 

a spider flushed down a drain, 

an icicle clinging white-knuckled, 

a broken windowpane, 

a doorbell no longer working, 
an artist who hasn’t sold one, 

a feline foraging favors, 

a mitten without a thumb, 

a cottage shut tight for winter, 
a sweater shrunk too small to wear, 

a pony toiling with carriage, 

a broken ride at the fair, 

a mousetrap holding enticement, 

chewing gum stuck on a shoe, 
I’d rather be anything, anything, 

than the woman I was with you. 
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ELIZABETH WEEDMARK 
 

Come now, love, come into the deep pools of 
     memory and surreal dreams, 

Come back to me; for I have forgotten 

     what it means to be young 

Like a lover's soothing words, my dream aroused in me 

     Something ancient 
     and delightful 

And once again I am laughing and running 

     alongside you 

It seems a lifetime passes in 
     hours, while the hours possess only moments 

     of sweetness. 

Sunset befalls our moment together, 

     a glorious one; Vivid reds, oranges and pinks slash and 

     spot the skyline over a calm, lucid ocean of memory 
But so quickly does the sun fade 

So quickly does it fade, as I awaken sadly 

And so quickly the memory fades from 

      my own mind, like the sunset 

Grasping every picture and flash, I try 
      not to forget, 

But, I am old, love, and time 

      lays its wrinkles not only on the visible 

My conscious mind forgets, but my heart does not 
And so as I close my eyes again, I hope 

      of dreaming once more 
       
      that I will be with you. 
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SALWA BEN AMOR 

Faith Lost Me 
 

They say the night feeds on our 

faith it wakes up the bygone 

I took my faithless self out 

I walked across strange-familiar 

streets arrogant homes with mysterious 
gardens shimmering, warm, and tender 

oozing Jasmine 

the scent of the invisible 

the scent of the 
ephemeral fast and 

pleasant 

it surpassed my steps, 

whirling in circles, in 

lines and then. . . 
you are finally with me, 

your voice resonates 

your wanton smell takes over the Jasmine 

your empty look of indifference 
 

honeyed-lies, 

they are short-lived 

At their peak, when it's 

night, just like Jasmine 
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CAROLYN MOGAVERO 

Dreamtime 
 

Somewhere, over my rainbow,  

     I want to be in a land of lollipops 

and love. 
Where kindness is a given,  

  and people care about our planet. 

Where cruelty isn't real, and heartbreak is never felt. 

I want love at the top of the mountain,  
  and hate the forgotten emotion, 

left, behind a locked door, forever. 

Where greed and gluttony  

  never came out of Pandora's Box. 

A reality of human rights that are always there,  
  to remind you, that you have 

worth, that always shines. 

Where dreams aren't broken, and hope,  

  is the right four-lettered word. 

While pollution, has no place to rest, since it was never 
there; and ocean 

sprinkles around my feet, heals all my pain. 

Somewhere, over my rainbow, 

   I will not cry, because my heart is not hurt; 
and animals are revered, for their innocence,  

  and suffering is not, at their 

door. 

Somewhere, over my rainbow, I can blow bubbles, 

     and send everyone love. 
While there are beautiful melodies from sirens,  

   with no broken dreams, and 

no broken hearts. 
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SARAH MARSH–REBELO 

Tears for Mary 
 

To whom shall I turn to talk of years past? 

With whom shall I share poetry, laughter and tears? 

You walk with those who left before, 
Share memories on a road laid down in stars. 
 

Your oldest Son holds soft, slender hands, 

Your breathing softens in his care. 
Life’s sharp corners knew you well 

On your long journey in this world. 
 

I stumble in grief, etch you in my mind, 

Into a heart far smaller than yours, 
Shoes that I could never fill, 

Compassion your password to us all. 
 

Let my tears dry as I recall, 

Long conversations, the wisdom of words 
Shared as we all grew up in your shadow 

That falls even longer as your light gently fades. 
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BARBARA THOMSON 

Come Back to Me 
 

Great wheels of steel, black ominous smoke 
announce the train that delivered you home. 
Seasons have come and gone, 
many months turned into years. 
 

Colorful signs waved Welcome Home 

as white clothed nurses silently stood 

with wheelchairs, stretchers to welcome 

home thin, hollow-eyed men. 
I saw you last in line to leave 
your battered Captain’s hat askew 
bravely walking on one leg. 
Your emotionless face was new. 

How does the soul repair the Self 
from times of troubled memory 
when dreams seem real that haunt the days 
and life gets stuck on pause? 
Come from behind the smoky veil, 

your whisky glass of liquid gold, 
from loss of stolen dreams and hopes, 
soul shattered and exposed. 
I knew you when your strength was real, 
open to love and life, 

before the shock of evil rode 
upon the warlord’s worried brow. 
Come out from under terror’s weight, 
let fear and anger flee. 
Breathe in the goodness all around, 

push away death’s seductive call. 
Look out the window of the world. 
It’s there for all your needs. 
Put aside the cuts of war, 
no more self-tortured be. 
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I wait for you as I always have, 
my precious love and light. 
Release the nightmares, set them free 
and come, my love, come back to me. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

DAVID LANGENHORST 

My Writing 
 

My writing is always words and beats 

To share with you my being 

I use the sounds from deep inside 
My soul is what you’re seeing 

I cannot paint, nor can I sing Still, try to reach your mind  

And maybe make a moment 

With thoughts that help us bind 

Expressing feelings keeps me sane 
And drives away the dark My words are just a little stream 

Trickling through the park 
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LAURA RIBITZKY 

Words Between Floorboards 
 

It’s words I miss the most when I’m alone, 

the ones I’ve lost, the ones I couldn’t mourn. 
 

When soured lovers leave, I stoop to find 

some dusty conversations left behind 
 

in cracks between the floorboards, fading now. 
I plough my fingernails and scrape inside. 
 

I grasp at linty silences we shared  

that jut and peel and shred against my skin. 
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RASHA ROSHDY  

Poetry Slam 
 

For the love of pain, I stand before you tonight naked  

removing scabs of old hurts. 

As I peel layers of haunting memories, I heal. 
You, the Empath, 

you will listen to me. You will shed tears.  

You, the Sensitive, my uncensored pain will offend you.  

But you will come back for more. 
You, the Survivor, you will measure your pain  

against mine. 

My pain will evoke yours. 

You, the Voyeur, you will watch me bare my soul. 

You will snap your fingers for me. 
After all, poetry slams are orgies of pain.  

Tortured, ignored, raped and abused.  

We all show up to our Mecca of Pain 

to get absolved from sins we did not do. 
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CLAUDIA ARAGON 

Happiness 
 

As I drove home from today’s poetry reading 

I passed a grizzled and leathered man 

sporting a dirty and well-worn porkpie hat  
     atop his unkempt hair 

His gait was brisk, his smile broad 

He was completely unplugged. . . 
  

No earplugs 

   No iPod 

    No cell phone 
 

An adolescent Husky was the companion of choice  

       for his trek 

I couldn’t help but notice and appreciate the humor  

       in what I saw 

for his bristled gray and white beard 

matched the colors of the dog’s coat 

His vigorous and confident stride 
kept him in tune with the dog’s quick pace 

Based on the look of contentment donning his smiling face 

it was hard to determine who was happier 

to be out taking a walk in the crisp fresh air 
him or the dog   
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ALLISON MILLER 

The Outer Banks 
 

The rain turns its puddles into elephant skin  

as thin as flower petals / as puckered as her  
 

nipples in my mouth two nights ago, first one  
then the other / dark and taut as the cherries  
 

in the refrigerator / the pits my son carefully  

bites around, the pits I’m always afraid will  
 

be my death / lodge in my throat leave me  

guilty and blank-eyed after burying pits in   
 

the sand as if the seagulls won’t find them  
as if the seagulls won’t choke / you never see  
 

a dead seagull because they go off to die and  

are usually quickly found by predators who    
 

kill and consume them leaving only feathers / 

like the ones that rest on the floor of the chicken  
 

coop / soft like her hair holding my breath  
like a kite / the kite that tangled my legs as we  
 

checked out of the airport hotel and drove  

towards the beach to be with my family / to bury  
 

our cherry pits in East Coast sand / the ocean  

grey and tumultuous / Beautiful I tell my  
 

daughter who says We forgot a bucket for the  

shells but it doesn’t matter because we live by the  
 

sunny Pacific where we raise chickens and  

only sometimes miss the ones we love / 
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RAMON MURGUIA 
 

As Days Move Ahead,  

    I Saw Brief Glimpses of Beauty 
 

Autumn’s falling leaves 

degrade into the earth. 
Death, now comes. 
 

My last breath buried, 

in the fairest of the seasons. 
20 years ago, 
 

my mother bore me, 

Under winter's full moon, 

now I leave it before her 
 

On a night sky painted black, 

with frost-bitten lips, 

whispering like falling snow. 
 

Penetrating the mole on your left cheek, 

leaving cuts that need stitches 

I say to you mom 
 

I, love you. 
The start of spring 

Outside my window 
 

Sunflowers began to bloom 
Their yellow, is a shade too dark today 

Do they know? 
 

That this blooming season 

Will be my last. 
A brighter summer day 
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Bees nestled in the buds of flowers 

an ocean within the sky 

& a sky within the ocean 
 

all a complete waste 

For I am gone, 

On my way, to death. 
 

Brief glimpses of beauty passed. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

STEVEN NISENFELD 
 

characters for plays 

we walk a graveyard 

selecting chance names 
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DIANA GRIGGS 

The Unseen Guest        
 

I catch the fragrance of your perfume 

hear the rustle of your skirt as you wander 

between tables listening to conversations 
at your son’s wedding feast. 
 

This is your house, built on the red clay 

of your beloved Santa Fe. Set among  
juniper and pinyon pine where coyotes 

hunt in the arroyos. 
 

You hear stories of his life, 

stories that you missed. Hear your name 
mentioned, once, twice, three times, 

know you are not forgotten. Rejoice 
 

that his bride, who walks forever   

by his side, has already delivered him 
out of the shadows. Did you see his tattoo? 

Your likeness exquisitely rendered. 
 

A breath flutters against my cheek.   
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ANNETTE FRIEND 

Lost in the Waters 
 

She slices through still pool water 

as if her arms were knives. 

The green glimmers through goggles 
damp with mist and tears 

she doesn’t shed 

in the hospital room 

where she spends most days and nights 
watching over her son 

as he swims in strange waters 

far from shore. 

A machine breathes for him 

as he takes his strokes. 
In–Out      In–Out        

She imagines the oceans 

he passes through. 

The kelp and seaweed that try 

to drag him to the bottom. 
The rough waves that crash 

and threaten to break over his head. 

She touches his arm 

between the swirling tube anemones. 
Her warm fingers, soft voice 

like the glow of a lighthouse 

attempting to map a channel 

through the dark waters 

for this lost swimmer 
to find his way home. 
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GWYN HENRY 

I swallowed the sea. . . 
 

& did not miss you 

as I upchucked fish 

shaped like stars 
all over the pan of sun 

that formed the beach 
 

& I did not miss you 
as I faced the dying hours 

like the last tide of time 

& opened my mouth 

the one you used  

to drink from 
& did not think of you 

when the ocean rushed in 
 

I swallowed it  

all then let it  
go & did not  

remember or  

miss you or want  

you back 
 

I lay myself down 
 

on the sand then 

& slept deep as if  
I had eaten a lotus 

& not drunk the sea 
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& in that sleep 
I did not dream 

of you 

with the sky 

in your hair 
or your feet caught 

in zephyrs 

blowing kisses 

from the beach 

toward the sweet 
horizon 

of true love  

gone suddenly  

& blunderingly & 

excruciatingly 
 

south 
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KAI HEIDGER 

Blackout 
 

How does it feel to be ripped open? 

Confusion, cold, kicking, clawing, 

Only darkness and hands grasping my stomach. 
Left decaying from the inside out. 
 

Confusion, cold, kicking, clawing, 

I try to speak and my throat closes in on itself. 
Left decaying from the inside out. 

I couldn’t tell the whole story if I wanted to. 
 

I try to speak and my throat closes in on itself. 

Thin translucent scars kiss my thighs, 
I couldn’t tell the whole story if I wanted to. 

No light, no sound, only skin, only hands, 
 

Thin translucent scars kiss my thighs, 

How they got there, I don’t remember. 
No light, no sound, only skin, only hands. 

Tears of blood streak down my thighs, 
 

How they got there, I don’t remember. 

Only darkness and hands grasping my stomach, 
Tears of blood streak down my thighs. 

How does it feel to be sewn back together? 
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JOAN GERSTEIN 

Apology to U 
 

Last time I played scrabble I picked two of u, 

29 percent of my letters. Although I cursed u,  

u helped me pull off a win. I intuit I’ve been unfair; 
you’re useful, valuable, a must for understanding. 
 

Yes, you’re near the buttocks of the alphabet, a bucket 

waiting to be filled, kissing cousins to q,  
     but the public trusts  

in u to construct community structures,  

     buildings, museums. 

In truth, the human race could not exist without u. 
 

Where would Freud or Jung be without an unconscious? 

Could a courageous Ulysses S. Grant have commanded 

the Union Army to triumph in the Civil War? Homer 

and James Joyce, they too needed their Ulysses. 
 

U have purpose in language, customs, even thumbs. 

To rulers and countries u are essential. You’re crucial, 

doubly important to cucumbers, vacuums and luxury,  

yet you remain unchanged, humble and unpretentious. 
 

Luck doesn’t exist without u. You’re blouse and trousers,  

not shirt and pants; you’re Chanukah but not Christmas, 

mumps, not measles. I hear u summon me in yearning,  

learning and girls, but I only stumble over other vowels. 
 

In spite of u contributing to smut, guck and dummies, 

there exists no justice, no court, judge or jury without u. 

U abound in calendars—January, February, all summer: 

June, July, August, you even show up in Autumn. 
 

Although necessary to the United States, we have 

reduced your use, while, in England you snuggle 

In glamour, colour, labour. U nourish with humor. 

U are fundamental to our sun, to our universe. 
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PIPER LIGOTTI 

Death by Evil Admiration  
 

It's not that I hate her  

I just hate being around her.  

I hate watching her jump and smile at this party  
her shirt cropped and leggings tight. 

I hate the way her stomach is flat  

in the strong type of way  

The way her hips are wide  
and her hands a perfect shape to hold.  

Hate that when she sleeps over  

I wake up to a girl who looks  

Pretty  

In  
The  

Morning  
 

How her chest is full and her mind alive.  

The way she is powerful and kind and funny.  
I hate the way that her hair falls down her mid back 

not wavy nor straight. 

And that she highlighted it  

and it doesn't look fake. 
I hate her eyes 

how their emerald green is flecked  

    with brown and burgundy  

Or her happiness  

and the realness of her reality.  
I hate her perfect house  

with a fireplace and an outdoor shower  

a hot tub and a pool with a diving board 

Hate how just her backyard alone  

has more couch cushions  
than my own damn home. 
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For she's the girl  

people write songs about  

the girl you watch movies about  
the girl who trips on her shoelace  

and falls into the arms of the most beautiful boy in school 

who she has yet to realize  

has been in love with her since the second grade. 

The girl you hear about winning prom queen  
and then turning it down. 

The girl you dream about being,  

the girl you read about in books  

that always have a good beginning  
and an even better end.  
 

The girl with everything  

who thinks she is nothing.  

Oh and her voice  
and her laugh  

that just ricochets off the sky. 

How her features line up on her face  

the pointed nose, the plump lips  

the soft cheekbones, the fanned eyelashes  
Oh and her skin  

The way it lays smooth  

flecked with freckles of perfect autumn gold 

I hate the way she has a bad habit of biting her nails  
and how that seems to be her only flaw 

Hate that when she looks in the mirror 

she somehow sees a girl  

less than who she is  

But then again 
she doesn't see just perfectly  

to not be insecure  

but never fully confident.  

Hate that she is shy and tame.  

 
     continued  
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That she is everything I am not  

and how she brushes off my compliments 

with a perfect modest shrug.  
Brushing off all the ways I try to tell her  

how much she has to love. 

I guess my mouth cannot find the syllables  

to describe her beauty and all it's worth  

Bumbling and stumbling out of my mouth 
so insincere, falling flat.  

For I cannot find the words to make her see  

how much she makes me hate  

being me. 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

KJMUNRO 
 

cleaning out her suite— 
half empty 

photo album 
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JAY M. MOWER 

Wine Tasting Reverie 
 

Off the veranda, Iguazu roars nearby 

fertile Argentine vineyards luxuriate   

farther away as I savor this blue-stemmed  
glass of rapture, yet a single sip cannot contain 

your fiery velvet kiss that seduces my lips 

and I know God must exist somewhere 

as I experience the fruit of His garden. 
Affection cascades over me like His mercy. 
 

Because the vigneron nurses the grape 

gently prunes vines prior to the bud burst, 

nourishes flowers to fruit for fall harvest  
and the vintner plucks seeds and stems  

with his tender hand, prays forgiveness 

as he crushes your grapes, then ferments,  

clarifies and ages ecstasy over oak, 

a cascade of desire overwhelms me. 
 

My blood rises like sprouts in the garden.   

Pure delight, your bouquet flowers my palate.  

Your complexity shivers my spine as cherry  
tingles my tongue, your clarity blazes  

my mind.  As I rise to a rosy glow, troubles 

go like bubbles of air and with you upright 

before me, a lascivious glance becomes real  

as I dangerously contemplate your appeal. 
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ERIN RODONI 

I Stopped Describing the World 

  Around the Same Time I Stopped   

            Saying I Love You Out Loud 
 

Declarations were our ritual of goodbye,  
but we’ve been side-by-side for so long  

 

 I can’t tell love apart from the window, 44 

 the magnolia tree we don’t own just outside, all ours  
 

to behold. I hold fast thinking love you 

I love you like an ocean pouring its soul 
 

 into the vault of a shell. When we listen, 

 years from now, we will hear only the past 
 

tense: There was an estuary that waxed  

with the moon. At high tide it sent us a stream,  
 

 not far from the road where cars passed  
 without pausing. We lived on the outskirts  
 

of ineffable beauty. Sometimes  

it followed us home.  
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MARY ANNE TRAUSE 

Her Husband’s Gone  
 

No, says my mother. I’ll never go. The cabin sprouts 

branches above her head. Plunges roots into the depths. A 

fortress to keep her safe. Walls to stop dangers from 
beyond. Mom cozy inside until she’s not. The man upstairs. 

He showers in her house when she’s gone. Feasts on her 

food just before dawn. Stomps on the ceiling sending 

shivers to her toes. She screams. Orders him to go. A witch. 
Hair flying. Broomstick jabbing. A spinning gyro poised for 

flight. She cannot see him. Cannot catch him. Senses his 

presence in every pore. A foreign body that isn’t there. 

Imprisoned. And her husband’s gone. There’s no upstairs. 

No way to expel the man. He camps in her brain and will 
not go. The trees close in. Bow down in prayer. 
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JEEVAN KRACHT 

ride in the evening  
 

      a dry chardonnay and full moon 

  we smoked flowers, had abstract conversations  

on the balcony 
 where hummingbird sleeps in a tree. 

          my bike 

     in a bower in the dark 

damp rooted cricket home 
 songs silent on my approach 

    the gate loud latched 

      to the street 

      27-inch slicks quiet along Juniper. 

    sea air filters up the canyon 
  dry flowers       coastal sage       chaparral  

grown thick from a wet winter 

   dry desert incenses  

 saturate       soften me        somehow. 

 
     my lungs are bellows 

  for night blooming flowers. 

I contour the road      quiet 

 at high speed 
  something let go. 

    the moon is full      glowing gold 

     tires on fire in TJ maybe  

      but an oracle of my own. 

       I think I alone watch the moon 
         walk the sky as it has 

         inconceivable revolutions around the sun. 

      before this alluvial mesa 

    where the same screech owl 

  flies low through the canyon 
for brown hare, 

 coyote. 
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   is someone else seeing this? 
 

where I grew up 

  creeks thread the same timeless paths across the valley 

    nurtured humans here before 
    before  prosperity 

 I take the moon’s light like the chardonnay into my organs 

   air rushes my nose 

      saturates my hair 

    my tailbone lifts       elongates 
cold air circulates through my clothes. 
 

   I am home 

  a woman is warm in my bed      waiting 

  eyes a well of something 
    I think. 
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MARG WAFER 

Folding the Laundry            
 

A pile of T-shirts lay crumpled on the bed. 

‚I thought you were going to fold your clothes,‛ I say. 

‚Yes, I can handle it, it just takes time.‛ 
 ‚Ok,‛ I say, still annoyed. 
 

Yet, one year ago you are in the ICU on a ventilator for the 

second time. 
Dr. Deza, the lung specialist, looks down at the floor and 

says: ‚He’s dying here.‛ 

Months of tubes and IV’s and Rehab and back to the 

hospital. 

When I ask the heart surgeon about the operation, 
he says, ‚He won’t survive without it.‛ 

I give my consent,  

and you live. 
 

Sisters and brothers flew 3000 miles 
to be with me, make chicken and chili so I wouldn’t 

eat a Snickers again. 

Your daughter travels from her home in Australia, 
reads to you in the ICU. Winnie the Pooh,  

just as you read to her as a child. 

We don’t know if you can hear. 
 

Remembering how you couldn’t walk, or chew your food, 

I look at your ravaged and beautiful body, 
bury my face in your chest. 

I hold you close, 

and let the laundry go. 
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BARBARA MOSQUEDA BECERRIL 
 

I want to feel the ocean breeze.  
I can smell the salt in the air 

I have never felt this at ease. 

I fling my socks off  

My toes hug the sand. 

The sun kisses me  
just as you give me your hand. 

I hold on tight;  

I never want to let go. 

Be the sun that kisses me  
Be the water that helps me grow.  

I’ll be your sunflower 

You can buzz your way around me. 

I’ll provide pollen and nectar  

You’ll be my honeybee. 
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KATHY HARMON-LUBER 

Luna Moth 
 

She floats into memory 

spiraling lazily in darkness 

tenderly unraveling absinthe-glow swirls 
threading ancient stars 

 

teetering near wild edges 

of childhood dreams 
things burnt by sun 

wings frayed by flame 
 

tethered to west winds 

wishes on wings 
archetypes writ large 

captives of myth 
 

last night as mist crept through the hemlocks 

over fern beds glistening in moonlight 
she planted deep roots  

in the mossy grain of my oak front door 

filigree antlers tuned to Neptune 
 

feeling eternity, 
she sighs 

stay awhile 
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CARLY DEMENTO 

Lithium Valley  
 

At the end of the San Andreas, 

we make grapefruits out of dust, 

cantaloupes from sand. 
 

Our dreams pour into the desert 

to pound For Sale signs onto 

beachfront lots. 
 

Even when the money dries up 

so fast the fish skeletons scatter 

off their cracked plates, 
 

we turn accidents to opportunities, 

homeowners to Sierra Club members, 

wasteland into refuges, 
 

white pelicans and copper-skinned farmers, 
threatened species on a press release. 

When the stink reaches Los Angeles again, 
 

we drive to Niland and promise 

lunch crowds and asthma, 
hot water and batteries, 

hope and salt crust. 
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JEAN E. TADDONIO 

Paper Forests 
 

library sanctuaries 

re-purpose trees 

shelter forests inside 
their silent walls 

delighting those 

who touch and read 

the multitude of leaves 
inside countless groves 

of books standing proud 

side by side 

both famous and unknown 

sharing their fruits 
an essential legacy 

paper-forested libraries 

where one can feel 

the trees 
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SARAH LAABS 

Every Evening on Maui 
 

The sun tips over the edge 

of an endless expanse of water 

and a random swath of peach appears 
to lay its track against the day-blue sky.  
 

It’s joined by a crescendo  

of amber and yellow strewn 
with exuberant pink, red, and orange 

drifting like dandelion puffs on the sea. 
 

Slowly precious gold recedes  

and dark foreboding rainclouds  
from Molokai make their way across 

the skyline toward the island of Lanai. 
 

I stand, give silent applause 

in the faltering light as night falls  
and the slate-gray seascape fades  

in the thrum of the murmuring sea. 
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MARY HARKER 

The Golden Temple 
    Amritstar, India 
 

I could speak of the gold, 
     the huge square of it, 

          warm and gleaming in the sun. 

I could speak of the water within, 

     the pale blue shimmer of it 
          and of the quiet people, discreet 

as they disrobe, immerse themselves 

to be healed, body and soul. 
 

But I want to tell you about 
     the large tin plates, about how  

          they’re sectioned into thirds,  

hold rice, beans, and roti, about how  

     they are given daily to thousands -  

          men, women, children, rich and poor 
sitting cross legged in rows. It is silent 

except for the scrape of roti against the tins. 
 

Servers collect the trays, their bare feet  

     padding against the packed earth 
           as they carry them outside 

hand them off to an assembly line of men  

       tossing plates. Scrapers to water dippers 

            to stackers, working in rhythm  
 the clanging and banging a deafening din. 

They never drop one. 
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FRED LONGWORTH 

In Wilderness Park 
 

A seasonal stream bisects Oak Canyon. 

Across the late-June thread of fetid water, 

a derelict Ford Pinto lies inverted, 
like the exoskeleton of an insect. 
 

As rust reclaims the cab, 

beneath a laurel sumac near to me, 
miniatures of hunger digest 

the remnants of a squirrel. 
 

A short way up the hillside from the Pinto, 

a coyote slows its pace.  
It stares at me with caution, 

then turns and sniffs the air. 
 

Within the silence of the canyon, 

I join the quietude of white sage and chamise. 
In the stasis of a picosecond, 

coyote and interloper stand motionless. 
 

Everything is caught in the caesura 

before sunset, when night-scents of chaparral 
first find the air, and shadows are larger 

than the things they trail. 
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AKIKO RUSSOTTO 

Sakura 
 

Stay is no match for going away.  

Away is falling cherry petals,  
 

forever on all minds, 

disappearing with the wind, 

sweet sorrow every year. 
 

People try to come in time 

to see them off, yet something remains.    
         
Children collect their dreams in small hands 

then throw them towards the sky. 
 

We are all eternal children  

before the transient sakura. 
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WILLIAM SCOTT GALASSO 

van Gogh’s Ear 
       

  Vincent van Gogh  

        March 30 1853 – July 29, 1890   
 

I did my job,  
faithfully recording  

without hesitation 

or embellishment 

that which entered 
my spiral canal 
                        

displacing silence,  

teasing cilia 

with language enough  
to move 

his mind’s meridian 

to a place 

of chaos 
 

brought on  

by his row 

with Gauguin, when  
 

some obsidian darkness 
seized his heart 
                        

and so, he cut me off. 
 

Sometimes truth 

is the last casualty 
                       

of disappointment. 
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PILAR RODRIGUEZ ARANDA 

Post-Acid 
 

Over the mountain embracing La Bufadora 
there hung a hat cloud-an aerial humidity of fungus 
—the aureate aura of an abandoned whale 

The sun sand had turned into a written silver code 
chewed over by birds twaddling among them 
while looking at us, dizzied by our noise and clumsiness 
One of them, not being able to glide the strong breeze 
flew epileptically over the rim of the waves 

The tide and the dropper-speed trade from morning 
to evening. . .wellbeing, pleasure and satiety 
The sun shining with pizzazz on the ocean 
on that fine, soft, interminable sand. . .and, on us 
I didn't say it but again I knew myself yours 

I accepted it, and felt sated with acceptance 
Sanforized love laced through mango 
flavored eyelashes-salt inside our mouths 
Sated by your body next to mine 
Your presence, sweet, stern and paraphysical 

survivor of all boredoms in a yonke junkied city 
worn away by dust and bloodied tinplates 
I refused to hit the wall without understanding 
so I reclaimed my body and ran towards the sea 
Beneath my feet I felt the fragility of the support 

given by the compacted floating-like sand 
Running caused my blood to pump and me to feel 
the sensation of flight and a momentary freedom 
Leaving behind the pain in my right shoulder blade 
a contracture I contain, such cunning spasm 

A deaf sound, the nervous snorts of stars 
The light on the estuary, plants of aqueous reds and greens 
The sea promising everything and giving nada 
Not a murmur, perhaps the slightest of shivers 
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The route back and the return we did not wish for 
A distance of ages, facing life ‚as usual‛ 
I ran towards the sea, but you. . .paraded 

So nice cause just by looking at you I felt, again, sated 
Captivated by the boy walking towards the water 
His body becoming smaller as you receded 
My eyes gathered your life in reverse until I discovered you 
innocent, and started loving you in a different way. 

 

 

 

 

 

ALAN BERN 

My New Death 
 

warm this morning 

Sweetblood  

warming my teeth 

back again 

my only friend precious 
Warm & Few  

this warning   
 

train horns and porch bells 

duet my Death   
this warm morning 
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MARJORIE PEZZOLI 

Indigo Moments 
 

When you feel like you 
are at the bottom of the world 
You are not 

for the world shall rotate 
Take your thoughts 
flip them around 
you will begin to see what I mean 
Indigo 

Cerulean 
Sapphire 
Turquoise too 
Colors of the ocean blue 
mingled with tears 

The night the stars cried 
filled the spaces in between the mountains 
Waves of grief crumbled the stone 
to create the sand between your toes 
The shoreline of forever 

is a place to walk 
beachcomb remembrances 
to hold in your heart 
In between the blue & the green 
is a place of definition 

to know where you stand 
Stand in truth 
make your peace with the Cerulean Sea 
only then will the tsunami settle down 
Dark water 

will reflect pinpoints of wonderment 
that dance around the moon 
Time to experience 
all the shades & hues of blue 
to wrap yourself in indigo 
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GERARDO NAVARRO 

10 and 33 Seconds (2015) 
 

Entropy fragmenting eternity. 
10 and 33 seconds. 
The silence of a man waiting to cross the twilight. 

Nine and 32 seconds 
The laughter of a judge on April Fools' Day. 
Eight and 31 seconds 
The shameless unhappy grin of crime. 
Seven and 30 seconds 

The torture chair of indifference. 
Six and 29 seconds 
The unfaithful bed of stabbed ideals. 
Five and 28 seconds 
The silent wall separating paradise. 

Four and 27 seconds 
The child's footsteps in time. 
Three and 26 seconds 
The erased memories from our tongues. 
Two and 25 seconds 

The flashing of moments without return. 
One and 24 seconds 
My shadow at noon has no time. 
00 seconds 
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TERRY MACRAE 

Down Day at Disneyland 
 

I am seven years old and excited to explore Disneyland for 

the first time. We set out in Dad’s car with Dad driving and 

grandpa riding shotgun. Me and my cousin Buddy fidget in 
the backseat. It’s almost a six-hour drive and Buddy and I 

chat about Disney characters we like. Meanwhile, my dad 

and grandpa are discussing grown-up things and we 

ignore them. Then Dad turns on the radio. Suddenly, our 
world explodes as a newsman takes us to Dallas, Texas, 

where our nation’s leader, President John F. Kennedy, has 

been shot and killed. While our heads spin, we arrive at 

Disneyland. The mood inside is somber and the costumed 

Disney characters all wear frowns. 
Camelot on a bier— 
 

she lights the Eternal Flame 
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TONI LARSON  

Saturday Bath 
 

The drumming stops 

hunters rack their guns, 

the lions nap, rhinos graze. 
It's Dumbo's turn to bathe. 
 

The mud, so warm, 

oozes about his feet, 
the smell of warm earth 

invites him in. 
 

He rolls, he skids, 

he belly-flops, it's 
total abandon as he 

slides into nirvana. 
 

The warm sun dries  

the new brown jacket, 
it's a perfect fit  

to wear ‘til next Saturday. 
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LESLIE HODGE 

Spoon 
 

Spoon in his glass case 
glass coffin 
flat on his back 

mouth open 
not talking 
The sign 
the sign by the glass case 
Spoon, he can’t read 

his story 
He knows his story 
Separated 
from his family 
smuggled in pockets 

coat linings 
hats 
Found 
in heaps of 
clothes 

shoes 
eyeglasses 
suitcases 
Spoon, silver, 
saved from the smelter 

‚I fed them‛ 
Spoon murmurs. 
‚Holding me, they 
did not have to eat 
with only hands, mouths, tongues. 

Like a dog.‛ 
Crowds shuffle by exhibits, displays. 
Some read the sign, 
some touch their mouth with a small cry. 
Spoon, he lies there. 

Quiet  
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PATRICIA JOY 

Stubborn Girl 
 

As a kid, I thought Stubborn was my nickname. 

My mother would request, then demand,  

 ‚Stubborn little girl, change your shoes.‛ 
My impatient father yelled,  

 ‚Get in the car now, stubborn girl!‛ 

My third-grade teacher chastised me 

            for not moving my desk.  
 ‚Stubborn girl, you are trouble.‛ 

My minister admonished me questioning  

    Jonah and the Whale  

 ‚God disapproves of stubborn girls,‛ he told me. ‚ 

My frustrated seventeen-year-old boyfriend complained 
 ‚You’re a stubborn girl. What are you saving it for?‛  

My mother wanted me to wear a white wedding dress 

 ‚You can conform just this once, stubborn girl.‛  

       she pleaded 

My hairdresser suggested I dye my first gray hairs 
 Stubborn girl, don’t you want to look younger?  
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HEATHER CIRCLE 

Who My Parents Are 
 

My Father is an ocean 

filled with perfect waves 

a surfboard in the corner of a room 
He is navy blue, an anchor 

and a sailboat in the wind 

the quietness of a meadow 

and the sounds of carpentry 
well into the night 

He is a worn Bible 

with highlighted verses 

a helping hand 

and the patience of a Saint 
 

My Mother is a mountain 

a deer’s spirit in a quiet path 

with a panther’s strength 

a feather in the wind 
a tapestry woven with heart 

She is kindness to the meek 

burning sage in quiet spaces 

amethyst on a necklace 
She is a torch in darkness 

laughter in brokenness 

She is unexpected flowers 

light through colored glass 
 

My Mother is the forest 

My Father is the sea 
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JUDITH PACHT 

Piecing 
 

Days went by before mother asked 
Where is that silk? 
 

and I, nesting in her yellow quilt 

finger-traced the pieces, counted stitches. 
 

Father brought two satin scarves from France, 
one splashed paisley, purple, gold, 
   

for Mother—yes, the perfect match 

for her evening gown, her beaded bag. 
 

For me, the school-girl blue. 

Hers matched my iridescent taffeta, 
 

would cling to me as skin, floating  

at the senior prom with Roger Rose 
 

as the mirrored globe turned slow, scattering 

green and rose confetti-light around, around. 
 

Her open drawer, the scented scarf, 
gone without a word  
 

simply slip-streamed in the dark, fluttering  

wing-like as silk will do, sliding into moon-leaf shadow. 
 

I tried to say I borrowed it  

but fingering the quilt threads wondered if 
 

what bound me safe would snap— 
if truth was worth the telling. 
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JONATHAN YUNGKANS 

Letter to My Dad 
 

You called it Hell’s Half Acre but bought the land for it, 

and nailed white aluminum sheets, after a day at the office, 

day after day to form a roof because Mom wanted a kennel 
to raise collies. You poured concrete by the wheelbarrow, 

sank steel pipes onto which to stretch chain-link and rest 

four-by-six wooden roof beams.   

                                                     How very slippery, words 
became water or motor oil, slidden out from between us— 

their viscosity between the ring of steel driven into wood, 

weighed for tone upon their utterance and finally withheld, 

from what might hammer it—until, in securing, nothing 

is secured, a plank flapping against a beam in a gust, 
hinged 

and unhinged by the hinging.  

                                               You really want me to be clear 

but it’s clearly in front of us, machined and solid as steel— 

hinge cup, arm, mounting plate  
   where we expected a corner, 

a solid, unmoving right angle. Which of us turns, 

       which stays 

screwed into a jamb? Maybe both stay, both pivot— 
      take turns 

as door and jamb—a hinge pin between us,  

     thin and tenuous 

but hard to bend while turning.  

                                                  I wish we were a bifold door, 
folding as it opened into something  

    which resembled together. 
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Remember the accordion door you made 
     back of the garage— 

four old wooden doors you hinged together,  

             pulled forward 

to close, pushed back to open, white and pale yellow  
             and tan. 

How long was it before you painted them? All I remember 

is our opening and closing them.  

    Like an entire wall flexing.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

DEBORAH KOLODJI 
 

still water 

the spreading orange 

of sunset 
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AMEYA PANDIT 

On Fatherhood 
 

There came a chance when my son was born— 

a chance I got from nature, a hope which still lives in me;  
 

years have gone by but it feels like yesterday, when his 

hands lay on mine, 

when his head touched mine; 

I was his world then, but who am I to kid,  
he now slips away from a boy to become what I am—  

a man.  
 

The time has changed, the age has passed,  

yet the place remains the same— 
he searches for his friends in the light of the day, 

he wanders in his thoughts more than he wonders  

on mine,  

his play is dearer to his heart than my silly game— 

and while I wait patiently on my couch  
         so he can come and ask,  

I realize I have to wait, be waiting, till the day draws to  

a close.  
 

For no fault of his he is now his own, 
the world pulls him more than I can ever so; 

even the jest that once made him laugh  

     now fails to tap his busy ears,  

just the same way I was perhaps then— 
so like a rule this follows on to me, a necessity I say—  
the necessity of life.  

For a father this is his destiny, his plight to bear;  
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his child will hold his hand only to leave — 
yet in this parting I see a resurrection,  

    an immense satisfaction, 

a plenitude of memories, 

one that I thank him for,  
one that nature entrusted me with, 

and one that I shall faithfully serve till my very end —  
my fatherhood.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

RICHARD L. MATTA 
 

a drooping flag 
finds a breeze— 

Juneteenth 
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JANICE ALPER 

Ode to RBG  

 

When you were a child 

your mother whispered in your ear 

‚be a lady. . .be your own person. . .be independent.‛ 
 

She died before you became a woman 

you heeded her words. 
 

Independent to the core 

never felt second class, until 

you became a lawyer 

subject to vituperative barbs 

from men in shiny suits 
who drank smelly Scotch 

demeaned you for being born female. 
 

From afar, I watched you 

with your horn-rimmed glasses 
march and protest 

along dusty, crowded New York streets 

on the sweeping plains of Kansas 

at the shore of the Pacific. 
 

The day you put your lace collar 

on the black silk robe that swaddled you, 

I cheered 

happy to see you take your place among 
austere unsmiling men 

as a jurist in the highest court in the land. 
 

For more than twenty years 

you disagreed without being disagreeable 
legislated fairly 

impressed a new generation of women AND men. 
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When you passed away 

I mourned you 

wept for you. 

Our whole nation mourned you, 

thousands came to honor you 
in that bastion of historic testosterone 

the Capitol Rotunda. 
 

Your memory is emblazoned in my psyche, 
RBG, another feisty female from Brooklyn 

who never forgot what she learned from her mother.   
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JON WESICK 

So, You Finally Made It to Paradise 
    for Sam Hamod 
 

In your heaven, do poets get 72 virgins, too? 
With your big messy heart, you’ll need more. 

I remember the artist with her oil paints 

and the graduate you took on a round-the-world  

honeymoon/divorce after she wrote her thesis about you. 
Always quick with boasts, praise for pianist Ahmad Jamal, 

conspiracy theories, and memories of your father’s bar,   

you were a rare ally in the work 

of transcribing the human heart to the page. 

Your words hopped like a gazelle. Your haiku  
not five-seven-five but leaf, leaf, flower. 

Your three old Muslims praying by the highway 
in After the Funeral of Hamad Assam are rocks  

of devotion braving a tsunami of conformity.  
Hope there’s plenty of kibbeh, hummus, and fattoush 

where you are and that the jazz is fine. 

As you taught, no punctuation will end this poem 

so these words, like your memory, will echo forever 
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KRISTEN SCOTT 

At Pelican Cove  
 

   for Sam 
 

The sound of muscular waves  

overwhelms playing children, ergs merge  
with seagull huoh-huoh-huohs, moonstone  

gatherers, and anxious parents.  
 

On the boardwalk, your eyes spy a slender  

blonde, ever an aficionado of female body language.  
 

I am jealous, but then your eyes alight on her cranky 

toddler. In an instant, you net toddler and mother,  

hands, eyes, and throaty Midwest voice.  

Ah, my Lebanese Sinbad with loose, khaki, cargos!  
 

Families, seagulls, and crashing waves unify  
 

for your performance. . .entranced 
 

I couldn’t wait for bed, to ride that moment, shout,  
he is mine!  

And you were. . . 
 

for the turn of a screw  
a setting of sun 

a strum of oud,  

a dervish whirl. . . 
 

for as long as you could be anyone’s,  

even children, crashing wave, gull, toddler, and mother.  
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JILL G. HALL 

Mother Earth 
 

How are you doing now that we’ve plundered  

your gifts to us? Fires, floods render flora, fauna, 

humans desiccated, eradicated. You don’t seem 
like the judgmental type but how can you not  

be disappointed, wounded and enraged?  

Maybe Bezos and Branson have it right we 

might need to take flight for changes of place 
somewhere in outer space. The moon or Mars 

I know not where in either case I’m loath 

to think about emigrating there.  

I love my feet planted on earth’s soil, 

walk along the ocean and mountain  
oaks unspoiled. I want to live under 

warmth of the sun, feel soft rain 

fall from the sky until the day I die.   

Let’s listen to Greta who advocates 

to take stock and do all we can to turn 
back earth’s climate changes clock. 
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CHRISTOPHER T. GEORGE  

Thaw 
 

The land is free after the grip of ice and snow. 

I feel mud soft beneath my soles, see 

water running in the street. 
 

A glacier is reduced to blackened anomalies 

like fragments of an absurd memory. 
 

Gutters reveal unsuspected buttons, soda bottles, 

a battered hubcap like a shield from a medieval war. 
 

The storm began soberly enough: a light snow 

tinkling the seedpods of the Rose of Sharon. 
 

Veils of snow laced the street where a girl brushed 

flakes from her dad’s Chevy with a red-handled broom. 
 

Then, a car could quit its space robust 
as a vampire fleeing a tomb; 
 

men were giants striding across the land 

—until the hard freeze made them 
 

mince along like Chinese emperors’ wives  

and pounded their machines into submission 

until they squealed to be free. 
 

True winter pays no heed 

to the efficiency of machines, 

the democracy of bones. 
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ROGER FUNSTON 

Looking Back 
 

She wished she had taken more time 

Tried not to stuff more things into her day 

Paid more attention to the small things 
A flower in bloom 

A sunset with orange-tinged clouds 

The smell of wet leaves after a rain  
 

She wished she had taken more time  

Caring better for herself and others 

More time sitting and talking with her daughter  

Taken the dog on a longer walk 

Sang and danced in the rain 
Spent more moments immersed in nature 
 

She wished she had taken more time to 

Worry less 

Care more 
Blame less 

Be more grateful  

Feel less entitled  
 

But now as the fire raged 
it was too late to have regrets 

Wishing she had done things differently 

None of this mattered now 

The only option 
Survival 
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JOANI MOUNTAIN 

The Dog Cannot Settle 
 

She turns herself in circles, 

clockwise and counterclockwise, 

plopping down then springing up again, 
 

There are too many people here. 

She weaves between their legs, 

but no one smells right. 
 

She noses from room to room 

finally finding a faint familiar scent 

lingering on the bedroom rug. 
 

He was here. 
 

Everyone quiets at her mournful moan 

as she curls onto the spot 

where the body was found. 
 

For just a moment he is here. 
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PRARTHO SERENO 

Sleeping with the Ravens  
 

All night they flapped through me 

on blue-black wings. By morning  

every hair on my head had gone white  
 

and was risen. Like wayward roots  

they burrowed into the firmament. 
 

I woke with that old raw  

hunger. . .ravenous. 
 

Not for starlight  

but for what recedes— 
the bottomless yearning 
 

to walk with the ancient novitiates   

who carry white fire  

in their cupped dark hands.  
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LYNDA RIESE 

Ghost Bird 
 

Each night I hear your cry 

in the tall pine behind our house. 
 

I stand in my neighbor’s driveway 

where I hear you best. 
 

With such raspy shrieking 
you must be a barn owl, 
 

your screech at odds 

with your heart-shaped face. 
 

Tonight your cries are insistent 

cheerless, two seconds apart. 
 

Are you lonely like me, missing  

your mate, mine lost in confusion. 
 

Fly down, ghost bird; let me see 

your pale face, 
 

your deep-set eyes crow-black, 
the color of night. 
 

O tuck me under your wing 

and teach me to love the dark. 
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BONNIE MOSSE 

River of Crows 
 

It’s getting dark.  

A river of crows flies north 

along a riverbed of instinct 
perhaps through a canyon of grief  

only they know 

and I could never guess, 

losses I wouldn't understand. 
 

Or perhaps they're leaving  

to find something they remember as good,  

all of them, together, thinking alike, 

each knowing the other's needs are 
the same as his own.   
 

In a mass, they keep coming. 

flapping in haphazard unison 

like far-away thunder,  
over trees, over hills 

between my [searching] eyes 

and the rising moon. 
 

And I must go home to bed  
to complicated dreams        

while the river flows  

confident into night.   
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JOAN GERSTEIN 

Ode to the Western Fence Lizard 
 

Hey, little one, still as a statue,  

I see you but don’t fear, I’m happy 

you’re here to munch on spiders and ants, 
crunch cockroaches, crickets and beetles. 
 

Are you exhausted after spring courtship: 

performing push-ups, showing girls a blue belly? 
Don’t lose your tail lest the ladies snub you, 

and, you’ll get demoted in lizard hierarchy. 
 

Like dew-dappled malachite, you sun on a rock. 

When you notice me, your curved body scurries  
under the Butterfly Iris. You can have the yard; 

unlike me, your leathery scales love sunshine. 
 

Don’t fret about my dog- she’s too old for chase 

but beware snake, cat, bird; they too share this space. 
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TARA ELLIOTT 

Hummingbird  
  
I flit—  

hover from spike to spray, 

sipping from this sweet, sweet season.  
I gleam with the sheen of a thousand emeralds,  

my throat on fire with the garnet   

of summer's setting sun.  
  
Night— 

I rest, wrapped  

in a thimbleful of moss. 
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JENNIFER KARP 

Tiny Moment on the Porch  
 

A duckling settles like a pluot 

or a fig 

in the depth of my palm 
Damp with birth 

shell sticks to her like clams 

her slick head so still on the pad of my thumb 

James whispers do not touch 
his curious kids surround her 

blocking pale morning breezes 

from touching the fragile itty-bitty 

My hand arches like a bell and lowers her 

into the warm brooder 
She sleeps into life 

peaceful and trusting 

the kids exhale slowly 

their eyes reflective marbles 

of hay-yellow morning 
In strips of sunlight 

James’ hand nestles in mine 
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COOPER BRANCH 

The Little Fawn 
 

The little fawn under the sun, 

laying by the water, face to face 

with a world, which has just begun. 
The hums and ripples around simply race 

within this seemingly endless and heavenly embrace 

antlers poke out from its little head. 

She looks up towards her mum 
eyes filled with awe, never to be said. 

a curiosity and sensitivity, with dread to come. 

Poisoning the young fawn until she is numb 

but she fights, finding the middle ground. 

Vigilance, a practice instilled with time 
with eyes open the little fawn is crowned 

for she is now in her prime 

ready to overcome and climb, 

to be reunited with 

the little fawn under the sun, 
laying by the water, face to face 

with a world, which has just begun. 
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BRIAN KIRVEN 

Watercourses 
       Green Valley, Poway, California, April 2018 
 

Along inland water courses, 

willow, alder, watercress, 

stinging nettle where I settle 

into chi gung moves. 
 

Salty shoreline yoga  

of yesteryear residence replaced  

by subtle riparian body flowing, 

slow-moving in unison 

like swaying eel grass 
over Lagunitas Creek, 

facing tule reed teachers 

aside box elder jewelry makers. 
 

At my home, 

downstream from a defunct dump, 
in front of a seasonal whirlpool, 

I whirl in slow curls and pulls 

of wrists and twists of neck and hips, 

warm up alongside creek dogwood  

and willow I had to cut back 
to create my standing pad. 
 

In suburban Southern California 

where I was raised sideways,  

residential storm drain run-off 
of not-so-sweet water, 

still my low-lying guide. 
 

In shady oasis belt, 

I breathe in tree aerosols 

to purify fluid pathways, 
feel water course through my channels, 

still hoping to help right the planet 

which is myself, every morning.  
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SHAWN LU 

Burning Boat       
 

The broken lighthouse atop the cliff 

crumbles slowly, stairs no longer 

reaching their heights.   
 

I row past broken trees. 

My sails torn, strings                

part in the wind, unwinding  
from their path together 

to go their separate ways. 
 

The hull leaks brine water 

weighing the boat down.     
Wooden planks rotten, 

the beams slowly creak 

as my boat drives into quicksand    

burning red with the fleeing sun.      
 

Beached, it sinks deeper  

like the funeral of a Viking chief. 

Its wooden planks scatter into ash. 

In the cold sea breeze 

the sails spark embers.  
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GENIE NAKANO 

River 
 

the river  

lapping rippling  

like muscles of a man I once knew  
the river streaming swelling  

over to the other side 
 

sometimes you babble endlessly 
sometimes you chatter  

gushing with my monkey mind  

who speaks faster you or me 

listen to my words  

take me to the other side 
 

a woman’s voice moaning 

droning in the river reeds 

the woman is the earth you flow through  

do you hear her song 
rising soaring higher  

floating far above  

the vacillating waters  

take her to the other side 
 

river will you merge with other rivers 

are you flowing out to sea 

into a lake, a stream, a pond 

or dying in the drought 
 

while I float on tranquil waters 

and a crescent moon smiles down on me 

just take me to a place filled with mystery   

take me to the other side 
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LORRAINE A. PADDEN  

ZOE GRANT, SHERRY GRANT 

Wonderland 
 

 a three-person rengay 
 

waves flooding their castle 

the sand king and queen surf away 

on a clam shell —lap 
 

up and up goes 

the flying pig    —zg 
 

surrounding 
an ivy-covered cabin 

fairy songs    —sg 
 

pixie cup lichen 

droplets of dawn 
spill over the edge    —lap 
 

a unicorn laps up moonlight 

deep in the forest    —sg 
 

I catch a dream 

in an ice cream cone 

popping bubbles    —zg 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Lorraine A. Padden (lap) (USA) +  

Zoe Grant (zg) (NZ) +  

Sherry Grant (sg) (NZ)  
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仙境 
三人連軌詩 
作者：蘿蓮·佩登（美國）+ 陳紫瑄（紐西蘭）+ 火の鳥（ 

中文翻譯：火の鳥 
 

海浪淹沒了城堡 
沙王與皇后乘著貝殼 
衝浪而去                             （蘿） 

 
飛天神豬 
越飄越高                            （陳） 

 

花仙子之歌 
環繞爬滿常春藤 
的小木屋                            （火） 

 

石蕊地衣 
初曦晨光點點 
沒過邊際                            （蘿） 
 

獨角獸在深林內 
貪婪舔舐月光                    （火） 

 

我在冰淇淋 
甜筒裡捕捉夢影 
泡沫破碎                            （陳） 
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GAIL SHATSKY 

Riptide 
 

Tumbling, my body’s sucked down  

  along the rough sandy bottom, dragged  
 

further and further out to sea. Fighting to surface,  

    I see the sky blurred above me. 
 

Overwhelmed by the weight of water 
      it’s impossible to break through, lungs burning,  
 

crazy to breathe, knowing I can’t.  

   Seaweed tangles my legs, wrapping itself around  
 

my body. In a panic I peel it off, tumbling,  

   tumbling in a beautiful and deadly 
 

golden light of sparkling sand grains  

    and green leafy seaweed. . .  
 

Suddenly, released sideways into calmer water,  

   I shoot upward, sputtering through  
 

the waves, gulp air, filling my lungs, alive. 
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C.V. WILL 

The Feather 
 

Watering the garden 

weeks ago, I saw the feather 
 

a dark line in the dirt  

near two lavender plants 
 

It was pristine—like the bird 
plucked it out and left it for me 
 

Any other feather, I might pick up 
 

But when a crow feather appears 
death is coming 
 

I did not want to pick it up 
 

I did not want death's calling card 
in my hand 
 

The feather shining there in the sun 

a foreshadowing of loss 
 

The wind, the dirt, the sun, even 

my watering did not move it 
 

It remained as two aunts, a cousin, and two friends 
departed this life 
 

The feather is still here—no longer pristine 

It lies bent and twisted in the dirt 
 

I am told one of my uncles is diagnosed 

with stage-4 lymphoma 
 

He is not expected to live  

another six months 
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KATHLEEN PECKHAM 

Once You Get Past the Memorial 
 

Once you get past the memorial 

and the momentary lapses of  

remembering they're gone 
come the potholes where there 

used to be emails and cards 

phone calls and visits. 

Then when you think you've finally 
hit new asphalt 

and the rest will be smooth going 

it's not. 

Shared delights 

special places 
and memories tied to the person 

continue to rattle your journey 

like riding over a washboard road 

in a car with no shocks. 

Some days trying to forget 
is a dead end. 

Others have hairpin turns and detours 

no left turn and no U turn signs. 

No matter how hard you try 
the stages of denial  

anger  

bargaining  

depression and acceptance continue as if you're stuck 

behind a hay truck 
traveling at glacial speed 

and hogging all lanes. 

Grief is a long and tough road. 
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RODNEY L. LOWMAN 

The Awakening 
 

Cocooned in gauzy  

white sheets and 

layers of blue and red 

light still in the wings 
 

I am betwixt   

the Lucullan night 

tended by an army  

of invisible servants  
 

and the dawn, when the 

help abandons me to do 

whatever it is they do on 

their daily day off. 
 

For now it is like an Uruguayan 

vacation during our winter, 

where my dreams tend to go— 

the soft dunes of El Pinar, 
 

searching for whales in  

the tiny towns of La Rocha 

the sands wind-smoothed, 

people happy with their fates. 
 

Breath stolen in Punta Ballena 

on the fragile steps of the chalky 

Museo Casapueblo gaze affixed  

on the crested white sea.  
  

Soon I will be awake again 

but not yet, not now, not when 

a poem can still be seeded 

a trip or a new life sighted. 
 

For now, all things are possible 

and none must I do, only the 

need, briefly, to let it all go, 

practice, perhaps, for the final time.  
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GLORIA KEELEY 

Live Stream 
 

I come from transistor 

now stream Pandora 
 

I wax vinyl & moon 

blow instant harmonica 
 

50s Beat Gen 
Jeffers’ Big Sur 
 

I dream visions at nightfall 

Johanna’s jawbones howl 

Like Alan Ginsberg 
 

I come from teacher’s art hands 

make Pueblo murals from life 
 

study yurts & mud houses 
learn ceremonial dance 
 

I come from immigrants 

grandparents winged Irish 
 

Where on New York streets 

Homeless with empty eyes 

shaped their hands into human bowls 
 

I swim in streams. Come on down to my boat. 

Anchored sailors hold fish 

and catch pleasures of the harbor 
 

I come from jazz. I come from rock. 
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VIRGIL ‚RAY‛ HENSON  

A Taste of Life 
 

Leftovers 

If you take away perfection what is left to see?. . . 

Most of my friends, all my habits, and me. 
 

Operation Overload 

A baby is a helpless little creature who runs  

a household in exchange for room and board. 
 

Bullseye 

A lovely thought well turned out and dressed  

in rhyme will grab your eyes every time. 
 

Taste of Life 

With our existence comes our needs, the things  

that we must have to stand rather than fall. 

Then taste from life all its nourishments,  

especially love, the most savory of all. 
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NANCY FOLEY 

The Invitation 
 

        O Death, where is thy sting?  

     — 1 Corinth ians 15:55  
 

When I was six, my mother took my hand 
led me up the aisle to the opened silk-lined box. 

My eyes focused on a still, ghostlike white-laced 

holy communion dress. Much like stumbling  

on a step, I fell to the floor – you frightened me so.  
 

You became a shadow in a crowded 

room. Years later, a cloaked figure lurking 

in the depths of nighttime dreams. 
 

Although never welcomed, I was aware of your 

untimely visits and ran away. In a howl of grief 

you stole some of my beloved treasures  

and I could sense your foul breath 

like a cigar’s stream of secondhand smoke. 
 

But now, instead of a threatening stranger, 

you are like a familiar guest. Rather than push 

you away, I unclench my fists, not allowing 

your darkness to dim my light. 
 

With a whispered prayer, I feel a tug 

as I prepare for that final forum. 
 

And so then— 
 

Shall I take your hand when you extend 

the invitation, welcome your arrival 

like a seat at a royal banquet? 
 

Or will the crashing crescendo of your 

presence cause me to recoil, to resist 

that ‚grand finale‛ into eternal life? 
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R.J. BLACK 

Greyhound Stations 
 

They'll be shouting from the hilltops 

on the day He comes again. Yes!  
 

They'll be shouting from the hilltops 

on the day He comes again.  
 

The boys will don starched shirts  
and the girls will wear white lace 
 

on the day He comes in glory,  

they’ll be shouting from the hilltops!  
 

But when their sons and daughters  

come home from distant wars,  
 

the mothers will use sick-pay 

and the fathers will take vacation  
 

to wait in airport lounges 

and dingy Greyhound stations,  
 

on the day their sons and daughters  
come home from distant wars. 
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SANDY CARPENTER 

A Gift of Time 
 

We filter our time through an hourglass. 

Sometimes it doesn't lead anywhere but 

a dead end, and when I turn time around 
you have disappeared and I find myself 

sitting in a room waiting. Often 

time leads somewhere I have no interest in 

being because you are among the missing. 
Illness mentioned every minute now instead 

Of entertainment meaning more—had once. 

Yet here I find time unselfishly given, 

a gift of minutes, many patient moments 

ticking, not on the clock but in that hour– 
glass of sand, your favorite milieu and mine. 

Time granted, with no expectations but more 

T-I-M-E. 
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GAYLE O’KEY 

The Gentle Fade to Black 
 

I sit at dusk, watching 

the quiet advance of night 

lay claim to white walls 
and floor, to my pale skin, 

the flowered drapes. . .  

a meticulous artist 

painting over the canvas 
of the day  

while darkness slowly 

fills the room like smoke 

or soft music, 

like the oboes of twilight 
give way to night’s 

deep cello groan, 

until all I see is 

the suggestion of 

shadow on shadow, 
the barest outline  

of my hand. 
 

The room and I vanish 
into total blackness, 

and still I sit, curled 

in the embrace of its 

encompassing silence, 

scarcely conscious of myself 
but starting to wonder  

if this is what it’s like 

to die. 
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UNA NICHOLS HYNUM  

Desert Nocturne 
 

I drive through a bat storm of a thousand wings, 

their near touch like your breath on my skin. 

One minute the air is filled with them, the next 
I wonder if it was a dream.  

In starlight ghostly tamarisk branches sweep 

roadside ditches. A wild mustang rears up 

in front of the Jeep. Disappearing, he leaves 
an afterimage of his strong belly, his long sex. 

At first light clouds unfold like paper cranes 

along the horizon and dunes assume a voluptuous 

presence. I miss the shadowed crevices 

of your face. All my destinations used to be you. 
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TTHHEE  PPOOEETTSS   
 

Claire Hsu Accomando has had work published in Atlanta 

Review, California Quarterly, and San Diego Writers Ink. Her non-

fiction book is Love and Rutabaga (St. Martin's Press: 1993).  72, 279   

Monica Adams  54 

Julio César Aguilar 82 

All Tribes Charter School Poets:  221 

Janice Alper retired to San Diego. Her collection of poems is 

Words Bursting in Air.      janicesjottings1.com 374 

A graduate of the University of Oregon and Naropa University’s 

Jack Kerouac School, Kelly Alsup has had work in Bombay Gin, 

Fjords Review, Inverness Almanac, and The Herd.  144 

Salwa Ben Amor    325 

Emilie Anderson is a student at SDSU, majoring in Television, 

Film, and New Media.    18 

Marit Anderson hosts Awaken the Poet W ith in at the Encinitas 

Library. The first woman to emcee the Full Moon Poets Summer 

Poetry Slam, her work has appeared in Summation, Excuse Me, I’m 

Writing and Serving House Journal. 128, 304 

Goddard College MFA graduate Pat Andrus authored 

Daughter (Olivewood), Old Woman of Irish Blood, (NEA & Open 

Hand Publishing) and Fragments of the Universe (Blue Vortex 

Publishers).   121, 300 

Claudia Aragon has had work in the San Diego Poetry Annual, 

Summation and Magee Park  Poetry  Anthology.   332 

Alan Archer is a lifelong resident of San Diego. He has studied 

graphic design and contributes art and comics to online sites.  99 

Carol Ireland Archibald authored Dancing with Words (Blue 

Vortex: 2019). Her work has appeared in San Diego W riter’s 

Monthly, San Diego Poetry Annual, and Waymark.   117 

Mark Ardagna has degrees from SDSU, including in English. A 

lifelong resident of Chula Vista, he is an eager reader of South 

Bay Scribes. 92 
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Jim Babwe jokes that he is the Extemporaneous Physiognometric 

Coordinator at Anita Dos Casas Surrealestate Services of San 

Diego.  266 

Susan Lembo Balik authored Sinatra, The Jeeperettes, & me 

(Garden Oak Press: 2014).  84, 270 

Asish Bauron     62 

Jan Beatty’s sixth book is The Body Wars (University of Pittsburgh 

Press: 2020). Her memoir, American Bastard (2021) won the Red 

Hen Nonfiction Award. Her poetry collection Jackknife: New and 

Selected Poems  won the 2018 Paterson Prize.    7, 264 

Roy Bentley won the White Pine and the Blue Lynx prizes. His 

poems have appeared in The Southern Rev iew, Rattle, and Prairie 

Schooner. His latest book is Beautiful Plenty (Main Street Rag 

Books: 2021). 141 

F.J. Bergmann edits poetry for Mobius: The Journal of Social 

Change. His chapbook A Catalogue of the Further Suns won the 

2017 Gold Line Press contest and the 2018 SFPA Elgin award. 

mobiusmagazine.com 146 

Charlie Berigan a Chula Vista native, was Resident Musical 

Director/Composer for the Jean Cocteau Repertory (2000-2005).  

Since 2012, he has been active with The South Bay Scribes. 106 

Alan Bern, a retired children’s librarian, co-founded the 

broadside press Lines & Faces,. His work appeared in 

Mediterranean Poetry and Mercurius.   linesandfaces.com   361 

Lucette Bernard retired from teaching. She belongs to a weekly 

writers group in Athens, Georgia.  148 

Bobbie Jean Bishop’s poems have appeared in small journals 

and two Doubleday anthologies over the last 45 years.  120 

Bisshie, the pen name of Patricia McGuire, lives in Zürich. She 

edits The Haiku Pea Podcast and Poetry Pea Journal. Her work has 

appeared in Heron’s Nest, and Modern Haiku.   17, 131, 317 

R.J. Black, born in Mexico City, retired in Coronado in 2000.   401 

Dionne Blaha's debut collection of poetry came out in 2020. Her 

work has appeared in the San Diego Poetry Annual. 113 

Ellen Bleecker  80 

http://mobiusmagazine.com/
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Cooper Branch  388 

Lise Breakey 102 

Wanda Brothers, body-focused trauma therapist, started writing 

poetry as a healing journey from early childhood abuse.   306  

Susan Browne, author of Buddha’s Dogs (Four Way Books) and 

Zephyr (Steel Toe Books), has had poems in Ploughshares, Poetry, 

The Sun, and Rattle. Her third collection, Just Living, won the 

Catamaran Poetry Prize.   susanbrownepoems.com    147 

Carol Buckley , a native Californian, is a member of Karen 

Kenyon’s Gypsy Poets. Her work has appeared in the Ragged Sky 

Press Anthology.  30 

Ken Buhr has lived and practiced as a Marriage and Family 

Therapist for more than 40 years in North County Inland.    272       

Detroit-born Ted Burke has worked as a music journalist and arts 

critic, carnival worker, warehouse manager, and blues musician. 

He currently writes for The San Diego Troubadour, and lives in San 

Diego. He writes poems, short stories, and novels.   46, 150  

S. J. Cahill, a Dzanc Book Award nominee, won the 2019 

Vermont Writers’ Prize.  His work has appeared in Poem Town 

and Poem City displays, and The Mountain Troubadour.    152 

Tim Calaway lives in San Diego. He writes poems, short stories, 

and novels. 309 

Judith Camann is a poet and fiber artist, awarded an Allied Arts 

Foundation Grant (2020). Her work was featured by So It Goes: 

The Literary Journal of the Kurt Vonnegut Museum and Library. 156 

Daniel Campos  76 

Joan Canby holds an MFA from Vermont College of Fine Arts. 

Her work has appeared in Main Street Rag and California 

Quarterly. Her book is Cascades (Assure Press).   33, 267 

Sandy Carpenter began writing case studies as a social worker, 

then spent seven years as a newspaper columnist. She leads Life 

Story W riting at the Carlsbad Senior Center.  402 

Dena Carson-Berry retired from Navy-related work and 

volunteers at the Mingei Museum.  314 

http://www.susanbrownepoems.com/
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Sarah Welle Causey is a Dominican American working in the 

global trade industry by day, writing and painting by night.  89 

Christi Chaffee is a North County psychotherapist whose work 

has been published in Elephant Journal, the San Diego Poetry  

Annual and Summation.  96 

Sibelia Chaiyahat 101 

Linda Chistensen moved to Oceanside 18 years ago. She has 

scrambled for a living as a visual artist. This year, she retired after 

50 years as Minnesota State Fair butter sculptor.   70 

J.B. Chocheles lives in San Diego, making art, poetry, short 

stories, and music, and aspires to be a philosopher.  38 

Heather Circle is a San Diego native. Her work has appeared in 

the San Diego Poetry Annual.   368 

Jessica Cohn’s poems appear in California Fire & Water: A Climate 

Crisis Anthology, Crab Creek Review, Spillway, Tar River Poetry, and  

The Journal of Undiscovered Poets (Rattle).    jessicacohn.net 158 

Alana Contreras-Rodriguez is an SDSU social media intern for 

the San Diego Poetry Annual and Poetry  International.   124 

Annette Cordero 220 

Roberta Cordero 216 

Julie Corrales, a first-generation Chicana, has had essays in the 

San Diego Union Tribune and La Prensa San Diego, and poetry in 

Acentos Review and Anacua Literary Arts Journal.  28 

Jeffery Curran has spent a lifetime reading history, making 

poems, and waiting tables in Chicago, Arkansas, New Mexico, 

and San Diego.     6  

Carrie Danielson studied acting at the Neighborhood Playhouse 

in New York. She retired as an English teacher in Chula Vista 

public schools.  69 

A true California native, D’ellen was conceived on Naval Base— 

San Diego and spent her childhood in Pasadena, West Covina, 

and Glendora.   49 

  

http://www.jessicacohn.net/
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A third-generation San Diegan, Carly DeMento is a writer, 

musician and activist living in Encinitas. She holds a BA from San 

Francisco State University. 353 

David Denny’s poems have appeared in Catamaran, Chariton 

Review, and Concho River Rev iew. His poetry collection is Some 

Divine Commotion, and his short story collection is Sometimes Only 

the Sad Songs Will Do  (Shanti Arts).  daviddenny.net  160 

Casey Derengowski is a retired teach and probation officer. His 

work has appeared in Summation, Chicago Poetry  Press, and Silver 

Birch Press . 53 

Kathy Lundy Derengowski, a finalist in the San Diego Book 

Awards (chapbook), has had work in Summation, California 

Quarterly, Silver Birch Press , and the Journal of Modern Poetry. 93 

Nathan Dinh  322 

Trish Dugger has had work in A Year in Ink, Border Voices, Magee 

Park Poets Anthology, California Quarterly, and Spillway. Her poetry 

collection is Scrambled (Garden Oak Press: 2012).  260 

Estella Duran is a third generation Chicana humanist, born and 

raised in the East Bay, with a BA in Creative Writing from San 

Francisco State, and work in Cipactli and Voz Sin Tinta. 79, 276 

Kathleen Durning 111 

Tara Elliott leads the Eastern Shore Writers Association and  

co-chairs the Bay to Ocean Writers Conference.  Her work has 

appeared in The American Journal of Poetry .    taraaelliott.com    386 

Romina Espinosa is a Peruvian poet, painter, and interpreter, 

and the author of El veinteno. 246 

Timothy Paul Evans has had poems in California Quarterly, Bards 

Against Hunger, and CHAOS. His chapbooks are Gertrude Stein’s 

Rose and Something in the Water.  293 

Susan J. Farese served as a military nurse in US Army and Navy 

Nurse Corps and is the owner of SJF Communications. 98, 288 

Lynnette Finch is a native San Diegan with four children, 10 

grandchildren and seven great-grandchildren.  308 

http://www.daviddenny.net/
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Fran Finley a retired teacher and counselor, a member of the 

Gypsy Poets. Her work has appeared in Magee Park Poets 

Anthology. 307 

Daniel H.R. Fishman has had work in Paterson Literary Rev iew, 

San Diego Poetry Annual, The Walrus, and Red Poppy Review. His  

book is Everyday Sublime, (Garden Oak Press: 2018). 282 

Michael Fleming  has edited Norton literary anthologies. He was 

born in San Francisco, raised in Wyoming, and has lived abroad, 

now in Brattleboro, VT.    dutchgirl.com/foxpaws 162 

Nancy Foley’s poems/prose have appeared in California Quarterly, 

A Year in Ink, San Diego Union Tribune, and Summation. She won 

the 2021 Catholic Literary Arts poetry contest.  253, 400 

Janet Foster earned an MA from The New School University. Her 

poetry has appeared in A Year in Ink, Enhance magazine , the San 

Diego Poetry Annual, and New Millennium W ritings . 283 

Annette Friend, born in New Jersey and living in Del Mar, is a 

retired occupational therapist, with work in Tidepools, Summation, 

California Quarterly, and The Jewish Writing Project.     337 

Diane Funston was Poet-in-Residence for Yuba Sutter Arts and 

Culture (2020-21). She holds a BA in Literature and Writing from 

Cal State University San Marcos.  316 

Roger Funston moved to the Sacramento Valley four years ago 

and enjoys walking in the Sierra Nevadas, and volunteering with 

environmental non-profits. 380 

Diane Gage has recent work in The End of the World Project  

anthology (Moria Poetry).  310 

William Scott Galasso  serves an an editor for California Quarterly. 

His most recent book is Legacy: Th irty Years of Haiku (2020). 359 

Michael Gallagher, an Irish-Mexican poet, is pursuing an MFA 

in Creative Writing at San Francisco State, paying his way by 

working at a bookstore and a bar in a major music venue.   166  

Christopher T. George, from Liverpool, England, has had work 

in Poet Lore, Smoke, American Poetry Journal, Anti-Heroin Chic, and  

Triplopia. He lives in Newark, DE. 379 

http://www.dutchgirl.com/foxpaws
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Joan Gerstein, a retired educator and psychotherapist, taught 

writing to incarcerated veterans. Her poetry collection is Theories 

of Relativity (Garden Oak Press: 2021).   240, 290, 294, 241, 385 

Dave Gilder recently retired from his clinical psychiatry practice. 

He values the support the San Diego Poets of  Resilience  project 

provides in these challenging times. 239  

Maria Mazziotti Gillan, an American Book Award winner, is the 

founding editor of Paterson Literary  Review.  mariagillan.com  22, 273 

Estelle Gilson is a noted translator whose collection of poems 

and short fiction is Foundl ings and Other Misf its (Garden Oak 

Press: 2020).   296 

Bruce Gorden, native San Diegan and lifelong surfer, is a U.S. Air 

Force veteran and a marriage and family therapist. His work has 

appeared in A Year in Ink and City Works. 321 

Sherry Grant is a New Zealand classical pianist/cellist and author 

of Speed Rengay, her first rengay anthology.  392 

Zoe Grant is a young New Zealand haiku poet and rengay writer 

who won the 2021 NZPS International Haiku Competition 

(Junior) and is co-author/illustrator of Bat Girl.  batgirlbook.com 392 

Tammy Greenwood holds a BA from California State University, 

San Bernardino. She continues her studies with other poets in 

workshops and San Diego Writers Ink.   133 

Diana Griggs is looking for her muse, lost during Covid. Her 

work has appeared in San Diego Poetry Annual, Magee Park Poets  

and Waymark. 336 

Eve Grubin authored Morning Prayer (Sheep Meadow Press) and 

The House of Our First Loving (Rack Press). A lecturer at NYU in 

London, her poems and essays have appeared The American 

Poetry Review, PN Review, and The New Republic.  140 

Debbie Hall authored the poetry collection, What Light I Have 

(Main Street Rag: 2018) and the award-winning chapbook, Falling 

into the River (The Poetry Box: 2020). Her first book of poetry for 

children is In the Jaguar’s House (The Poetry Box: 2022). 132, 168 

  

http://www.batgirlbook.com/
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Jill G. Hall is author of the Anne McFarland Series about women 

searching for their place in the world, connected by vintage finds. 

She co-facilitates Brown Bag at San Diego Writers, Ink.  

www.jillghall.com   61, 281, 378 

William Harry Harding founded the San Diego Poetry Annual. 134 

Mary Harker, a native San Diegan and UC Berkeley graduate in 

Speech Arts, has taught poetry at OASIS for 20 years. Her short 

story Babe, appeared in Arizona Literary Magazine.  356 

Robert Harlow has taught at the University of Arizona and 

SUNY-Albany. His book is Places Near And Far (Louisiana Lit. : 

2018. He lives in Albany. 170 

Kathy Harmon-Luber won the 7th annual Ross Andrews Poetry 

Contest in 2020. A fine-art photographer, she is the Art Alliance 

of Idyllwild’s ‚Artist of the Year.‛   352 

Amy Leona Havin is the Language Arts section writer for Oregon 

ArtsWatch.  292 

Kai Heidger is a third-year student at SDSU, focusing on film, 

history, and English.  340 

Gwyn Henry lives in Ocean Beach. Her work has appeared in  

the Santa Barbara Journal, Lynx Eye, San Diego Poetry Annual, Magee 

Park Anthology.   217, 338 

Virgil “Ray” Henson, a retired urban planner, graduated SDSU 

and holds an MA in Geography from UCLA. He is an Oasis 

Poetry member.   399 

Juan Felipe Herrera is the former Poet Laureate of the United 

States.  26 

Lloyd Hill, a longtime Ocean Beach poet, has had work in the San 

Diego Poetry Annual, CityBeat, Serv ing House Journal, The Stories 

Start Here, and Amazing W riters.  78, 241 

Leslie Hodge 366 

Born and raised in Michigan, Nathan D. Horowitz is the author 

of Gateway Mexico and Bat Dreams, and translator Ecuadorian 

fictions by Abdón Ubidia.   nathandhorowitz.com  56 

Chi-Ping Hu emigrated from Taiwan and has been a San Diegan 

for 41 years. 242 

http://www.nathandhorowitz.com/
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Barbara Huntington holds a BS in Zoology from SDSU and an 

MBA from UCLA. She lives in Chula Vista.  65 

Una Nichols Hynum, author of 12 books of poetry, including The 

Sky Is Bluer for One Crow (Blue Vortex), died in 2019.  404 

Gerda Govine Ituarte, author of four poetry collections and 

editor of the Pasadena Rose Poets Poetry Collection 2019 , lives in 

Jamul. 243 

Patricia Joy is a New Jersey-born Registered Nurse short stories 

were featured in Feathers & Stones, Tidepools 2020, and Expressions 

2021. 367 

Alprentice Johnson studies creative writing and literature in San 

Diego. His work has appeared in USC’s Social Justice Journal, City  

Works, Bangalore Review, and Blood Orange . 318 

Kathryn Jordan is a recipient of the San Miguel de Allende Prize 

for Poetry and the Sidney Lanier Poetry Award. Her poems have 

appeared in The Sun, Chautauqua, Comstock Review, New Ohio 

Review, and Atlanta Review. 155, 178 

Jennifer Karp has had poetry in AmLit magazine, The Alternative, 

and Throats to the Sky magazine.  110, 387 

Gloria Keeley, a graduate of San Francisco State University with 

an MA in Creative Writing, has had work in Spoon River Poetry  

Review, The Emerson Rev iew, The Ocotillo Review, and Adanna.  398 

Karen Kenyon, professor emeritus (Mira Costa College), teaches 

writing at UCSD-X and for San Diego Writers Ink. Her books  

include The Brontë Family/Passionate Literary Geniuses and Charles  

Dickens/Compassion and Contradiction.  10, 274 

Kathy Keogh is a poet and songwriter.   36 

Clifton King, a widely published Southern California poet, 

spends his non-writing time wandering Carlsbad beach.   280 

Brian Kirven is a California Poet in the Schools whose work has 

appeared in California Quarterly, Inverness and West Marin Review. 

His book is Shorelines: A Traveler Comes Home to the Tide Zone. 389 
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kjmunro lives in Whitehorse, Yukon Territory. She is 

Membership Secretary for Haiku Canada. Her debut poetry 

collection is contractions (Red Moon Press: 2019).  

kjmunro1560.wordpress.com  31, 344 

Michael Klam is the Executive Editor and Associate Publisher of 

the San Diego Poetry Annual. 125 

Deborah P. Kolodji is the California Regional Coordinator for 

the Haiku Society of America and a member of Haiku San Diego.  

Her book a highway of sleeping towns earned honors from the 

Haiku Foundation. 39, 287, 371 

Jeevan Kracht, a Fine Art Major at SDSU, has been writing poetry 

since an early age.  348 

Sharon Laabs, a music teacher in the public schools, retired from 

the Birch Aquarium at Scripps. Her work has appeared in the San 

Diego Poetry Annual and Oasis Journal.   355 

David Langenhorst 329 

Toni Larson, born and raised in Louisiana, retired from a career 

in the hospitality industry. She is a member of the Awaken the Poet 

Within group.  305, 365 

Lenny Lianne holds a MFA in Creative Writing from George 

Mason University. Her most recent book is the reissue of The 

ABCs of Memory (Unicorn Bay Press).   129, 174 

Piper Ligotti is a Senior at San Dieguito Academy in Encinitas. 

 342 

Laura Lorber 20 

Fred Longworth, a self-described inveterate maverick,  owns 

Classic Audio Repair. He has been widely published,  including 

in Comstock Review, Pearl, Spillway, and California Quarterly. 357 

Rodney L. Lowman, a consulting psychologist, is a Distinguished 

Professor Emeritus at Alliant International University. His 13th 

book is Career Assessment: Integrating Interests, Abilities, and 

Personality (American Psychological Association: 2021).    397 

Shawn Lu was born in Long Beach, but spent a part of his 

childhood in Tianjin, China.  He is a graduate of UCLA and the 

University of Michigan.  390 

http://kjmunro1560.wordpress.com/
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Robert Thomas Lundy is a retired demographer, epidemiologist, 

and software engineer. His poetry has appeared in Analog Science 

Fiction and the Atlanta Review, and co-edited Summation.     88 

Poetry Super Highway creator Rick Lupert hosts the Virtual Cobalt 

Cafe reading series. He is the author of 25 poetry collections, 

including The Tokyo-Van Nuys Express.     287 

Rachel M. 315 

Patricia J. Machmiller has authored two books of haiku and four 

of haiga. Her latest is Zigzag of the Dragonfly: Writing the Haiku 

Way (Yuki Teikei Haiku Society: 2020).  49 

Terry Macrae is a Navy veteran, retired software engineer, and a  

hospice volunteer. His work has appeared in the San Diego Poetry  

Annual and Southern California Haiku Study Group anthology. 364 

LL Mans is a poet attending college.  320 

Katie Manning  is the founding editor-in-chief of Whale Road 

Review and a professor at Point Loma Nazarene University. Her 

poetry book Tasty Other won the 2016 Main Street Rag award.  

Her latest chapbook is 28,065 Nights (River Glass Books).  244 

C. I. Marshall holds an MFA from CSU-Long Beach. Her poems 

have appeared in Verdad, Spillway, and The Broad River Rev iew . 

Her poem, Myself as a Playboy Bunny , won the 2018 Verve 

International Poetry Festival Contest, Birmingham, UK.      176 
consuelom.wordpress.com 

Sarah Marsh-Rebelo has had work appear in Avocet, California 

Anthology of Poets, New Jersey Times, The Foundation for Women 

Celebration, Perigee, San Diego Poetry  Annual. 327 

Seretta Martin is the Managing Editor of the San Diego Poetry  

Annual.  291 

Donato Martinez teaches English composition, Literature, and 

Creative Writing at Santa Ana College. His work has appeared in 

City Works, Acentos Rev iew, and Ofrenda Magazine.     126 

José Jorge Martinez holds a BA from UCSD.  His work has 

appeared in The Poetry Conspiracy, The Warren College Literary -Arts 

Journal, and F**k Isolation Anthology.    55  

http://consuelom.wordpress.com/
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Richard Matta grew up in the Hudson Valley. His work has 

appeared in Dewdrop, New Verse News, and California Quarterly,  

with haikus in Bottle Rockets  and Frogpond.    59, 254, 319, 373 

Amanda Leigh Mattimoe earned the Steve Kowit Poetry Prize 

2018. In 2019, she published a collection of romantic poetry to 

accompany her romance novels.  87 

Mina Rose Maurnais  is a graduate of Johns Hopkins. 312 

Joni Mayer retired from a career in health behavior research. Her 

work has appeared in AURA Literary Arts Rev iew, Acorn Rev iew, 

and Writers Resist.   299 

Steve McDonald has had work in Tupelo Quarterly, North  

American Review, and Nimrod. His second poetry collection, Credo, 

was a finalist in the 2016 Brick Road Poetry Competition.  179 

Charlene Mertz, an emeritus student at SDCC, lives near Austin, 

TX. 311 

Alison Miller has had work in Hobart Pulp, Anti-Heroin Chic, and 

Bareback Magazine . The owner of sex-positive adult boutiques in 

Virginia, she is editor-in-chief of Throats to the Sky magazine. 333 

Jim Milner , a cancer and grief counselor, helps out on a ranch for 

lay-ups and retired horses in Bonsall. 108, 286 

Joseph D. Milosch, a Hackney Award honoree, Pushcart Prize 

nominee, and author of The Lost Pilgrimage Poems and Landscape of 

a Hummingbird has had work in the California Quarterly.   52, 262     

Michelle Moore immigrated to the US as a child. She worked in 

advertising, started a business promoting artists, and now runs a 

jewelry business.  257 

Jim Moreno is a Regional Editor of the San Diego Poetry Annual. 

66, 214 

Regina Morin, an original member of the Border Voices Poetry 

Project, has had work in San Diego W riter’s Monthly, Magee Park 

Poets Anthology, and A Year in Ink. 285 

Barbara Mosqueda Becerril has been passionate about writing 

since childhood.  351 

Bonnie Mosse is a retired teacher of World Literature.  She holds 

degrees in music and linguistics. 384 
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Joani Mountain currently resides near the Pacific to be close to 

her daughter, after years living near Lake Michigan, the Atlantic 

Ocean, and the Gulf of Mexico.   381 

Jay M. Mower retired from advertising and marketing. His  

poems have appeared in Acorn Rev iew, Chaparral, A Year in Ink, 

and Summation.  His first book is Poet in a Pin-stripe Suit (Garden 

Oak Press: 2020). 345 

Ramon Murguia 334 

Jane Muschenetz immigrated from Ukraine at age 10. She 

graduated UCSD and MIT graduate school.       palfrondzoo.com   51 

Omar Musisko, born in Pennsylvania, works as a school 

psychologist, writes, and performs with his band. 123 

Naia is a fifth generation native Californian who co-founded 

Haiku San Diego, which she serves as the group’s moderator.  31 

Genie Nakano is a poet, dancer, storyteller, and yogini. Her latest 

books of haiku and tanka are Enter the Stream and Storyteller and 

Colorful Lives.  391 

Gerardo Navarro 363 

Crys Nilson 100 

Steven Nisenfeld,  a graduate of Temple University and a 

psychotherapist working with veterans suffering from PTSD, is a 

haiku enthusiast. 335 

Ruth Nolan, former wildland firefighter, writes and photographs 

the Mojave Desert, and teaches at College of the Desert. Her 

poetry book is Ruby Mountain (Finishing Line Press: 2016).  4  

Suzanne O’Connell has had work in North American Review, Poet 

Lore, The Menacing Hedge, and Forge and earned Honorable 

Mention in The Kowit 2019.  Her poetry books are A Prayer for 

Torn Stockings and What Luck (Garden Oak Press: 2016, 2019).  8 

Mary O'Connor, born in Ireland, has been widely published in 

poetry, fiction, and essays. Her work has won Academy of 

American Poets prizes and a MacDowell residency. 32 

Kathy O'Fallon is psychologist and a grandmother of five.   118 

S. Rose Olinzock 323 
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Gayle O’Key has had work in the San Diego Poetry Annual, 

Summation, and Dear Mr. President.      403 

Robt O’Sullivan is a Regional Editor of the San Diego Poetry  

Annual.    29  

Judith Pacht authored Summer Hunger (PEN Southwest Book 

Award for Poetry 2011).  Her newest books are Infirmary for a 

Private Soul and A Cumulus Fiction.  369 

Lorraine A Padden  has had work appear in Modern Haiku, The 

Heron's Nest, tinywords, Frogpond, and #FemkuMag. She won 

Tricycle Magazine's 2021 Best of the Haiku Challenge. 392 

Andy Palasciano  is the author of The Warrior: Tales of a Substitute 

Teacher and Job Coach (Garden Oak Press: 2019).  90 

Ameya D. Pandit is an Asian American author and immigrant— 

now a proud U.S. citizen 372 

Kathleen Peckham first became involved in poetry in San Diego 

through LoVerne Brown's group in Ocean Beach.  396 

Penny Perry authored the poetry collection Santa Monica Disposal  

and Salvage (Garden Oak Press: 2012). Her novel Selling Pencils, 

and Charlie (Lymer & Hart: 2020) was a finalist for a San Diego 

Book Award. 24 

Marjorie Pezzoli is a visual artist & writer whose work appeared 

in Palabra: Open Mic, and F**k Isolation: Tribute to the COVID-19 

Experince.           Pezzoliart.com 362 

Marge Piercy's new collection is On the Way Out, Turn Off the 

Lights (Knopf: 2020). 11, 269 

Claudia Poquoc, known in classrooms as Grandmother Spider of 

the Word Wise Web, edited Stunned into Awakening.  She leads 

workshops for the Kids! San Diego Poetry Annual.         33 

Grant Quackenbush is from Encinitas. He received his MFA 

from Boston University and his BA from UC-Santa Cruz. He 

currently lives in Lower Manhattan. 298 

Crystophver R is a native San Diegan, award-winning poet, 

actor, screenwriter, director, producer , and photographer.   21 

http://www.pezzoliart.com/
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Jeremy Ra, a Chinese-Korean-American poet based in Los 

Angeles, was a finalist for the PEN Center Emerging Voices and 

was featured as Poet of the Month with Moon Tide Press.  182 

Deborah Ramos is a native San Diegan, activist, and host of 

readings at the Poetry Bench in Balboa Park. 77 

Lisa Ratnavira has authored Maiden, Mother & Crone  (with Rae 

Rose and Penny Perry), Traveling with Pen and Brush and Grief's 

Labyrinth and other poems (Garden Oak Press: 2017).  She has 

visited more than 16 countries, most recently Uganda. 

gaminiratnavira.com 302 

Judy Reeves, author of A Writer’s Book of Days and Wild Women, 

Wild Voices has had work in the San Diego Reader, Serv ing House 

Journal, and Waymark. She teaches at San Diego Writers, Ink, 

which she co-founded.    Judyreeveswriter.com 83 

Amber Reinhart is an SDSU intern for the San Diego Poetry  

Annual.  271 

Neshat Rezal is a dentist in Oakland, California. When not 

working or writing poetry, he travels and makes glass art.   58 

Originally from Israel, Laura Ribitzky grew up near Boston. She 

works as an International Student Advisor at SDSU.  330 

Native Californian Lynda Riese, is a Pushcart and Best of the Net 

nominee, lives in Scripps Ranch. Her work has appeared in Calyx, 

Onthebus Poet Lore, and Best of Border Voices.  383 

Erin Rodoni teaches at the Writing Salon in San Francisco and 

serves on the board of the Marin Poetry Center. Her book And if  

the Woods Carry You, won the Southern Indiana Rev iew  Michael 

Waters Poetry Prize 2020.  346 

Pilar Rodriguez Aranda, the International Beat Poet Laureate 

(2021-22), co-manages one of the oldest bookstores in Tijuana. 360 
 

Susan Rogers is co-editor of A Sonic Boom of Stars  and an 

international judge for the 8th Rabindranath Tagore Award. She is 

a practitioner of Sukyo Mahikari.    loispjones.com/susan-rogers   48 

Emma Grey Rose is a San Diego artist and writer. 23, 112 

Dr. Rasha Roshdy has had work published on Vocal:  The Other 

Side of Hope, a UK based magazine. 331 
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Lee Rossi, winner of the Jack Grapes Poetry Prize, has had work 

in The Southwest Rev iew, Rattle, Spillway, and The Southern Rev iew. 

His latest book is Darw in’s Garden (Moon Tide Press). He is a 

ontributing editor to Poetry Flash.  142, 183 

Doris Rubio wrote questions for henry rollins’ unibrow  for Freezeray  

Poetry. She attends SDSU as an English major.  

Akiko Russotto  recently moved to San Diego from Japan. She 

began reading her work at poetry workshops in New Jersey. 

 40 

Brandon Ruiz   17 

Jacqueline Salazar 45 

Ron Salisbury is the Poet Laureate of San Diego and a Regional 

Editor of the San Diego Poetry  Annual. 237 

Anna Sánchez was raised in Tijuana, México, becoming a  

fronteriza student—and the first woman in her family to 

graduate high school. She is pursuing a BA.  37 

Nancy Sandweiss published a collection of poems, Love Remains, 

and a book of children’s stories Adventures of Kevin.   265  

Bona Santos is a member of the Haiku Society of America and 

Yuki Teikei Haiku Society. Her work has appeared in Modern 

Haiku, Frogpond, Akitsu Quarterly, and Poetry Pea Journal.  45  

Marjorie Sato-Bukowski is a Sansei, third generation Japanese-

American, who received a BA in Creative Writing from San 

Francisco State University.  86 

Suzanne Schoenfelt has had work in Indiana W rites, Antenna, 

Bear River Review, Southwest Journal, and Colorado Review.    60 

Dave Schmidt's work has appeared in A Year in Ink, Fruits & Fig  

Leaves, A Volume of Voices, and Best Poets of 2020. A graduate of 

University of Nebraska, he resides in San Diego.        122 

Kristen Scott edits Knot Literary Journal. Her poetry collections 

are Liaisons and Opiate, both from Garden Oak Press.    377 

Prartho Sereno  is a watercolor artist and author of four poetry 

collections, including Causing a Stir: The Secret Lives & Loves of  

Kitchen Utensils .     prarthosereno.com  382 
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Joanne Sharp, a lifelong Southern Californian, holds a BA in Art 

and Design from UCLA. Her work has appeared in Summation, 

California Quarterly and W riters Resist.  256, 268 

Gail Shatsky, a member of Gypsy Poets, has had work appear in 

the San Diego Poetry Annual, Magee Park Poets Anthology, and The 

San Diego Union. 394 

Jaye Showalter is a native of New York, living in San Diego, 

whose children's book is Please Pass the Rainbows (2021).    238 

Kimberly Shuck is the Poet Laureate of San Francisco and the 

author of one chapbook of poems and seven books. Her latest 

is Whose Water (Mammoth Publications).  212 

Aye Sí is a long-time resident of San Diego County, now residing 

in Oceanside. He is a graduate of Mira Costa College.   115 

Jim Simpson has had poems in Red Fez and South Florida Poetry  

Journal.       186 

Meghan Sterling  is Associate Poetry Editor of The Maine Review  

and winner of awards in 2021 Sweet Literary and  Equinox.  Her 

debut collection is These Few Seeds (Terrapin Books: 2021).  

meghansterling.com      187 

Janell Strube lives and works in San Juan Capistrano.   107 

Paul Szymanski lives, works, and raises a family in San Diego.  

His poetry has appeared in the San Diego Poetry Annual.   34  

Jean E. Taddonio , native San Diegan and retired hospice nurse, 

authored a children’s picture book: The Tale of R-Qu.  354 

Kat Thomas 94 

Barbara Thomson 116, 328 

Michael Tompkins  104 

Mary Anne Trause, a retired psychologist living in Encinitas, has 

had work in Summation, the San Diego Poetry Annual, and 

aftertheart.com.  250, 347 

Michael Turner-Ortega is from the Mexica, Mayan, Raramuri 

Foot Runner Clan. 213 

James Ventress  50 

http://meghansterling.com/
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Marg Wafer has had work appear in San Diego Writers Ink: A Year 

in Ink, and The Journal of NAMI California. She self-published two 

chapbooks: No Shortcuts and Firmly in Mid-Air.    350 

Chris Wakefield 71 

After 30 years in San Diego, Lizzie Wann relocated to LA 

County. Her poetry collection is The Hospice Bubble & Other 

Devastating Affirmations  (Puna Press: 2019).  25 

Ted Washington has worked for a beer brewery, the IRS, in retail 

sales and a bakery. A poet and artist, he hosts a reading at Palabra 

and owns  Puna Press.      punapress.com      19  
 

Elizabeth Weedmark 324 

Nathan Weedmark 73, 114 

Jon Wesick is a Regional Editor of the San Diego Poetry Annual. 

376 

C. V. Will is a past coordinator of the Magee Park Poets' 

Workshop series. Her work has appeared in Driftwood Highway 

Anthologies  and Maui Live Poets Society.      395 

Elizabeth Yahn Williams authored a bilingual Ekphrastic series 

of art books, HAIKU for an Artist.     HitherandYahn.com 295 

Patricia Aya Williams earned Honorable Mention in The Kowit 

2020. Her poems have appeared in the San Diego Poetry Annual, 

Writers Resist, and The Closed Eye Open .     130 

Isabelle Wolf is a second year student at SDSU, majoring in 

English, and involved in the Creative Editing and Publishing 

certificate program.  35, 297 

Chris Vannoy is the former U.S. and International Beat Poet 

Laureate whose work has earned multiple San Diego Book 

Awards.  16, 275 

Jonathan Yungkans was featured in part three of The International  

Literary Quarterly's Anthology of California Poets. His second 

chapbook is Beneath a Glazed Sh immer (Tebor Bach). 370 

J.K. Wallen, originally from New York City, lives in Solana Beach 

writing poems and creating art.  81 
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Amy Wang  14, 255 

Al Zolynas taught at the United States International University. 

His new collection, Near and Far (Garden Oak Press: 2019), won 

his third San Diego Book Award (2020).          12, 278 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INTERNS AT SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY 
 

     Sydney Harold, an editor and artist who enjoys the 

complications of language, embraces creativity and tries to 

promote inclusivity in the literary world. 
 

    Amber Reinhart has more than three years of experience in 

editing, publishing, researching and writing. Her work has 

appeared in  the academic journal SPLICE , the Mail Tribune and 

Society19 magazine. Her background in content writing, public 

media and politics prepares her for a career in communications.  
 

• 
 

 Special thanks to Clare Colquitt, Director of Undergraduate 

Studies and Associate Professor of English at SDSU.  
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REGIONAL EDITORS 
 

Born in Iquique, Chile, Adrián Arancibia co-edited the Taco Shop 

Poets Anthology: Chorizo Tonguef ire and authored Atacama Poems  

and The Keeper/El guardador. His forthcoming book is Poems of  

Exhaustion. He teaches English and Creative Writing at Miramar 

College. 
 

Brandon Cesmat earned San Diego Press Club awards for film 

criticism and  San Diego Book Awards for Ice Drum, Light in All 

Directions, and Driven into the Shade.  His CD of original songs, 

adapted from his books, is Califor-Noir. He teaches at CSU-San 

Marcos.  

Karla Cordero, a descendant of the Chichimeca people of 

northern Mexico, is a VONA, Macondo, CantoMundo, The Loft 

Literary Center, and Pink Door fellow. Her book, How to Pull 

Apart the Earth (Not A Cult: 2018), won the San Diego Book 

Award (2019).      

Jim Moreno has served as the Poet-In-Residence for the Juvenile 

Court & Community Schools since August of 2005, 

teaching poetry workshops for at-risk youth in lockups and 

community schools. He hosts an open-mic event in La Mesa. 
 

Ron Salisbury holds an MFA from SDSU. He teaches poetry at 

San Diego Writers, Ink. His first book, Miss Desert Inn, won the 

Main Street Rag 2015 Poetry Prize. He is the inaugural Poet 

Laureate of San Diego (2020-22). 
 

Robt O´Sullivan has impacted the regional poetry community 

since 1997, hosting readings. Since August, 2007, he has hosted 

the Poets INC (Inland North County) reading at Escondido´s 

Municipal Gallery.              escondidoarts.org 
 

Jeff Walt won the 2018 Frank O´Hara Poetry Prize. His   

collection, Leave Smoke (Gival Press: 2019), won the 2020 

Housatonic Book Award. He served as judge of and now 

coordinates The Kowit.        jeffwalt.com  
 

Jon Wesick, has had work published in the Atlanta Review, 

Berkeley Fiction Review, Pearl, and Slipstream. Nominated for a 

Pushcart Prize, his poetry collection is Words of Power, Dances of  

Freedom (Garden Oak Press: 2015). jonwesick.com  
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EDITORIAL DIRECTOR 
 

Ameerah Holliday, a former SDSU intern for two years, directs 

the digital production of the San Diego Poetry Annual and serves 

as Assistant Editor of the Kids! San Diego Poetry Annual. She is a 

junior literary agent with the Serendipity Literary Agency and 

holds a BA in English Literature from SDSU.  
 

 

MANAGING EDITOR 
 

Seretta Martin holds an MFA in Creative Writing from SDSU and 

hosts special readings at libraries. A finalist for the Philip Levine 

award, her second book, Overtaking Glass, is pending publication. 

CEO of Blue Vortex Publishers, she co-directs Border Voices 

Poetry and teaches at San Diego Writers, Ink and in area schools.     
bordervoices.com          cpits.org           sandiegowriters.org 
 

EXECUTIVE EDITOR/ASSOCIATE PUBLISHER 
 

Michael Klam organizes the Poetry & Art Series in San Diego, 

ongoing since 2001. He serves on the board of directors for 

the San Diego Entertainment and Arts Guild. He is an editor and 

partner with Border Voices. His books include Emma and the 

Buddha Frog (Puna Press, 2007), The Cheapest Flight to Paradise  

(Puna Press, 2017) and Anything for a Dull Moment (Garden Oak 

Press, 2020).   poetryandartsd.com   sdeag.org       sandiegopoetryannual.com     
 

PUBLISHER 
 

Anthony Blacksher, known as Ant Black in performance poetry 

circles, earned a PhD from Claremont Graduate University. A 

professor at San Bernardino Valley College, his performance 

poetry has appeared on YouTube and in the San Diego Poetry  

Annual.       sdeag.org         sandiegopoetryannual.com     
 
 

FOUNDER 
 

William Harry Harding  has written four novels, including Three 

Women and the River, or The Englishman Who Forgot His Own Name  

(Lymer & Hart: 2018). He founded Garden Oak Press and chairs 

the San Diego Entertainment and Arts Guild (SDEAG) non-profit, 

which sponsors the San Diego Poetry Annual.          
       sdeag.org         sandiegopoetryannual.com          gardenoakpress.com 
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Though the COVID-19 pandemic prevented scheduled readings  

for 2020, our partners and host venues committed resources and effort 

to support the  San Diego Poetry Annual.  
 

 

@Spacebar 

7454 University Ave, La Mesa, CA 91942 ·  

(619) 461-7100         https://atspacebar.com 
 

Bluestocking Books 

3817 Fifth Ave., San Diego, CA  92103 

(619) 296-1424           bluestockingbooks.com 
 

Encinitas Library 

540 Cornish Dr., Encinitas, CA 92024 

(760) 753-7376      SHARMIN FERDOUS, Librarian  
 

The Escondido Arts Partnership 

262 E. Grand Ave., Escondido, CA  92025 

 (760) 480-4101          escondidoarts.org 
 

The Ink Spot     San Diego Writers, Ink  

2730 Historic Decatur Rd, San Diego, CA  92106 

KRIS TEN FOGLE, Executive Director 

sandiegowriters.org              (619) 696-0363 
 

La Jolla/Riford Branch Library 

7555 Draper Ave., La Jolla, CA  92037 

(858) 552-1657        BILL MALLORY, Librarian 
 

Mission Hills Branch Library 

925 W. Washington St., San Diego, CA  92103 

(619) 692-4910        GINA BRAVO, Librarian 
 

Pt. Loma/Hervey Branch Library 

3701 Voltaire  St., San Diego, CA 92107 

(619) 531-1539             CHRISTINE GONZALEZ, Librarian   
 

San Diego City Central Library 

330 Park Blvd., San Diego, CA 92101   

 (619) 236-5800   MARC CHERY, Supervisor, Humanities Section 
 

Southwestern Community College  

900 Otay Lakes Rd., Chula Vista, CA 91910 

FRANCISCO J. BUSTOS, Coordinating Professor 

(619) 421-6700                            swccd.edu 
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SSPPEECCIIAALL  TTHHAANNKKSS  
 

Poets & Writers Foundation 

for generous grants to workshop facilitators  

in outreach community programs:   

Poets in Juvenile Hall and Native Poets      
 

Dorianne Laux 

for judging the Steve Kowit Poetry Prize 
 

 

Maria Mazziotti Gillan, Clare MacQueen,  

Suzanne Lummis, Ellen Bass, Dorianne Laux 

for publicizing and promoting The Kowit  
 

Marc Chery 

and the San Diego Public Library  

for supporting The Kowit award ceremony 
 

To all who volunteered to host readings  

cancelled by the COVID-19 pandemic:  

 Sandy Mackie, Curran Jeffery, Robt O´Sullivan,  

Seretta Martin, Jim Moreno, Francisco J. Bustos,  

Jeff Walt, Judy Reeves, Michael Klam 
  

CCRREEDDIITTSS  
 

 Front Cover and Frontispiece:     Typew riter on Fire 
 

   collage by JUAN BEAZ 

              juanbeaz.com 
  

 etchings, drawing, photograph, and linocuts by  MARY KOWIT: 
 

  BACK CO VER:  Family Portrait [etching]  

          

  Poems 1: Scallions [etching] 
  

  Steve Kowit Poetry Prize:   Enter Steve Kow it 
     

  Poems from Juvenile Hall:  Owlets [etching] 

  

  Native Poets: Joy to the Fishes [linocut] 
 

  Poet Laureate:  At the Beach [Etch-A-Sketch drawing] 
 

  Poems 2: Cat [linocut] 

 


